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NOVCASTING
by
K A Browning and C G Collier
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom

Summary
Digital remotely sensed observations of the atmosphere, particularly
from radars and satellites, have become increasingly available over the
last 15 years.Together with developments in computer technology, this has
stimulated the design and operation of a variety of systems to exploit
these data in weather forecasting. Growing awareness of the importance of
detailed site specific weather information and forecasts from zero to a few
hours ahead has led to the emergence of a particular kind of forecasting
called nowcasting which depends on the exceptionally detailed knowledge of
the current pattern of weather that remote sensing can provide. This type
of weather forecasting is reviewed, with emphasis on the measurement and
extrapolation up to about two hours ahead of fields of various weather
parameters, especially rainfall. Trends in the design of nowcasting
systems are discussed and potential benefits summarized.
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1.

Introduction

The method adopted in weather forecasting and the degree of detail
achievable depends on the length of the forecast period. Browning (1980)
has sub-divided short-term forecasting as shown in Figure 1. The standard
approach to forecasting involves the use of supercomputers to solve
equations representing the dynamics and thermodynamics of the atmosphere by
means of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. Conventional NWP
models, although they may be enhanced by statistical interpretation of the
model output, represent explicitly only the larger scale features of the
weather and are best suited for providing forecasts of a general nature for
periods beyond 12 hours ahead. So-called mesoscale NWP models,
representing features of the weather on smaller scales of tens to hundreds
of kilometres, are coming into operation and these-provide greater detail
for the forecast period a few hours to 18 hours ahead. While NWP models
have the major advantage that they can in principle predict the development
of new weather systems, they suffer, even the mesoscale models, from an
inability to represent variability in cloud, rain and associated parameters
on the smallest scales of interest. Thus for forecasts up to 2 hours ahead
a better forecast is often achievable simply by observing the detailed
distribution and movement of weather patterns and assuming that they will
continue to travel without change over the very short period concerned.
This approach - a full description of the weather now together with
extrapolation up to two hours ahead - is known as nowcasting.
Nowcasting is a comparatively new field of weather forecasting. It is
only over the last 15 to 20 years that the radar and satellite data, needed
to give a detailed description of the weather, have been available to
forecasters in real-time and in a digital form amenable to manipulation.
Although the preparation of forecasts by extrapolating the observed fields
might be regarded as a simple extension of what forecasters have done for
generations, limitations in observing capability and understanding of
mesoscale phenomena, together with the practical difficulties of handling
vast quantities of data quickly, make this a challenging task in practice.
Since extrapolation is the basis of nowcasting systems, the quality of
the resulting forecasts depends upon the time ahead for which linear
extrapolation is valid. This varies for different weather systems as shown
in Table 1. Frontal rainbands, for e~ample, persis t for many hours.
However, severe weather caused by individual convective systems is short
lived and linear extrapolation on its own is.unlikely to provide good
forecasts beyond an hour or so. The 'larger scale systems with greater
persistance, such as fronts, often act as the trigger for the smaller
convective systems that produce the severe weather. Therefore linear
extrapolation of larger systems for a few hours aheads may help in the
forecasting of the severe weather associated with smaller systems.
Where linear extrapolation is no longer capable of producing a good
forecast because of development or decay, a nonlinear forecasting procedure
must be applied. However, in the case of a detailed site specific forecast
of intense local phenomena the application of a nonlinear model can produce
a worse result than linear techniques: it is one thing to predict that
conditions are ripe for a new development to occur but quite another to
predict precisely when and where it will be triggered, unless there is some
well defined topographical forcing for example. We shall not discuss the
non-linear methods further in this review; rather we concentrate on the
conceptually simple linear nowcasting techniques that have been developed
to characterize, track, and extrapolate the motion of existing weather
features detected by radars and satellite.
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TABLE 1

Examples of typical linear extrapolation time-scales for
precipitation fields associated vith various weather events
(partly from Dosvell, 1986; after Zipser, 1983)
Veather event

Time-scale for validity
of linear extrapolation

Downburst/Hicroburst

1 to a few minutes

Tornado

to a few minutes

lndi vidual thunderstorm
or heavy shaver

5-20 minutes

Severe thunderstorm

10 minutes to 1 hour

Thunderstorm organised

1-2 hours

Non-linear predictive
capability
Very limi ted
Curren tly very limited
Very limi ted
Very limi ted

Some

on the mesoscale
Flash-flood rainfall

to a few hours

Very limi ted

Orographically triggered
showers

hour

Very limited

Lake-effect snowstorms

A few hours

Very limi ted

Heavy snow
storm/blizzard

A few hours

Some

High wind gusts
accompanying shallow

5-30 minutes

Very limited

Hurricane

Hany hours

Fair

Frontal passage

Hany hqurs

Fair to good

shavers

Emapolatlon of current _atller
usmg satellite & flIdar DbservallDnS

/

Mll5llscale NW? model

I

I

SynoptIC- scale ..,WP

model WIth
Model Output SlIlllStlCS

~,.;::o.,o:=--..!:.-.

6

12

18

24

lead time oC forecast/h
The quality of waather forecastll. defined &8 the product of the accuracy and detail
achievable. ahcnm aa a function of lead time for three different forecasting methods. The
figure iJl highly achema.tic and the stage at which the quality of one techmque bt-come-s
auperior to another ..nu not only change over the ye.anl with the devPlopmenl of the
different mf'thoda but will also depend on the particular phenomenon hem!! fOre<'ll.St.
t af<;.r &-.",. "Qo)
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At present nowcasting systems in several countries are providing data
for severe weather warning, hydrological forecasting, snow clearance on
roads, and for defining areas of wet deposition in the event of accidents
involving various kinds of pollution (see for example Collinge and Kirby,
1987, Collier et aI, 1986b). Work is also underway to relate heavy
rainfall occurrence to landslides (Keefer et aI, 1987) and avalanches
(Roesli et aI, 1987). Table 2 summarizes some of the uses to which
nowcasts are put and the type of benefits that accrue. Nowcasting has
potential for a significant impact on both the social and economic welfare
of many sections of the community.
TABLE 2

Benefits of novcasting

TYPE OF BENEFIT
APPLICATIONS
Saving life

Severe weather (gust fronts,
downbursts" tornadoes, heavy

Saving property

Improving
efficiency
of operations

/

rain, hail) warning (public)
\later management

- flood forecasting

/
/
/

- sewer operation

- spillway operation

/
/
/

/
/

AgricUlture and horticulture
- crop spraying
-

/
/
/
/
/

harvesting
animal ,diseases
farm management
irrigation

Avalanche/landslide
forecasting

/

Pollution - wet deposition
Civil engineering
- plant
- painting

/
/
/
/

- concrete pours
- site management
Transport

- air (terminal (in flight)

/

/

forecas ting
- road (diversions, snow

clearance, surface dressing)
- sea (cargo loading)
- rail (icing of points)

/
/
/

Communication engineering

/

Power

/

Leisureac ti vity

Military operations, (fuel
ammunition handling; transport)

2.

/

/

Observational capabilities

Mesoscale observations, are at the heart of nowcasting. Remote
sensing imagery is especially valuable because it gives mesoscale fields.
Much of the work work in the field of nowcasting involves the estimation of
rainfall using radar or satellite imagery, and this is discussed in some
detail. We than consider briefly the measurement of other forms of
precipitation. The inference of windfields, tornadoes etc from Doppler
radar is extending nowcasting capabilities and these aspects will also be
touched upon.
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2.1 Observing rain
2.1.1 Measurement of rain by ground-based radar
Techniques for measuring precipitation by ground-based radar are based
on four types of measurements: (i) the intensity of the backscattered
radiation (radar reflectivity), (ii) the difference in reflectivity between
vertically and horizontally polarised radiation, (iii) the attenuation of
radar energy, and (iv) attenuation and reflectivity determined
simultaneously at two wavelengths. Of these measurements only the first
has been used widely and implemented operationally. Hence we confine our
discussion to this method.
As a radar beam rotates about vertical axis measurements are made at
many ranges out to 100 km or more and at different azimuths of the energy
backscattered from precipitation particles in volumes above the ground
(Figure 2a). It may be shown that, provided liquid precipitation uniformly
fills the pulse volume, then t2e average power returned from precipitation
at range r is proportional to /~, where Z is the so-called radar
reflectivity factor given by ~
and D is the precipitati8n particle
diameter. Z is related to the rate of rainfall R by Z = AR where A and B
are empirically determined constants. The values of A and B depend on the
type of rainfall. Many values have been suggested but values often used
for rain are A = 200 and B = 1.6 (Marshall and Palmer, 1948).

D

Use of R:Z relationships to measure rain, modifying A and B as
appropriate, would appear to be straightforward. There are a number of
problems, however, arising from the characteristics of both the radar and
the precipitation:
(a) Problems arising from the characteristics of the radar or the radar
site:
- Inadequate radar hardware stability and calibration:
Maintenance of a stable system is extremely important. Joss and
Waldvogel (1989) state that using up-to-date solid state electronics,
it is possible to keep the cumulative error of transmitted power,
antenna parameters, noise figure t amplification in the receiver chain
and analogue to digital conversion well within 2 dB. This corresponds
to a 36% error in precipitation rate.
- Ground clutter and occultation: Many aspects of a radar site affect
the quality of the radar measurements (see Clift, 1985). In general
to obtain good estimates of surface precipitation, a low (less than
0.5°) horizon is required to enable the beam to be kept low. Figure
2a shows an idealized radar beam from a well sited radar under normal
conditions of atmospheric propagation. However, Fig.2b, for less
ideal situations, shows that the main radar beam (or side lobes) may
encounter ground targets causing strong persistent echoes (ground
clutter) which may be misinterpreted as rainfall. Interception of the
beam by the ground also causes occultation or screening of part of the
beam, such that only a fraction of the power illuminates the rain at
longer ranges. Anomalous refraction of the radar beam, caused by
warm, dry air overlaying cooler, moister air, may cause additional
ground echoes known as anaprop.
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(a)

(b)

Complete
screening

screening

- Attenuation or poor resolution depending on radar wavelength: Use
of long wavelengths (10 cm or more) avoids errors caused by
attenuation due to precipitation. However, for the same antenna size
the beamwidth at 10 cm is twice as large as at 5 cm. This causes
reduced spatial resolution at long ranges and leads to more ground
clutter (Harrold, 1974). Moreover, Ulaby et al (1981) point out that
precipitation echoes observed at 10 cm are 12 dB weaker than those
observed by at 5 cm, whereas the ground clutter echo strength is
almost independent of wavelength. Although a 3 cm radar would be even
more effective than a 5 cm radar-in reducing clutter, it would suffer
unacceptably from attenuation in only moderately heavy rain. In
practice the choice of wavelength is between 5 and 10 cm; it is
influenced by cost and the frequency of occurrence of very heavy rain.
- Radome attenuation: The antenna of a radar is often housed in a
radome made from rubberized material or fibreglass and either inflated
or supported by aluminium strips. Such structures protect the antenna
from precipitation and pollutants. By eliminating wind loading they
also allow less powerful drive motors to be used. Unfortunately
precipitation on the radome attenuates the radar beam. The degree of
wetting and attenuation depends on the nature of the surface and the
sife of the radome. Wilson (1978) found that a rainfall rate of 40 mm
h
produced an attenuation of 1 dB. Snow can produce a much bigger
effect and it is necessary to heat the radome to prevent a build-up of
snow or ice.
(b) Problems arising from the characteristics of the precipitation
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Errors due to the fluctuating nature of the signal from
reci itation and averagin over areas of non-uniform reci itation:
Scattering of mIcrowave radiation from a popu ationof precipitation
particles within the radar pulse volume produces a fluctuating signal
at the radar receiver. To produce a measurement of precipitation
intensity, it is necessary to average the received power over a number
of independent samples either in time or space. Rainfall rate may
vary by a factor of 10 within a 10-minute period or within a distance
of 2 km and so the averaging must be done on smaller scales. If such
variations occur within the radar pulse volume, for example at long
ranges where the beamwidth is several kilometres wide, this may lead
to large errors (Mueller, 1977, Zawadzki, 1984). These effects are
particularly important when comparing radar and raingauge measurements
of rainfall (Vilson and Brandes, 1979, Aniol et aI, 1980, Austin,
1987, Joss and Valdvogel, 1989).
- Variability of the R:Z relationship: The values of A and B in the
R:Z relationship depend upon the nature of the raindrop size
distribution which differs greatly between drizzle at one extreme and
thunderstorms at the other. Battan (1973) lists over 60 R:Z
relationships. The presence of up or downdrafts also affects the R:Z
relationship (Battan, 1976, Ulbrich, !~86). Austin (1987) calculates
that in a strong downdraft of 8 m sec
the reflectivity value for a
given rainfall rate would be about 3 dB less than in still air,
producing an underestimate of the rainfall rate by 40%.
- Variability of reflectivity in the vertical: The radar beam at far
ranges from the radar site is at a considerable height above the
surface of the earth. For a beam elevation of 0.5 0 the axis of the
beam is at a height of 2 km at 130 km range and 4 km at 200 km range.
Reflectivity varies in the vertical because of growth or evaporation
of precipitation, vertical air motion, and melting (where melting of
snowflakes occurs there is a layer of enhanced reflectivity known as
the bright-band). These factors can lead to large differences between
the apparent precipitation intensity measured by radar and the
intensity of precipitation reaching the ground.
Joss et al (1970) and Koistinen (1986) have derived average
vertical reflectivity profiles for different precipitation conditions.
The top three profiles in Fig 3 are for (a) convective rain, (b)
widespread rain with bright band and (c) snow or shallow rain.
Although there may be large deviations from these profiles on
particular occasions, it is instructive to use them as an indication
of the percentage of the precipitation observed by radar at various
ranges allowing for earth curvature. In particular, the profiles in
(b) and (c) draw attention to the difficulties of making measurements
in the presence of bright-band or shallow rain.
FIGuRE
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Another problem in some parts of the world is orographic growth
of precipitation at low levels over hills exposed to strong moist
maritime air flows, (Browning, 1980). To some extent orographic
low-level growth can be estimated by applying climatological
correction factors (Hill, 1983), but where possible the radar should
be sited so that it can observe the low-level precipitation directly.
As shown by Fig.3(d) considerable orographic enhancement may occur
wi thin 1f2 km of the ground and so '.it is observable only at very close
ranges.
Considerable work has been carried out over the past 20 years or so to
address all of these problems. This has led to the development of
procedures for adjusting radar measurements of precipitation using data
from raingauges (heated gauges for snowfall). Wilson and Brandes (1979)
have summarized much of this work. Techniques have ranged from the
application of an adjustment factor derived by simple averaging (Wilson,
1970) or statistical procedures (Cain and Smith, 1976) for the whole area
of interest, to the use of a large number of raingauges to define the
detailed spatial variations in the adjustment factor (Brandes, 1975).
Many of the reported estimates of the accuracy of rainfall
measurements by radar refer to the results of carefully controlled research
assessments rather than operational systems. A notable exception is the
study described by Collier (l986a,h). This was carried out using an
operational system in NW England for a 12-month period during 1982/83. A
raingauge adjustment procedure (see Collier et aI, 1983) was used
consistently throughout the period and all data were included regardless of
their quality. Figure 4 shows the variation of the monthly mean adjustment
factors (radar/gauge) over the 12-month period for four raingauge sites at
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different ranges from the radar. Three of these sites were within the area
covered by the real-time adjustment system (up to 75 km range); the fourth,
Nottingham, is included to illustrate the performance at greater range.
During the summer, when deep convective rainfall was common, the radar
estimated rainfall well at all ranges. The average performance was not as
good during the winter. The record for Nottingham shows the
under-estimation which can occur at far ranges in winter due to the
intensification of reflectivity below the ~adar beam. The other graphs
indicate a tendency to over-estimate at near ranges, probably as a result
of uncorrected bright-band effects within the radar beam.
At any time of the year the adjustment factors at individual raingauge sites may vary considerably from the mean monthly values. When these
variations are examined, the bright-band effect is seen to be very
significant. If all observations influenced by bright band are excluded,
the average percentage difference between hourly unadjusted radar estimates
and raingauge readings in conditions of widespread frontal rainfall is 60
per cent (Collier, 1986a). Real-time adjustment, reduced this average
difference to 45 per cent. In convective rainfall, without bright band,
adjustment improves the figures from 37 per cent to 21 per cent. When
bright band effects are present the average difference is 100 per cent and
adjustment reduced this to 75 per cent. The probability of getting a
particular error, and the improvement achieved by using real-time raingauge
adjustment, is shown in Fig.5 for three categories of rainfall, with and
without bright band.
2.1.2 Measurement of rain from satellite
Visible and infra-red imagery are the satellite data most commonly
used for estimating precipitation. Two types of technique for estimating
rainfall have been developed; they are known as cloud indexing and
life-history methods (for comprehensive reviews see Barrett and Martin,
1981 and Collier et aI, 1988a).
Cloud indexing was the first technique developed for rainfall
estimation. A rainfall coefficient or cloud index may be evaluated from
features of the satellite cloud field defined by visible or infra-red
images, for example brightness or texture. These indices can then be
related, via regression equations, to raingauge observations of rainfall
(Barrett, 1970, Follonsbee, 1973, FolIonsbee and Oliver, 1975, Follonsbee,
1976, Arkin, 1979, Fenner, 1982, Turpeinen et aI, 1987). This approach is
still being used within the WMO Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(WMO, 1986) using ground-based measurements for validation (WMO, 1988). In
general these techniques function well for convective cloud in non-arid
regions but not for frontal cloud. Pattern recognition techniques using
textural or radiance features with cloud models are also being assessed and
show some promise (Wu et aI, 1985, Adler and Negri, 1988).
Life-history procedures use satellite images at frequent time
intervals from geostationary satellites. Stout et al (1979) proposed the
estimation of rainfall from the sum of the area of the clouds at successive
times, and the rate of change of that area. Recently Doneaud et al (1985)
have proposed a simple procedure in which the Area-Time-Integral (ATI) of
cloud areas over the lifetime of a storm is related to the total rain
volume. Initial tests of the procedure are encouraging, although the
technique is likely to work well only for convective rain.
The use of either visible or infra-red images alone, whether singly or
in sequences, has not proved reliable under all circumstances.
Improvements can be obtained by the combined use of data from several
spectral bands as described by Liljas (1982). The infra-red sensors on
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satellites provide information on the temperature and thus indirectly the
height of the tops of clouds; the visible sensors provide information on
the depth of clouds, their geometry and composition. Combination of this
information enables recognition of high thick cloud likely to produce
significant rainfall. Early work on this type of technique was carried out
by Lethbridge (1967), Dittberner and Von der Haar (1973), and Reynolds et
al (1978). Problems arising from registration errors between visible and
infra-red images, instrument calibration, time difference between images,
and illumination geometry caused the results of the early work to be less
encouraging than expected. Lovejoy and Austin (1979a) demonstrated that
these problems could be overcome, and Brown (1987) outlines an operational
implementation of their procedure in which visible and infra-red data are
used, with radar data to calibrate it, to derive look-up tables of rainfall
probability such as that shown in Fig 6a. An example of a rainfall field
derived from radar-calibrated bispectral satellite imagery is shown in Fig
6b •
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Satellite-borne microwave instruments hold considerable promise for
nowcasting precipitation. Because of mass and cost constraints these
instruments are not flown on existing geostationary satellites, but this
may change in the future. In the meantime, microwave instruments are
flying on some polar orbiting spacecraft, and can be used to estimate
rainfall twice per day. In nowcasting terms this is useful for calibrating
the more frequently available visible and infrared imagery from
geostationary satellites.
Passive microwave rainfall measurements are of two types depending
upon the physical process used to detect precipitation. The physical
processes are absorption/emission (by raindrops) and scattering (by ice
particles). The absorption method requires a radiatively cold background,
and is applied over the sea. It utilises frequencies below 19 GHz (Wilheit
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et aI, 1977). Collier et al (1988a) list the limitations and uncertainties
associated with the absorption method. McMurdie and Katsaros (1985) and
Katsaros and Lewis (1986) demonstrate that the Scanning Multichannel
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on Nimbus 7 was capable of observing
precipitation patterns associated with mesoscale and synoptic scale
features.
The scattering method, which uses frequencies above 60 GHz, may be
applied over land as well as over the ocean. The major scattering effect
is from ice particles at the top of convective clouds (Wilheit et aI,
1982). The brightness temperature decreases with the number and size of
the ice particles. It is necessary to derive an indirect relationship
between surface rainfall rate and the ice particles aloft using cloud
models (Wilheit et aI, 1982, Szejwach et aI, 1986). Work is now being
carried out to investigate whether the SSM/I 88.5 GHz channels of the US
Defence Meteorological Satellite Programme (DMSP) can be used to measure
rain. Barrett et al (1988) report early results that are encouraging for
convective rain. It remains to be seen to what extent mid-latitude frontal
rain can be measured.
Active microwave systems (radars) for measuring rain are not yet being
flown on satellites; however, there is a plan (Simpson et aI, 1988) to fly
a radar, together with microwave radiometers operating at 19, 37 and 90
GHz, and visible and infra-red radiometers. Although this represents a
major step forward in measuring precipitation from space, it provides only
for a climatological sample to give monthly rainfall estimates over
tropical regions. Satellite borne radars for nowcasting will not be
available for many years yet.
The claimed percentage errors in satellite rainfall estimation
procedures are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Summary of the perforaances of satellite rainfall estimation
techniques
(after Collier, 1985; partly based upon Lovejoy and Austin 1979b, 1980)

Technique

Cloud
indexing

Area over which Period of Percent
estimates ~e integration error (%)
assessed (km )
(Ilours)
1054
10

Follonsbee and' Oliver
(1975
Adler and Negri (1988)
(convective/strati form)

122
41

24
'h

104
1045
10

References
describing techniques
(rainfall types)

Griffith et al (1978)
(convective)
lIylie (1979)
(convective)
Stout et al (1979)
(convective)

1
24
'12

85
55
50

'12

65

Bi-spectral
105
visible/infrared

'12-2

49

Lovejoy and Austin
(1979a,b)
(convective/frontal)

103

24

70

Lovejoy and Austin
(1980)
(convective/frontal)
I/ilheit et al (1973)
Spencer et al (1983)

103

12

Life-his tory

6 x 103

Passive
microwave

Active

microwave

10 3
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30x24
(monthly)

20
(when combined with
bi-spectral
technique)

10

The accuracy of this
technique is unknown
but Lovejoy (1981)
suggests the figures
given may be possible
(see also Collier et al
1988a)
Simpson et al (1988)
(convective)

2.2 Observing other parameters
Both radar and satellite provide information from which other
meteorological parameters may be measured or deduced. In the main these
parameters relate to the identification of weather hazards such as snow,
hail, surface wind gusts, tornadoes and lightning.
2.2.1 Snow
Radar is capable in principle of measuring snow almost as accurately
as rain; the only additional problem is that, owing to its lower fall
speed, snow is liable to greater wind drift beneath the radar beam (Uyeda
and Yagi, 1987). Smith (1984) discusses the so-called equivalent radar
reflectivity factor Z due to snow and ice particles, where Z is the
summation per unit vorume of the sixth power of the diameter 5f spherical
water drops in the Rayleigh scattering region which would back-scatter the
same power as the measured reflectivity. The operational technique for
measuring snow is based upon the conversion of reflectivity measurements
through the same kind of empirical relationship discussed inSec.2.1.1. As
in the case of rain, there is considerable variability in the values of A
and B (Ohtaka and Henmi, 1970). The values most commonly used are A = 2000
and B = 2.0, although values of A varying from 540 for dry snow to 2100 for
wet snow have also been suggested.
Much work has been done on the accuracy of radar measurements of rain
but there have been only a limited number of studies of the accuracy for
snow. Jatila (1973), using as a calibration the water equivalent of snow
collected in a single raingauge, found that 60% of the snowfall amounts
derived from radar measurements within about 50 km of the radar site were
between -24% and +32% of the daily amounts of snowfall measured by gauges.
The most extensive measurements to date have been carried out by Pollock
and Wilson (1972). The accuracy of radar measurements of snowfall was
found to be similar to that reported by Jatila within about 30 km of the
radar, but it rapidly decreased as the height of the radar beam increased
with distance from the radar. Both of the above studies were made over
flat terrain, but Collier and Larke (1978) showed that comparable accuracy
can also be achieved in hilly terrain. On the other hand Browning (1983)
pointed out that snowfall development below the radar beam due to
orographic effects can lead to significant underestimates of the surface
snowfall.
".
2.2.2 Hail
Early work on hail detection concentrated on the maximum value of the
equivalent radar reflectivity factor and its vertical distribution. Geotis
(1963), Donaldson (1965) and Changnon and Staggs (1970) showed that the
first echoes are higher in hailstorms than in ordinary convective showers
and that the associated echoes last longer. Attempts to classify the
vertical profiles of reflectivity are continuing particularly in eastern
Europe (for example Brylev et aI, 1986, and Dombai, 1986).
A more sophisticated method of hail detection was proposed by Atlas
and Ludlam (1961) based upon the strong dependence of Z on wavelength for
hailstones in the Mie scattering region. This techniqu~ was implemented by
Sulakvelidze et aI, (1967) in the USSR although their approach was suspect
as they made no correction for attenuation in calculating Z. Eccles and
Atlas (1973) proposed a method using y, the ratio of the Z evalues measured
at 10 cm and 3 cm. The signature of hail is given by the ~alue of dy/dr,
where r is the range from the radar (Fig.7). Jameson (1975), however,
showed that in some circumstances false signatures or no signature at all
may be observed (see also Srivastava and Jameson, 1975).
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Other radar techniques have been proposed using polarization diversity
methods, particularly circular polarization (Barge, 1972). Although there
are difficulties in using this technique (Humphries, 1974, Illingworth et
aI, 1986), Figure 8 indicates that a combination of Circular Depolarization
Ratio (CDR) and Z may be a useful method of hail detection.
e
Since most radar systems do not have multi-wavelength or polarization
diversity capabilities, work has continued to find simple techniques for
use with conventional weather radars. Waldvogel et al (1979) suggest that
a simple criterion for hail is that the height of the 45 dBZ contour must
exceed the height of the ODC level by more than 1.4 km. They found that
this algorithm detected all hail cells early in their life, but about 30%
of the cells identified as dangerous never actually produced hail at the
ground. Joss and Waldvogel (1989) report that similar relationships have
been used in South Africa (Mather et aI, 1976) and in northeast Colorado
(Foote and Knight, 1979).
Recently Winston and Lipschutz (1986) compared the performance of
three algorithms for identifying hail]
(a)
Dual polarization-based precipitation type/intensity data
(PTI) (Lipschutz et aI, 1986).
(b)

The Nexrad (Next Generation Radar Network in the USA)
hail algorithm based upon storm characteristics derived
from volume scan reflectivity data (Petrocchi, 1982).

(c)

Severe Weather Probability (SWP) based upon maximum
Vertically Integrated Liquid water (VIL) values evaluated
every 10 minutes (Elvander, 1977, 1980).
All techniques performed well in some situations. There was evidence that
the dual-polarization technique was slightly better than the other
procedures.
2.2.3 Vind hazards
With the development of Doppler radar other weather parameters besides
precipitation can be observed. These include hazardous wind features
associated with tornadoes (Schaefer, 1986) and with the strong low level
outflow regions associated with downbursts and microbursts (Carecena,
1987). A particularly important Doppler velocity signature is the velocity
couplet caused by rapid changes of wind dire ction associated with
mesocyclones and tornadoes, which produce strong a:timuthal gradients in the
radar-detected radial velocity (Wilson and Roesli, 1985). Algorithms
developed to detect these velocity couplets automatically have achieved
high probability of detection and low false alarm rates (Zrnic et aI,
1985). Work continues to identify the signatures of severe storms.
Hjelmfelt (1987) has used single and multiple Doppler radar data to detect
the life cycle of the microburst outflows. Isotok and Doviak (1986)
describe a technique of separating the ordered (shear) flow in a tornadic
thunderstorm from the random velocities associated with turbulence.
The outflow region from thunderstorms produces a gust front which may
propagate in the boundary layer for distances up to 100 km away from the
thunderstorm source. A sensitive radar is capable of observing this
outflow region as a thin line echo in the clear (or cloudy) air (Doviak and
Ge, 1984, Chimonas and Nappo, 1987). Purdom (1973) described how satellite
visible imagery detects these same gust fronts as arc-shaped cloud lines
moving out from the parent storm. Not only are these gust fronts of
interest in their own right (to aviation) but they are also important
because they may initiate further convective storms as shown in Figure 9.
Wilson and Schreiber (1986) describe how high power Doppler radar may be
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used to detect the boundary layer convergence lines which go on to trigger
new storm echoes. Useful advances now appear possible in the 0-2 hour
forecasting of thunderstorms and their associated hazardous wind phenomena,
provided the Doppler data can be easily integrated with other types of data
in a real-time system. Browning (1986) points out that the main challenge
of Doppler radar is now not so much in the hardware and signal processing,
but in the meteorological interpretation of these measurements.
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2.2.4 Lightning
The likelihood of lightning can be inferred from the presence of
intense convective echoes on radar. A detailed study by Christensen and
Israelsson (1987) showed that large echoes with diameters greater than 10
km and overshooting the tropopause, were generally accompanied by lightning
whereas those echoes smaller than 8 km in diameter produced little
lightning. Unfortunately even very small echoes occasionally produce the
odd flash of potentially devastating lightning. Collier (1984) describes
the passage of a shallow storm cell over the city of York, England at
exactly the time lightning struck and set fire to York Minster. Although
some useful information may be extracted from radar data, by themselves
radar data are of limited use for nowcasting lightning. Sferics
measurement systems are now available that are sufficiently accurate to
enable lightning flashes to be attributed to individual radar cells. Lee
and Collier (1985) and Lee (1988) (see Watson et aI, 1987) have pointed out
the potential of sferics measurements for labelling which radar echoes are
electrically active.
3.

Forecasting by extrapolation
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3.1 Extrapolation techniques
Forecasts for an hour or two ahead may be generated by extrapolation
of a variety of observed parameters; however, we shall concentrate here on
extrapolation of areas of rain as derived from radar echoes or satellite
imagery. Several objective methods of describing radar echoes or cloud
areas have been proposed, mainly with the purpose of using the objective
description within an extrapolation procedure. They include:
contouring: several intensity thresholds are used to extract
a digital description of the echo or cloud including the centroid
(Duda and Blackmer, 1972);
clustering: a type of contouring in which a threshold is
used to derive the centroids of features (Barclay and Wilk,
1970) which are then divided into subcategories depending on
how close they are (Ball, 1965, Haralick and Kelly, 1969, Endlich
et aI, 1971, Collier, 1981).
Fourier analysis: an echo or cloud shape is Fourier analysed
such that the feature is described by the minimum number of
harmonics (Duda and Blackmer, 1972, Ostlund, 1974, Zittel,
1976);
bivariate normal distribution: such a distribution
has contours that are ellipses and cross-sections that are
normal distributions, and it can be used to define the centroid
and area of the echo or cloud (Wiggert et al; 1976, Ebert, 1987).
The descriptions of the rain at successive times can be matched or
correlated to extract the movement. If compact rain areas can be isolated
easily, then the simplest procedure is for the centroids at one time to be
matched with those at a later time. Constraints are usually applied to the
calculated echo motion to aid the matc~ing procedure, for example echoes do
not normally move faster than 120 km h
(Bond et aI, 1981). This
technique has been developed by Wilk and Gray (1970) (for radar echoes),
and Endlich et al (1971) and Wolf et al (1977) (for clouds). It has been
found to be successful for weather situations characterised by isolated
echo or cloud, for example discrete thunderstorms. Barclay and Wilk (1970)
and Zittel (1976) have used a linear least squares positional fit through
the centroid positions of echoes as a function of time to specify
displacement vectors. Difficulties arise when echoes (or cloud areas)
split or merge, although clustering techniques have been developed to
overcome this problem (Collier, 1981);
Another approach is to use cross-correlation techniques to match
portions of one radar picture with portions of subsequent pictures (see
Wilson, 1966, for radar echoes; Leese et aI, 1970, Smith and Phillips, 1971
for satellite clouds). Although the procedure uses only one threshold
level at a time, this procedure has the advantage of taking into account
the detailed shape of the rain area being tracked. It also decreases the
chances of mismatching. The thresholding may be used to select particular
features or scales of motion (Yoshino and Kozeki, 1985). It is common, for
example, for small scale cores of heavy convective rain to travel at a
different velocity from the larger area of lighter stratiform rain within
which they may be embedded.
If all the features at a particular threshold tend t6 move together,
and if there are no significant changes in size, shape or intensity from
one picture to the next, then a quite successful and conceptually simple
matching procedure is to cross-correlate one entire picture with another
entire picture at a later time (Zawadzki, 1973, Austin and Bellon, 1974,
Hill et aI, 1977). This approach works well for widespread rainfall over
lowland areas but not for developing convective activity and orographic
rainfall. Difficulties also arise when the velocity of the rain areas
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TABLE 4

Errors in forecasts of rainfall up to six hours ahead
produced using linear extrapolation
(after Browning et aI, 1982)
(a)

Categories of errors
Errors in measuring the

I:

11:

Errors in estimating
the actual velocity
of the rainfall
pattern

Deficiencies of
initial
observations

IV:

Errors due to noolinear temporal
changes in the
veloci ty of the
rainfall pattern

Deficiencies of
forecasting by
linear
extrapolation

actual spatial distribution
of surface rainfall
intensity·

Errors due to nonlinear

In:

temporal changes in the
intensity of the rainfall
pattern

(b)

Princi al sources of error in the sub ective rainfall
forecasts

or

Source of error

vern dur1ng 29

Type
(see (a»

ronta

fa n

events

Measure of importance
of the errors
before (after)
making subjective
corrections

Number of
rainfall events
affected

III

16

20(20)

Beam overshooting
shallow precipitation

I

14

20(10)

Difficulty in defining
motion due to amorphous
structure of rain areas

Il

9

16(10)

Radar adjustment changes
anddropsize variability
(discounting known long-

I

10

10(10)

Low-level evaporation

I

14

10(5)

Bright-band

I

8

10(5)

Changes in velocity
of rain areas

IV

5

5(5)

Development or decay
of rain areas
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5

6

varies in space or time as it often does when forecasting over large areas.
In these circumstances it is possible to undertake the cross-correlation
within each of a set of sub-areas.
An alternative approach to extrapolating rain areas linearly with
their observed velocity, is to advect them with a field of wind velocities.
Ligda and Mayhew, (1954), Tatehira and Makino, (1974), Tatehira et aI,
(1976), and Parson and Hobbs, (1983) have all reported regression
relationships between radar echo movement and wind velocity. Smith (1975),
on the other hand, found no reliable correlations between rain area
movement and wind velocity at any level. Tatehira et al (1976), who used
the 700 mb wind velocity to advect echo areas, found this gave a distinct
improvement over persistence forecasts, but the resulting forecasts were
not as good as those made using a pattern matching procedure.
Despite the mixed success so far in using wind velocities to advect
rain areas, the idea of using wind fields derived from numerical weather
prediction models remains attractive. In particular, wind fields obtained
from mesoscale models having grid lengths of 10-20 km can provide the means
to vary the velocity of mesoscale rain areas in detail in both space and
time. Unfortunately, individual rain areas travel with the wind velocity
at a height that depends upon the meteorological situation. Therefore it
is necessary to obtain the depth and type of precipitation from the model
in order to assess the steering level for the rain areas. Alternatively
the steering level may be assessed by determining the level of best fit
between the observed echo motions and the model wind fields at different
levels. It will often be necessary to use winds at different heights in
different parts of a weather system, for example across a front. A further
problem is that rain areas sometimes regenerate preferentially over certain
topographical features. Also severe convective storm cells sometimes
deviate strongly from the winds at all levels in the troposphere (Browning,
1964). In addition, the errors in the model winds, whilst usually small,
have to be taken into account, perhaps by direct comparison with the
observed echo motions. The use of model winds will not always produce a
better forecast than simple extrapolation. This suggests the need for an
element of subjective judgement in applying models wind fields to the rain
field.
The primary factor limiting the period of valid extrapolation is
development or decay. Methods of recognising trends in observed rainfall
patterns are unreliable and of limited use operationally at present (Moore
et aI, 1974, Schaffer, 1976, Walton et aI, 1985). Numerical weather
prediction, especially mesoscale, models are likely to give a better
indication of how a rainfall field is likely to develop or decay. Such
information, employed subjectively or objectively, can be used to modify
the extrapolation forecasts derived from radar or satellite imagery. This
could prove to be one of the most effective ways of using numerical model
output within the short 0-2 hour time frame of nowcasting.
3.2 Performance of extrapolation forecasts
Table 4a identifies the broad categories of error in rainfall
forecasts based upon linear extrapolation. Table 4b shows the principal
sources of error in subjective rainfall forecasts for six hours ahead made
at Malvern for occasions of frontal rainfall (Browning et aI, 1982). The
different types of measurement error (Type I) together contribute half the
total error. This and earlier studies led the Malvern team to recognize
the need for subjective judgement to (i) analyse the radar data to remove
measurement errors as far as possible, (ii) extend the coverage of radar
analyses using satellite data, and (iii) derive reliable estimates of the
velocity of rain areas. To address this need Browning (1979) (see also
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Browning and Collier, 1982) proposed an interactive computer system (see
Section 4.1). Fig.1D (from Brown et aI, 1989) shows that it is possible to
use such a system to produce forecasts on a semi-operational basis that are
of comparable accuracy to those discussed by Browning et al (1982) •
Also shown in Fig.1D is the performance of the cross correlation
technique reported by Bellon and Austin (1984) in Montreal Canada and by
Vogel (1981) using the technique of Wiggert et al (1976). Bellon and
Austin's results were obtained with a totally objective procedure, whereas
Vogel's results are separated into man-machine mix forecasts (designated
subjective in Fig ID) and semi-objective forecasts (designated objective in
Fig.1D). The performance reported by Bellon and Austin (1984) is supported
by Elvander (1986). Overall, the performance is fairly consistent between
these various studies, which is perhaps surprising since there are
significant differences in the data used in the Canadian and UK
assessments. The UK rainfall was of limited vertical extent and therefore
difficult to observe accurately at long range. Although the radar network
images used by Browning et al (1982) provided data mostly below 3 km they
were still subject to considerable errors due to the beam overshooting the
precipitation and the other measurement problems listed in Table 4. The
fact that it was possible with the Montreal data to use Constant Altitude
Plan Pbsition Indicator (CAPPI) radar data at an altitude of 3 km suggests
that such errors were less important there. This may explain why the
objective procedure of Bellon and Austin (1984) performed almost as well as
the subjective procedure described by Browning et al (1982). Much more
work is needed to assess and explain the performance of extrapolation
forecasts in different weather types.
4.

Nowcasting,Sys{,ems

4.1 Integrated systems
The past two decades have seen major technological progress in digital
data processing and transmission and in the development of man,....computer
interactive displays. These advances have permitted the development of
integrated nowcasting systems for operational use. The overall design of
one such sys tern (in the UK) is shown in Fig.1!. Al though it focuses on the
nowcasting of just precipitation, a good analysis and forecast of
precipitation patterns contributes to.,the understanding of the general
weather situation and therefore leads to improved analysis and forecasting
of other wea.ther variables too,.
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The system in Fig.ll is all-digital and is based on a distributed
network of computers (presently DEC). Components of the system are:
a.

multiple radar sites, with a mini-computer at each site to
preprocess the data into a convenient form for transmission,
display and further manipulation - the newer radars are
unmanned so as to have low opetating costs and so that they
may be sited in remote areas (e.g. hill tops) to provide
unobstructed coverage;
'.

b.

a central network computer which automatically combines
the data from the radars to provide integrated radar coverage
over a large area;

c.

a satellite ground receiver (Primary Data User Station)
with a computer to preprocess the cloud imagery from the
geostationary satellite, METEOSAT;

d.

computer-derived forecasts using linear extrapolation
methods;

e.

a man-computer interactive image display that enables a
centrally located meteorologist to compare radar, satellite and
other data, and to carry out analyses of the combined data set;

f.

automated tailoring and dissemination of actual and forecast
precipitation information in user-orientated formats - specialpurpose receivers are being used at present but more
versatile media may be used in future.
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Items (b) to (f) are now co-located at the Meteorological Office at
Bracknell and together they constitute a Mesoscale Analysis Centre
(Browning, 1980); (b) and (c) use separate mini-computers (PDP11 series),
whilst (d), (e) and (f) share a midi-computer (VAX 11/750). Items (a) and
(b) together with a limited dissemination of precipitation actuals have
been in operation routinely since 1979, initially at the Meteorological
Office Radar Research Laboratory at Malvern (Collier, 1980). The other
items are in various stages of development. Item (c) was established in
1981 with the launch of METEOSAT 2. Item (d) exists in a pre-operational
form. The most novel aspect of the system is the interactive display (item
(e» implemented operationally in 1984.
Precipitation actuals, and very-short-range forecasts derived from
them, are highly perishable products and it is crucial to get them to the
user promptly (within 30 minutes). The achievement of such an objective is
aided by the above total system approach" in which most of the data
processing and transmission is automated. However, the human forecaster is
an important component of the nowcasting system and will remain so for the
foreseeable future. By using an advanced man-computer interactive image
display system (discussed later in Sec 4.3.1) it is possible to combine and
manipulate the multiple data sources in such a way that the human can
exercise meteorological judgement rapidly and effectively within the
context of the otherwise highly automated system.
The separation of data processing and display between the point of
data receipt and the location of meteorologists, as in the above system,
has been discussed by Kessler and Wilson (1971) in terms of two levels of
data processing. Level 1 represents local preprocessing at radar sites and
that incorporated in satellite receivers, and level 2 represents processing
done at central locations such as the blending of data from several radars,
and combining the resulting product with other data. The emphasis in
recent years has switched from the development of level 1 to level 2
processing. A third level of processing may also be defined. This level
involves formatting the data for end-users and can be referred to as added
value processing (e.g. the ODS Project in the UK (Cluley and Hills, 1988),
and the Advanced Weather Information Processing System (AWIPS-90) in the
USA (Hudlow, 1988».
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4.2 Data display and networking
To provide the forecaster with useful information in real time, the
image display systems need to have the capability to receive data remote
from radars or satellite receivers via medium speed telecommunication
links. An early example of such a display was described by Taylor and
Browning (1974). Figures 12(a) and (b) show examples of such a display for
data from single radar sites. Many commercial systems now exist, which
enable images to be displayed in colour or black and white, together with
facilities to zoom and pan. They cano'also replay sequences at speeds of
over ten frames per second depending on image size (CEC, 1988). The use of
animation in both feature extraction from imagery and extrapolation of
motion is recognised as a basic ingredient of nowcasting systems.
In general one radar shows only a part of a mesoscale weather system.
It is important therefore for a full appreciation of any weather system for
the data from all radars within a network to be composited into one image.
Techniques for doing this can include data smoothing between radar sites
(Galli, 1984), but the performance of radars can, on occasions, be
variable, and therefore it may be operationally expedient to use data from
only one radar at any point within the composite image in order to
highlight any data compatibility problems. Larke and Collier (1981)
describe one method of approaching the choice of boundaries between
different areas of radar coverage. Figure 12c shows the composite radar
picture compiled at the same time as the radar images shown in Figures 12a
and b for single radar sites.
Although the meteorological appreciation of a particular situation is
greatly increased by using radar network composite images, there are
inevitably gaps in radar coverage and areas beyond the radar coverage where
meteorologically significant events may be occurring. Satellite data
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extend the radar coverage further ( Figure 12d), giving forecasters a
fuller appreciation of changing events.
4.3 The man-machine mix
4.3.1 Interactive workstations
Browning and Golding (1984) discuss some of the challenges that will
be encountered in designing systems to exploit new forms of meteorological
guidance in an effective and timely manner. They consider meteorological
workstations within which data streams are combined, action replayed and
amended on a common scale and map projection. Different weather situations
require the forecaster to accesS different products containing a wealth of
diverse information. Conceptual mOdels have been developed (see Browning,
1985) to aid the forecaster in applying his judgement to quality control
the data, infer the distribution of one parameter from observations of
another, and anticipate the development of different meteorological
situations.
The need to combine various image types and superimpose them on more
conventional meteorological observations has led to the development of
powerful man-computer interactive computer systems. These systems vary
widely in their detailed structure depending upon the particular
applications addressed and upon the types of data available. For example,
the FRONTIERS display used in the system shown in Fig.l1 (Browning, 1979,
Browning and Collier, 1982) concentrates on improving the quality of radar
network data, extending the radar estimates of precipitation using
satelli te data, and producing short-period forecasts of precipitation such
as those shown in Figure 12e and f (Conway and Browning, 1988). Other
systems, particularly McIdas (Suomi et aI, 1982), and PROFS (Program for
Regional Observing and Forecasting Services) (Beran and Little, 1979, Beran
and MacDonald, 1981, Windsor et aI, 1986) address the combination of
imagery and line charts. Work is underway to evaluate the performance and
assess the potential of these display systems. Recent work with the PROFS
system (Purdom et aI, 1986, Haugen, 1986, McCoy, 1986) suggests that real
improvements are possible in predicting storm onset several hours ahead.
This is particularly true i f remotely sensed data are used in conjunction
with numerical weather prediction models. Given the constantly increasing
range of products that are possible, considerable thought must be put into
the design of the processing and display system to allow the most effective
application of human judgement.
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Workstations are now available commercially, and are being used
increasingly to provide rapid real-time access to several different data
bases. General acceptance of Open Systems Standards (OSS) for computer
operating systems, languages, and data formats, will be important to reduce
costs and complexity. It will also facilitate future innovation by
enabling systems from different manufacturers to be easily interconnected.
The integration of a variety of data streams calls for distributed computer
processing in which mini-computers (sometimes called servers) or
micro-computers (the workstations) are used on a mUlti-drop communications
link. Other networks, or computer systems made by other manufacturers, can
be joined to the principal network by gateway interfaces, although at
present these pathways cannot operate at very high speeds. An example of
the resulting type of network is shown in Figure 13. Although the systems
described above are complex, it should be stressed that much can and has
been achieved using small systems such as that described by Zhou and Ma
(1986) in China.
4.3.2 Expert systems
Identification of current weather from radar and satellite and the
derivation of forecasts by extrapolation can be categorized as an
application of primitive artificial intelligence techniques. Pattern
recognition algorithms have been used to identify severe weather and to
diagnose motion of rain areas. These techniques may be enhanced by
blending data from different sources, for example to identify development
and decay. Humans are particularly adept at using their experience to
bisociate (Koestler 1964) subtly inter-related strands of information in
ways that enhance their understanding of a situation. This is why the
interactive displays have been developed. However, this often leads to a
lack of reproduceability in weather forecasting procedures with a
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concommitant unreliability of forecast products. An attempt to reproduce
human logic patterns is to establish a decision tree. This codifies
aspects of an observational data base, and, based upon the logical outcome
of a series of questions, leads to the prediction of a weather event.
Colquhoun (1987) describes a decision tree method to forecast the Severe
weather associated with thunderstorms. It is suggested that such
procedures could be incorporated into computer-based interactive analysis
systems, such as outlined by Bodin (1983), which may use Doppler radar
data. Given an adequate observational data base, it is a small step to
attempt to use a computer to implement the decision tree automatically, as
described by Elio et al (1987). This then becomes one form of
knowledge-based system, or expert system.
A different use of artificial intelligence is to analyse
meteorological situations in ways which would not be possible otherwise.
For example Campbell and Olson (1987), extract significant features from
Doppler radar data in a manner, and within a time, not possible fora human
forecaster. This involves a careful blend of software representing
observer and expert systems i.n the way shown in Fig.14. Here the working
memory contains a set of facts that represent symbolically the contents of
the radar and feature data bases. The inference engine performs the task
of matching these facts to the condition part of production rules, that is
Kif ..•. then/or/and", and instigates tests of any matches with the radar
image processing element. The production rules contain knowledge of the
weather phenomena and radar artifacts which the system can recognise in
addition to how the phenomena relate to radar image features and their
evolution.
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The performance of such a system is encouraging, and work is in
progress to assess a range of similar systems within the PROFS Project
(AIRIES, 1987). There is little experience so far in the application of
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these systems to weather phenomena other than tornadoes, microbursts and
gust fronts associated with severe convective activity. Some people
believe that expert systems will play a major role in future forecast
systems. For example, Bullock and Heckman (1986) describe an operational
scenario for a forecast office of the 1990s in which expert systems are
used extensively. It is important, however, that these techniques are not
used in situations when humans and conventional data processing are more
appropriate, and the present writers see a role for both man-interactive
workstations and expert systems.
5.

The way ahead

The mapping of precipitation and cloud using radar and satellite
provides the basis of nowcasting. We have seen that there are techniques
of adjusting radar data using the independent mesurements provided by
raingauges that compensate to some extent for the errors encountered.
However, problems remain, notably those associated with variations in the
vertical profile of reflectivity. Only if progress can be made in
determining this variation will the accuracy of real-time rainfall
measurement improve.
Networks of radars offer improved coverage necessary for depicting and
understanding the behaviour of mesoscale systems. Techniques of combining
not only conventional weather radars but also Doppler radar d~ta in near
real-time require careful design so as to avoid presenting data to users in
ways which are not easily assimilated into their operations.
Radar and satellite data must be seen as complementary. Satellites
provide not only cloud information important in its own right but also
useful qualitative information on precipitation patterns. Inevitably radar
networks will provide incomplete coverage, and the satellite data can be
used to extend radar coverage. New microwave data sources will become
available which will provide a basis for further improvements.
Extrapolation will continue to underpin nowcasting. However, it is
clear that something more is required than linear extrapolation alone.
Mesoscale models provide information on development and decay and also four
dimensional velocity fields, yet the use of this information to advect
radar echo fields is far from straightforward. Such numerical models do
offer prospects for signficant improvements but it is necessary to guard
against oversimplistic use of model data.
The wealth of digital data now available for nowcasting has
highlighted the importance of workstations in allowing the forecaster to
access data sources either singly, or in combination with others. His
judgemental decisions are vital yet can only be effective if made within a
carefully structured system that initiates action in a timely manner. It
is likely that systems will increasingly be automated, but the challenge
will be to blend human interaction with this automation enabling an optimum
procedure to be evolved. Knowledge-based systems are likely to allow
further progress to be made, but only if counterbalanced by the development
of human interpretative skills in tune with these systems; neither approach
must be developed independently.
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Application of Statistical Methods to Very Short Rana:e Weather Element Forecastin2
Laurence J. Wilson
Meteoroloiical Services Research Branch
Environment Canada
Downsview, Ontario
1.0 Introduction
The potential benefits of applying statistical methods to weather forecasting have been recognized since at least the
beginning of the century. Dines (1902) pointed out the irregularity of meteorological events and suggested the laws of
probability should be used in forecasting. However, extensive app'lication of statistics to operational meteorology had to wait
until the 1950's, when computer power had increased to the point that the large number of computations required to produce it
set of forecasts could be carried out within operational time constraints.
The growth of numerical weather prediction by dynamic models helped to create applications for statistical techniques'
that have become dominant in the last two decades. Dynamic models are used to froecast the basic fields such as 500 mb
heights winds and temperatures, and statistical methods are used to translate these forecasts into many different types of
forecasts of the surface weather elements such as precipitation and temperature. In operations, this type of application works
for forecast ranges beyond 6 hours or so, because it takes several hours to collect and analyse initial data, run the model and
prepare and disseminate the statistical forecasts. Although some competition for statistical forecasts is provided by weather
element forecasts formed from interpolation and extrapolation of the model output (called "direct model output" or DMO) it is
still generally conceded that statistical methods have a vital role to play in interpretation of model output.
For shorter ranges, similar statistical methods are used, but they do not rely on model output. Instead, they tend to
rely heavily on the climatology of the initial observation and the statistics of its short tenD. changes. An example of a statistical
very short range technique is described in this paper.
,;.
In Canada, statistical short range forecasts are not trusted to the extent that they are sent out to users directly. They
are still considered as "guidance" products that are given to weather forecasters for consideration along with model output and
other products that are part of the forecast production process. This means that the "clients" for statistical products are
forecasters, not forecast users, and this has implications for the development and design of the statistical products.
The purpose of this paper is to give a survey of requirements for and decisions that must be made in the process of "
development of statistical weather element forecast techniques, especially those that apply to forecasting inthe first 24 hours.
Details of statistical procedures themselves are not described as it is assumed that most meteorologists will have access to
computer software packages that carry out the computations. Rather, the emphasis is on all the meteorological and practical
decisions that must be made in the preparation of datasets for entry into a statistical software package, and o"n the assessment
of the quality of forecasts obtained from the techniques. The survey is followed by an example of techniques used in Canada,
and concludes with an annotated bibliography.

2.0 General Procedure for Development of Statistical Forecast Techniques
Briefly stated, the problem is to use historical data (preferably lots of it) to defme an empirical relationship between a
weather element of interest (the predictand) and a set, sometimes large, of meteorological variables (the predictors). How this
is done depends on many factors and is discussed in this section.
Whatever statistical methodology is used, there are several steps in deveiopment of the empirical relationship. These
are:
1. Define the predictand.

2. Define and obtain the predictor set.
3. Develop equations and obtain diagnostic "goodness of fit" statistics.
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4. Test equations on independent data.
5. Operational test and implementation.

2.1 Selecting and formatting the predictand
Predictands are usually selected from the set of surface weather elements normally observed: temperlj.ture, wind
direction and speed, precipitation type and amount, ceiling, visibility, cloud amount, and weather parameters such as
thunderstorms, fog, haze etc. These parameters have a variety of characteristics that influence the choice of statistical
technique used. Temperature, for example, is a continuous variable, has a normal distribution, and changes relatively smbothly
with time. Ceiling is also a continuous variable but may change suddenly as a new cloud layer forms, for example.
Precipitation type (rain, snow, freeZing rain etc.) is inherently categorical and non-numerical. The weather elements are all
also categorical ("it is either raining or it is not"). Table 1 lists the weather elements commonly used as predictands, and their
characteristics.
Table 1. Characteristics of surface weather elements which have an impact on their use as predictands in statistical weather
element forecast techniques. "Nature of changes" refers to the rapidity of changes in the values of the element with
respect to scales of several hours.
Variable

Mathematical
Form

. Frequency
Distribution

Nature of
Changes

Observations
valid for:

Temperature
Windspeed

normal
skewed

smooth
smooth

instant
10 min.

sudden/
smooth
smooth

10 min.
instant

Ceiling

uniform or
bimodal
U-shaped
(in Canada)
highly skewed

sudden

instant

highly skewed

sudden

instant

variable
highly skewed

sudden
sudden

instant
6 hours

variable

sudden

instant

continuous
continuous
(bounded)
Wind direction continuous
cyclical
Cloud
continuous

Visibility
Precipitation
Precipitation
amount
Precipitation
type

piecewise cont.
(bounded)
piecewise cont.
(bounded)
dichotomous
continuous
(bounded)
non-numerical

The simplest predictands to handle statistically are the continuous, normally distributed variables such as temperature.
These can usually be forecast directly using multiple linear regression. Observed temperatures may be collected and entered
into the equation development without changes. Any of the variables with skewed distributions present greater problems,
because it is usually the case that the most important or interesting values of the predictand fall in the tails of the frequency
distribution and are therefore relatively rare in the sample. Larger samples are therefore required to do a good job of
forecasting these predictands. For example, windspeed can be forecast directly, like temperature, but development samples are
dominated by lower speeds, with the result that the more important higher speeds are usually underforecast. Statistical
forecasts of windspeed are often post-processed using a technique called "inflation" (Klein et aI, 1959) to force more frequent
prediction of extreme winds.
For a variety of reasons, predictands are not often fed to statistical processing routines exactly as they are observed.
The design and reformatting of the predictand is an important part of the development procedure, and is usually a compromise
between statistical issues and user requirements. In practice, the only two elements that are usually forecast directly are
temperature and wind. All the others are subject to transformations before equation development. The two common .
transformations are categorization of the predictand, and averaging to extend the valid period. Predictands are categorized for
three reasons: a) They are non-numerical or inherently categorical, such as precipitation type; b) They are effectively
categorized due to highly non-normal or multimodal distributions. Categorization of predictands with highly skewed
distributions is often done to facilitate statistical treatment. An example is precipitation amount, which lends itself to
categorization into at least two categories, with one category containing all cases where no precipitation occurred. c) They are
categorized for operational reasons. For example, ceiling base height is quasi-continuous, but only specific thresholds are of
interest in aviation forecasting. These thresholds can be used to separate the categories. However, it is always necessary to
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maintain a sufficiently large sample in all categories to obtain stable statistical equations. This requirement may conflict with
the operational requirements, and compromise is sometimes necessary. From the mathematical point of view, categorization
of the predictand allows the developer to incorporate non-linear effects in linear statistical techniques, or to account for
changes in the relationship between predictors and predictand over the range of the predictand. Different statistical techniques
handle categorized predictands in different ways, but the output is usually a set of probability forecasts for the occurrence of
the event in each of the predictand categories.
Changes to the valid period of thepredictand include averaging, selection of the maximum observed during a period
etc. These are applied to tune the forecasts to the needs of the users and to eliminate variability in the predictandon scales too
small to be explainable by the predictors. Examples are development of a forecast technique to forecast the maximum 10
minute wind observed during a 6 hour period, and forecasting 6 hour average cloudiness. Consultation with the user of the
product is important before deciding on this type of transformation of the predictand.
Once the predictand has been chosen and transformed as deemed appropriate, predictors can be selected.

2.2 Predictor Selection
It is during the predictor selection process that the meteorologist has the best opportunity to apply his knowledge of
the physical and mathematical relationships between predictors and predictand. In this step he has the advantage over
statisticians, because they must infer such relationships from the data after the statistical analysis is done. There are several
criteria for selection of good predictors for statistical equations destined for use in operations:
1. Predictors should have a known physical relationship with thepredictand.
2. Predictors should be reliably available to enter into the equations in operations. This requirement normally limits predictors
to those that are available from operational models or those that are available in real time from the various observation
systems.
3. Predictors should be reliably forecastable. This is not a problem when observations are used as predictors, but when model
output is used as predictors, it is useful to have model verification statistics as additional information to aid in predictor
selection. This point is particularly important in perfect prog procedures, described below.
The ultimate goal of predictor selection is to obtain predictors that meet the above criteria; that are correlated with the
predictand, (A linear relationship is usually sought in statistical applications); and that are relatively independent of each other.
In meteorology, there is often a very large number of predictors available that meet the above criteria. However, the
information content of meteorological variables involves a great deal of overlap. Therefore, objective screening of predictors is
usually done to fmd a subset that have the strongest (linear) relationship to the predictand and are relatively independent of
each other.
Predictor selection is thus a two-step process. The meteorologist pre-screens predictors using the physical and
operational criteria, then objective screening procedures are applied on a particular dataset, which allows the data to determine
a good subset. As with the predictand, there is plenty of opportunity for transformation of predictors. Predictor
transformations are intended either to linearize the relationship with the predictand or to manipulate a predictor into a form
with a known physical relationship with the predictand, or both. An example of the latter is the computation of gradients,
advection, vorticity and other meteorological quantities from fields of analysed data. An example of the former is taking the
logarithm of a variable which is thought to have an exponential relationship with the predictand. Transformations may be tried
on a dataset, offered to an objective screening program, and those that are selected retained, the rest rejected and another set
tried. Iterative "pre·screening" as it might be called, helps obtain a better set of predictors to offer to the input stage of
statistical development programs.
There are several different objective screening procedures available. These are usually a small compromise on
obtaining the very best set of predictors on a given dataset, in the interest of computational efficiency. A good description of
the most widely used screening procedures is given in Draper and Smith (1966).
In summary, predictor selection is normally a two step process. The technique developer selects those predictors that
he thinks will show the best (linear) relationship to the predictand and are physically related to the predictand. He may then do
some pre-screening tests to determine from the data which of several higWy related predictors to offer. The second step is to
enter the chosen set of predictors into an objective screening procedure that will choose a subset, usually fewer than 10, that
correlates best with the predictand.
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2.2.1 Three sources of predictors - Classical, perfect prog and Model Output Statistics.
Table 2. Formulation methods for statistical short range forecast equations.
Perfect Prog

Classical

MOS

Development
of
Equations

PredictandObserved at To
PredictorsObserved (Anal)
at To-dT

PredictandObserved at To
PredictorsObserVed (Anal)
at To

Predictand·
Observed at To
PredictorsForecast values
valid at To
from prog issued
at To-dT

Application
in operational forecast mode

Predictor values
observed now(T0)
to give

Predictor values
valid for T Q + dT
from prog Issued
now
to give

Predictor values
valid for T Q + dT
from prog Issued
now
to give

Forecast valid at
To+dT

Forecast valid at
To+dT

dT can take any
value for which
forecast predictors
are available

Same application
asPPMbut
separate equations
equations used
for each dT

Forecast valid
at To+dT

Comments

dT less than or
equal to 6 hours
preferable
unless persistence
works well. Time
lag built into
equations

Table 3. Distinguishing characteristics of the three formulation methods.
Classical

Perfect Prog

MOS

Relationships weaken
rapidly as predictor
predictand time lag
increases

Relationships strong
because only observed
data concurrent in
time is used

Relationships weaken
with increasing
projection time due
to increasing model
error variance

Model-independent

Model-independent

Model-dependent

does not use model
output

does not account for
model bias - model
errors decrease
accuracy

accounts for model
bias

Large development
sample possible

Large development
sample possible

Generally small
development samples
depends on frequency
of model changes

Access to observed
or analysed variables

Access to observed
or analysed variables

Access to model output
variables that may
not be observed

There are only three distinct sources of predictors for statistical development applications in meteorology. A
particular technique or equation may make use of any or all the types, but by convention techniques are named in a hierarchical
way: "Classical" techniques use only classical predictors. These come from observation data and are offset in time from the
predictand. "Perfect Prog" methods(PPM) use perfect prog predictors, but also may use classical predictors. Perfect prog
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predictors are observed or analysed and are coincident in time with the predictand. "Model Output Statistics"(MOS) or
"imperfect prog" methods use one or more predictors derived from model output, but may also use perfect prog and/or
classical predictors. Model output predictors are valid at the same time as the predictand but may come from different model
runs.
The three development methods are summarized in Table 2 in terms of the use of the predictors in development and
in operation of the equations. Selection of predictors from the three types carry many implications for the appropriate use of
the equations and the statistical behaviour of the forecasts. Distinguishing characteristics of the three types of predictors are
summarized in Table 3.
Classical methods have a number of advantages for very short range forecasting, in the fIrst six hours or so. They need
only observatonal data to operate, which simplifies their use in operations because the input data needed is available at the
location where the forecasts are made. Also, because model data is not needed, one usually has access to large datasets,
limited only by the length of the observation record at the station. Because the correlation between predictors and predictand
decreases with increasing time lag between predictors and predictand, classical methods are effectively limited to the fIrst 6
hours or so. In this period, their main competitor is an unskilled forecast of persistence of the initial conditions. Real skill is
shown by classical methods that can accurately forecast changes in the weather.
Perfect prog methods also use only analysed data for development of equations and therefore also have access to large
development samples. They rely for their success on the availability of reliable forecasts of the predictors from models or other
sources to input to the equations in real time. Unlike classical methods, strong statistical relationships are always possible
because predictors are concurrent with the predictand. However, PPM equations do not take into account biases in the
predictors that may be introduced by the numerical forecast model, which gives an additional source of error to PPM forecasts,
and underlines the importance of careful screening of predictors for use in PPM equations.
The MOS procedure has long been considered to give the most accurate statistical forecasts out to 3 days or so,
because bias characteristics of the model are built into the equations. This advantage comes at a price: Equations are modeldependent which means they have to be redeveloped after signifIcant changes in the model; and it is more diffIcult to obtain a
long stable dataset for equation development. The MOS method also involves development of separate equations for each
forecast projection so that the time-dependence of model bias characteristics can be accounted for. This means that large
numbers of equations must be managed for each weather element. On the other hand, MOS methods have the advantage of
access to numerous model-derived predictors that are not observed and that should bear strong relationships with the
predictand. Led by the U.S., many countries have developed MOS systems for forecasting weather elements from model
output.
Frequent changes of operational models are causing many national weather services, including Canada's, to reconsider
perfect prog methods. Perfect prog methods are relatively simple to implement operationally and can be run on any model that
provides predictor values, including mesoscale models. Furthermore, when suffIcient data has been collected, the equations
can be tuned statistically to a specifIc model if so desired, making them equivalent to MOS equations. In Canada, we have
developed a new set of surface wind forecast equations which are a perfect prog method, tuned to one of the two operational
models. The tuned equations can be run on the one model and the untuned equations can be run on our other operational
model until there is enough data to tune them to that model.

2.3 Equation development
Once the predictand and predictors have been chosen, they are calculated and merged into a large data matrix for
input to the chosen statistical development package. Each row of the input data matrix consists of one predictor value and one
value of each predictand that has been chosen for screening; typically there may be 100 or so predictors. There may be
thousands of events (rows) in the matrix, but a few hundred is more typical. There will be one such data matrix for each unique
equation that is developed.
The main issues facing the developer of statistical forecast equations during the actual development are the sample
size and the criterion for discontinuing selection of predictors.

2.3.1 Sample Size
There are two issues relating to sample size. If the development (or "training") sample is large, a more stable
statistical relationship will be obtained, in the sense that the quality of the forecasts obtained on the development sample will be
more nearly repeatable on independent samples. On the other hand, a more defInitive relationship can be obtained if the
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sample is homogeneous with respect to the underlying physical relationships. These two issues lead to a compromise between
sample size and homogeneity. Exactly how to achieve an optimal compromise is not well known. In our experience, a
minimum viable development sample size is about 200 cases.
Another purely statistical consideration regarding sample size is that the component events of the sample ought to be
statistically independent. With meteorological data, this is hard to achieve in practice, since most development samples consist
of time series of events, which may be highly correlated. Occasionally, the development sample may be limited to events
separated by a minimum difference of 12 hours or 24 hours, say, but this reduces the available sample size, and may not
improve the sample. It is generally true that the more independent the component events are, the smaller the sample size that
is needed to obtain stable equations.
Figure 1 illustrates the effect of sample size on development of surface windspeed forecast equations for Sable Island,
Nova Scotia. Random samples of different sizes were selected (with replacement) from the full sample of about 2200 events.
Equations were developed on each of the subsamples, then all were tested on an independent sample of one year, about 300
cases. All equations were developed using a ftxed criterion of 0.8% additional reduction of variance to stop selection. That is,
selection of predictors ceased when the best new predictor increased the variance explained by less than 0.8%. In the ftgure, it
can be seen that small samples were able to achieve excellent fits to the data on the development sample, (reduction of variance
high), but achieved much lower success on independent data (low reduction of variance). These equations show the effects of
overfitting the data. That is, the predictor set selected fit the particular characteristics of the small development sample well,
but because the small sample was less representative of the full sample, these equations did not work well on a different
sample.

SABLE ISLAND, WIND SPEED EQUATIONS
EXPERIMENTS WITH SUB-SAMPLES
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Figure 1. Reduction of Variance as a function of sample size for development samples extracted from the same large sample
of 2200 cases. Reduction of variance on a one year independent test sample is also plotted for comparison. Predictand is
windspeed.
Overfttting is a hazard particularly with small samples, but its effects can also be reduced by strictly limiting the
number of predictors in the equations. There are no strict rules for this, but either the selection criterion can be raised, or the
development can be limited to a ftxed number of predictors. How many predictors to choose in statistical development is a
subject of continuing research (see for example Carr, 1988). A practical way to approach the problem is to set the cutoff
criterion as desired for large enough samples (say greater than 200 events) and watch for overfttting when testing on
independent data. If overfttting happens, reduce the number of predictors.
Figure 2 shows the same information as Figure 1, expressed as the difference between the reduction of variance on
dependent and independent samples for each experiment. There is almost always at least a slight reduction in forecast quality
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between dependent and independent samples, even for very large samples, but the figure shows that the minimum reasonable
sample size for this particular type of meteorological data is somewhere near 250 events. The envelope of points on Figure 2
may be a different shape for different predictands or different locations. In general, the less homogeneous the sample, the
greater the sample size needed to obtain stable equations.
Sample stratification is often done immediately before equation development to try to improve the homogeneity of the
development sample. The most common type of stratification is by season, based usually on the calendar. A more appealing
way to ensure seasonal homogeneity would be to stratify by characteristics of the weather patterns rather than by the calendar,
as suggested by Woodcock (1980), but this has practical limitations in operations due to the need to categorize the map each
day before running the statistical forecasts. There are no fixed rules about stratification either, but it is advisable to keep the
sample size high enough for each category. It is also important that the stratification criterion be known with 100% confidence
BEFORE the equations are applied. For example, it would be hard to operate a set of equations developed to forecast low
cloud height, where the development sample consisted only of low cloud cases, because it would have to be known in advance
that low clouds would occur in order to use the equations.
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Figure 2. Same data as Figure 1, plotted in terms of difTerencebetween dependent and independent sample variance
explained.
Sometimes a method called the generalized operator approach (Harris et. al., 1963) is used to increase the sample size
for a particular problem without destroying the homogeneity. This involves pooling datasets for several locations and
developing one set of equations for all locations. Forecasts may then be made by determining predictor values for each
location separately and applying the equations. Generalized operators are most useful where the underlying physics and/or
climatology of the predictand is common over a large area. Predictands without significant boundary layer dependence such as
precipitation amount lend themselves to generalized operators. Predictands such as wind, with more significant local effects,
do not necessarily benefit from generalized operators. For categorical predictands where one or more categories is rare (e.g.
precipitation type - freezing precipitation), generalized operators may be absolutely necessary to obtain a reasonable sample
size in all categories.

2.3.2 Objective Predictor Selection and Stopping Rules
Given a matrix of predictand and predictors with enough events to make development viable, there are various options
available for objective selection of the "best" subset of predictors. One option is not to select a subset at all, but rather to use
all the predictors. This approach is justified on the basis that all the predictors together represent characteristics that uniquely
defme the predictand, and that elimination of any predictors is equivalent to throwing away pieces of a puzzle. The very short
range forecast technique discussed below follows this strategy.
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More often, objective selection of a small subset of predictors is done to provide a "good" prediction with few
predictors and to minimize the danger of overfitting. There are several computationally economical ways of doing this, and
commercial software packages usually include one of these screening algorithms. The user must set a criterion for
discontinuing selection. This is usually either a statistic which estimates the significance of the last predictor entered, or it may
be done in terms of the additional predictand variance explained. The latter is relatively easy to understand because the
numerical value is in percent, with 0 meaning no improvement. The use of a statistic (for example the F statistic) to measure
significance is strictly more correct from a statistical point of view, but it is necessary to calibrate oneself to understand the
value of the test statistic in terms of significance of a predictor for forecasting. Meteorological significance and statistical
significance do not necessarily match. In our experience, statistical significance is easier to achieve than meteorological
significance, and selection criteria may be altered to account for this.

2.3.3 Statistical Procedures
Once the predictors have been selected, the original data matrix, reduced by elimination of the unwanted predictors is
fed to the statistical development program for derivation of the equations. Several statistical procedures may be used,
depending on the characteristics of the predictand. Each is summarized in this section.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). This is the most commonly used procedure. A linear combination of the predictors is
found for which the mean squared difference between the estimated and actual value of the pre;dictand is minimized over
the sample. MLR is best suited to normally distributed predictands, and gives a specific forecast in the units of the
predictand. No assumptions about the data distribution need to be made for MLR; the equations are valid regardless of
the underlying distribution, but most tests of equation quality require assumptions.
Regression Estimation of Event Probabilities (REEP). This is a form of MLR that is used for categorized predictands. The
predictand is first categorized into two or more categories. The predictand values are then replaced with dummy binary
variables, one for each category. For each event, the variable corresponding to the category of occurrence is assigned the
value 1 and the rest are assigned the value O. Each new predictand now consists of 1's and O's only, a highly bimodal
distribution. MLR is applied to the altered dataset, with predictors that may be continuous or may themselves be
categorized and replaced with dummy variables. The resulting prediction of each binary prediCtand is (usually) a value
between 0 and 1 which is interpreted as the probability of occurrence of the event in the category represented by the
binary variable. The regression is capable of giving values outside the range (0,1) and these must be renorma1ized to lie
within the range (0,1). The two advantages of REEP are that it is a simple procedure, and that it is one convenient way of
incorporating non-linear relationships into a linear procedure. Development overhead is increased due to the increased
number of predictands, and it is generally considered important to screen predictors for all categories of a predictand at
once to ensure consistency of prediction among the categories.
Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA). This is another linear technique designed specifically to aid in the separation of
predictand variables into one of s.everal categories. Like REEP, its output is the probability of occurrence of an event in
each of several mutually exClusive and exlIaustive categories. It operates by determining linear combinations of the
predictors for which the overall separation of the predictand categories is maximized. The linear combinations are then
used as new predictors in a Bayesian categorization procedure. For this step, the assumption of normality of the data
within categories is made to simplify the analysis in operations. MDA has the advantage that is provides for clearer
separation of categories than REEP, and always gives consistent forecast probabilities over all categories. It is slightly
more cumbersome than regression techniques to use in operations in the sense that more data values must be stored for
each "equation".
Logistic Regression (LOGlT). This is a non-linear form of regression where the purpose is to fit an s-shaped (sigmoid) curve
to the cumulative frequency of occurrence of an event conditioned on one or more predictors. With respect to REEP, it
has the advantage of avoiding the problems of fitting a straight line to a bounded variable since the curve is asymptotic to
oand 1. However it is a more time-consuming procedure and predictor screening programs, though available, are
especially cumbersome.
Classification and Regression Trees (CART). This is a relatively new technique in its application to meterological problems.
It is claimed to be superior to MDA, but accomplishes the same goal, that is, the classification of an event into one of
several categories based on values of the predictors. The method involves using the dependent sample to build a binary
tree structure consisting of repeated splits of the dataset into two subsets, based on simple two-state decision rules. The
decision rules are determined in such a way so as to give optimal splits for the dependent sample, leading to reliable
categorization of as many of the events as possible. CART is capable of dealing with changes in relationships between
predictor and predictand over the range of the predictand and is also non-linear.
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Other methods such as canonical correlation can be used in meteorological applications, but are not common.

2.3.4 Goodness of Fit Testing
Once the relationship is developed, it should be examined for its quality in terms of how well the equation fits the
dependent data. One of the easiest and best ways of accomplishing this is simply to compare for.ecast and observed values of
the predictand for all events of the dependent sample. For continuous predictands this is usually presented in the form of a
scatter plot of forecast vs. observed value of the predictand, although the residuals formed by subtracting the observed value
from the forecast value may also be plotted. Figure 3 shows examples of scatter plots of both types. On a scatter plot, the
better the fit, the more the tendency for the points to lie along the line for which forecast =observed. In the figure, this is
generally true, but a tendency for low windspeeds to be overforecast and high windspeeds to be underforecast can also be seen.
That is, the technique has some tendency to forecast "toward the mean". This is a common characteristic in most statistical
techniques. Residuals scatter plots give an idea of whether an important systematic variation in the data has been unaccounted
for. The points should look randomly scattered; if they do not, an important predictor may have been omitted.
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Figure 3. Left: Scatter plot showing results of test of windspeed forecasts for Val d'Or, Quebec. Forecast projection is 12
hours and the sample size is 253 cases. Right: Residuals plot for surface wind U component equation for Ste. Agathe,
Quebec. Development sample is 1419 cases. This equation is for spring and fall seasons combined. RMSE is 5.43 km/h.
Table 4. Goodness of fit measures for continuous and probabilistic forecasts. Additional measures for independent data are
given below the dashed line.
Characteristic
Measured

Continuous

Average error

Mean Absolute Error

Weighted average
Error

(Root) Mean Square Error

Brier Score

Skill

Reduction of Variance

Brier Skill Score

Significance

T-test on coefficients
F-tests on regression

Chi-Square tests
Others

Reliability

Mean error (bias)

Reliability table

Probabilistic
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It is difficult to assess the quality of categorical/probability forecasts by examining scatter of the individual errors
because the predictand is dichotomous. Occasionally, the forecast probabilities are simply listed in a table with the observed
category. This can give some idea of the quality of the forecast but is harder to interpret than scatter plots.

For both probability forecasts and deterministic forecasts, it is common to use one or more of summary "goodness of
fit" measures on the whole dependent sample to evaluate the quality of the equations. Table 4 lists common summary goodness
of fit measures that are applied to the dependent sample.
The reduction of variance and its corresponding measure for probabilistic forecasts, the Brier Skill Score are the most
popular single measures because they show the quality of the forecasts in relation to a standard. The standard is the dependent
sample mean, which theoretically could be used as the forecast in the absence of the equation. Both the Brier Score (Brier,
1950) and the root mean square error (RMSE) are quadratic quantities. Squaring the error has the effect of weighting larger
errors more heavily in the sample than smaller errors, which is useful if large errors are relatively more important to avoid than
small errors. Comparison of the quadratic RMSE with the linear mean absolute error (MAE) gives an indication of the
variability of the errors in the sampie: If the RMSE is much larger than the MAE,· there are more large errors than the RMSE
is slightly larger than the MAE.

2.4 Testing on Independent Samples
Statistical procedures always work better on the training sample than on independent data. This is because there is
always some tendency for the equation to be fit to the particular noise characteristics of the dependent sample, even if the
sample is very large. Tests on independent samples are necessary to give a realistic idea of the performance of the equations.
Mostly, the same methods of assessment can be used on independent samples as on the dependent sample. However,
one additional error characteristic is measured on the independent sample: the bias. The statistical fitting procedure
guarantees that the mean forecast will agree with the mean observed value of the predictand on the development sample. That
is, there is no bias. On an independent sample, this is not necessarily true, and the bias can be calculated by taking the mean of
the errors. For probabilistic forecasts, calculation of the bias is more complicated and requires a larger sample. A reliability
table accomplishes this. The independent sample is partitioned according to categories of forecast probability, and the actual
frequency of occurrence of the event is computed for each subsample. The result is an estimate of how well the forecast
probability agrees with the actual frequency of occurrence.
Calculation of bias is important as a diagnostic tool because it is probably the easiest type of error to correct for. If the
independent sample is large enough to give a stable estimate of the bias, the results can be fed back into the equations and the
bias removed. Bias correction is one way that perfect prog forecasts can be tuned for a particular model, for example. The
forecasts are run using model output, the bias computed, and then future forecasts can be corrected for the bias.
Verification of weather element forecasts on independent samples is a large subject, and has only been briefly
described here. For more information, there are some summary documents available which give details of the verification
measures mentioned here, and others. These are listed in the bibliography.

2.5 Operational Testing and Implementation
Normally, the development process concludes with successful testing on independent data. However, if the tests
indicate that a product might be useful in operations, further work is necessary to accomplish the implementation.
Independent sample testing is nearly always oriented toward summary measures on an aggregate of cases for individual
stations. The verification may be summarized even more by averaging over many stations to give a summary of the quality of
the forecasts in as few numbers as possible. All this averaging has a tendency to obscure the behaviour of the forecasts on a
day-to-day basis. Thus, operational testing is suggested to evaluate, at least in a subjective way, characteristics of the forecasts
when viewed areally, one forecast set at a time.
When separate equations are developed for each station and perhaps for each projection time, there is a danger that
the resulting forecasts will not be spatially or temporally consistent, especially if different predictors are used for different
forecast projections and nearby stations. This may not matter in the very short ranges, where mesoscale, station-specific local
effects dominate, but becomes more important for short range forecasts and any predictands that have a significant synoptic
component. Although it may be possible to rely on the Numerical Weather Prediction model for consistency of predictor
values (for MOS and PPM), this does not always work, and we have experienced difficulty with excessive spatial noise in
surface wind forecasts for example. Ways of avoiding such problems include standardization of predictor sets over an area,
post-processing of forecasts (temporal smoothing for example), and standardization of predictor sets for different projections.
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Examination of forecasts on a daily basis also provides an opportunity to examine the meteorological relationships
more directly. Unreasonable forecasts may be easily singled out and subjected to further evaluation. Particularly when the
ultimate users of the products are meteorologists, it is important to ensure that all forecasts are meteorologically reasonable.
Summary evaluation may smooth out the effects of the occasional grossly wrong forecast, but these quickly cause loss of
confidence in the product in operations.
In Canada, statistical products destined for operations are run and examined on a daily basis in near-real time for
periods of at least several months and sometimes as much as a year. The very short range forecast product described below
was given directly to some regional meteorologists for operational testing, while model-dependent products are implemented at
the central forecast office, and the output examined by the developers of the technique before the forecasts are released to
operational meteorologists.

3.0 A Classical-REEP Very Short Range Forecast (VSRF) Procedure
3.1 Concept
Interest in the provision of very short range forecast guidance to forecasters in the form of climatological summaries
for specific stations has always been high. Many offices have volumes available, sometimes many volumes, of data describing
the climatology of a given station. Often the climatology is expressed in the form of conditional climatology tables. Such tables
give the frequency of occurrence of fog, for example, as a function of wind direction by month. Forecasters can check
conditional climatology tables to check the climatological validity of their forecast, to make sure the particular set of weather
elements they are forecasting is probable, or at least possible at the station. The tables are particularly useful for inexperienced
staff who have not yet become familiar with the climatology of the area. In order to cover all the possible stratifications of the
data to present comprehensive climatology this way requires very many tables. The very short range forecast procedure
described here is designed to provide conditional climatology information in a comprehensive and simple-to-use way. It is
more comprehensive since the forecast is conditional on the initial values of all the weather elements in the observation. The
output is easier to use because a specific answer is provided for each set of input conditions.
The VSRF procedure is intended to describe the climatology of short term changes in the weather. The current
weather as described in aviation observations is related statistically to observed weather parameters n hours later where n is the
desired forecast projection. This is precisely the classical method referred to above. REEP is used as the statistical method
because most of the weather elements of interest change suddenly; non-linearly, and the REEP method, where all predictands
and predictors are categorized, is oriented toward capturing sudden changes in the predictand.
The concept of the classical-REEP method is similar to GEM (Miller, 1981, also WMO PSMP Report No. 10). There
are two main differences, however. First, the Markov equivalency has been abandoned in favour of the classical formulation;
and second, the use of generalized operators has been kept to a minimum to allow the distinct characteristics of individual
station climatology-to be represented as much as possible in the equations. Tests were done to compare the classical
formulation with an equivalent Markov form, with the result that the classical formulation was very slightly better.

3.2 Development of Classical-REEP Equations
The predictands are the six parameters of greatest interest to aviation: ceiling, visibility, total cloud, wind direction,
windspeed, and weather (fog, haze, blowing snow, drizzle, rain, showers, snow, flurries, freezing drizzle, freezing rain, and
thunder). All are replaced with dummy binary predictands representing categories of the elements. There are a total of about
90 categories to cover all the elements, with each weather type being represented by a dichotomous variable (fog/no fog,
haze/no haze etc.). Thus there are 90 predictands, all binary.
The predictor set consists of the same binary variables as the predictand set, with many more added. It is considered
important that all the elements of the aviation observation be included in the system so that the unique aspects of each weather
situation can be described, and therefore, temperature, dew point and pressure are added as predictors. These' are also
categorized and replaced with binary variables. To these are added numerous interactive predictors formed from combinations
(products) of dew point depression/dew point depression tendency, wind direction/pressure/pressure tendency, wind
direction/weather categories, and wind direction/windspeed. The tendencies used were all for one hour, which means that two
consecutive hours of weather are needed to run the equations. The total number of binary predictors numbered about 280 for
each equation. The actual predictor set varies with the season because of changes in the climatology of the variables over the
seasons The set of categories used for predictors is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Categories used for equation development.

Month

Hour Vsby
(.1 km)

Temp
(.1 C)

Weather

Wind Oir
(10 deg)

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

00-01
02-03
04-05
06-07
08-09
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-23

Oewpt Oep
(.1 C)
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-79
80-99
100-139
>139

WindSpd
Ceiling (km/h)
(30m) 0-4
0-2
5-9
3-4
10-14
5-7
15-19
8-9
20-24
10-14 25-29
15-19 30-34
20-24 35-39
25-29 40-44
30-39 45-49
40-49 50-54
50-59 55-59
60-79 60+
80-99
100-119
120+

<-150
-120/-149
-90/-119
-60/-89
-30/-59
-1/-29
0/29
30/59
60/89
90/119
120/149
150/179
180/209
210/239
240/269
>270

Weather
Nowx
Fog
No fog
Haze
No haze
BlowgSnow
No BI Sn
LNo Drizzl
RR,R+
No Rain
RWRW,RW+
No R Shwrs
S-,SG-,IC
S,S + ,SG,SG +
No snow
SW-,SPSW,SP,(+)
No S shwr
ZL-,ZL
NoZL
ZR,IP(any)
No ZR,IP
TRW,A(any)
NoTRW,A

Calm
2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9-10
11-12
13-14
15-16
17-18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27-28
29-30
31-32
33-34
35-36-01

0-3
4-7
8-11
12-15
16-23
24-31
32-47
48-63
64-79
80-95
97-111
112+

Total
Cid
Amount
CLR
SCT
BKN
OVC

MSL Pressure
(.1 mb)
<9880
9880-9919
9920-9959
9960-9999
10000-10039
10040-10079
10080-10119
10120-10159
10160-10199
10200-10239
10240-10279
10280-10319
10320-10359
>10359

The development sample was stratified into 4 seasons, and composited over two stations with similar local climatology.
Predictors were not screened; all were entered into all the equations. This is acceptable for two reasons: First, the interactions
among the elements of the observation are considered to be important in a predictive sense, indicating that all predictors
should be retained. Second, the sample size is large enough (28 years) that overfitting should not be a significant risk, even
with 280 predictors in the equations. Equations were developed for 2, 4, 6, and 8 hour projections, but some tests have been
done on equations for projections out to 14 hours.
The statistical development is completed after the equations have been developed and tested on dependent and
independent data. However, the output of the VSRF forecast is a set of probabilities for all 90 categories for each station and
each projection time. In operations, this would present an overwhelming set of information to the forecaster. Therefore, a
second major step was added in the development: an objective categorization procedure to select "best categories" for each
element, based on the forecast probabilities. The categorization procedure involves the selection of threshold probabilities,
which are compared with the forecast probability to determine which category to forecast. The thresholds are tuned
individually for each station, following a Beta model (Miller, 1981). To mimic "vrbl" in aviation forecasts, two categories are
allowed to be selected, whenever the forecast probabilities indicate a "toss up" situation. Another change made to the forecasts
to simplify and tune the output to the intended purpose was to reduce the number of categories to match those of most
significance to aviation. The forecast procedure operates on the full set of categories; the reduction does not take place until
the output stage of the program. The reduced category set is shown in Table 6, for ceiling, visibility, and windspeed and
direction. Categories for cloud amount and the weather elements remain unchanged and are output as in Table 5.
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Table 6. Recategorization of ceiling, visibility and wind.

Ceiling
new cat range
(30 m)
1
0-2
2
3-4
3
5-9
4
10-24
5
25-59
6
>59

Visibility
new cat
range
(.1 km)
1
0-7
2
8-15
3
16-47
4
48-79
5
80-112

6

113+

Wind Speed
ranQe
new cat
(km/h)
1
0-14
2
15-24
3
25-34
4
35-44
5
45-54
6
55+

Wind dir
new cat range
(10 deg)
1
4-7
2
8-12
3
13-16
4
17-21
5
22-25
6
26-30
7
31-34
8 35,36,01-3

Extensive tests were done on dependent samples during the design of the procedure. These are not shown here, but
are described in Wilson and Sarrazin, 1988. The next section gives summary results of tests on an independent sample for
several different station sets, and the following section describes the behaviour of the system on specific cases.

3.3 Independent test results.
To test the robustness of the forecast system, equations were developed for several stations with radically different
climatologies and tested on an independent sam.t>le. The equations all used a forecast projection to 6 hours, a 3 month season
and a dependent sample of hourlies for the period 1953 to 1980 (28 years). The seasonally stratified data was aggregated for
pairs of stations located close together and expected to have common climatology. The equations were produced for:
1. Toronto-Trenton (YYZ-YTR)

Spring

2. Regina-Moose Jaw (YQR-YMJ)

Spring

3. Timmins-Kapuskasing (YTS-YYU)

Fall

4. Moncton-Fredericton (YQM-YFC)

Fall

5. Winnipeg-Portage (YWG-YPG)

Summer

6. Edmonton Int'l-Municipal (YEG-YXD)

Winter

For Toronto-Trenton, equations were also produced for 12,8,4, and 2 hour projections.
The independent sample was for the three year period 1980 to 1983. Results are discussed below for the independent
sample, for four of the station pairs. Figures 4 to 6 and Tables 7 to 15 apply to the independent test results. Forecasts were
made for both stations of each pair, increasing the independent sample size to the order of 13,000 events.
The Brier scores reported below were calculated for the forecasts and for conditional persistence for comparison.
Conditional persistence is defmed as the dependent sample relative frequencies conditioned on the initial observed element
category That represents a forecast that could be obtained without knowledge of the other elements in the initial observation.
In addition to Brier scores for the probability forecasts, the Brier Skill score (BSS) has been used, referenced to climatology.
Climatology is defined by the dependent sample, stratified by hour and month. The BSS is in the usual skill score form, BSS =
(PSc-PSf)/PSc, for the negatively oriented Brier Score with 0 as the perfect score. PSc is the Brier score for rlimatological
forecasts and PSf is the Brier Score for the classical-REEP forecasts. The BSS is in the range 0 to 1 and represents the
percentage improvement over the climatological forecast. The BSS is often used in verification and gives an indication of how
fast the forecast probabilities converge to climatology. For ceiling and visibility, results are presented for both one and two
choice systems. Rank Probability Scores (RPS) were calculated for the categorical forecasts. When there were two categorical
choices, 75% and 25% were assigned for the fIrst and second choice categories respectively, because that is close to the actual
relative verification frequencies of the fIrst and second choice categories. The RPS is equivalent to the Brier Score, but is
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intended for multiple category predictands. It takes into account the proximity of the verifying category to the forecast
category.

Table 7. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts of ceiling height.

Station

Conditional
Persistence

Forecasts

VYZ-YTR Spring
YQM-YFC Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

.31064
..32441
.31161
.19459

.29568
.30823
.30258
.18830

Table 8. RPS for categorical forecasts (6 categories) and 6 hour projection. Results for the two-choice system assume a
75/25 probability split.

Station

Persistence

One choice
system

Two choice
system

VYZ-YTR Spring
YQM-YFC Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

.90080
.86857
.91594
.94722

.90656
.87879
.91869
.95298

.91963
.89481
.92858
.95733
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Figure 4. Left: Brier Skill Score with respect to climatology for ceiling forecasts for YYZ-YTR. Right: Rank Probability
Scores for categorical forecasts of ceiling height. 3 year independent sample.
Independent test results for ceiling are shown in Tables 7 and 8 and Figure 4. All results show that the forecasts are
superior to both conditional persistence and climatology. At the 2 hour time range, the one choice system ties with persistence,
but the two choice system is superior. Also noteworthy is that the skill over climatology does not drop to 0 by 12 hours,
suggesting that there is useful information in the initial observation for forecasting beyond 12 hours, for ceiling.
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Table 8 also gives an indication of the effect on the RPS of allowing non-categorical forecasts in the system. The only
difference between the results in the middle and right hand columns of Table 8 is that all forecasts are categorical (100/0
probability split) in the middle column while the results in the right hand column contain some forecasts where there is a 75/25
probability split between two categories. As can be seen, this results in an increase of about .01 in the RPS, which is usually
meaningful when the score is over .90.

Table 9. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts of visibility.

Station
YVZ-YTR Spring
YQM-YFC Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

Conditional
Persistence

Forecast

.13347
.14059
.14392
.03814

.12441
.13064
.13859
.03698

Table 10. RPS for 6 hour categorical forecasts of visibility. There are 6 categories.

Persistence

One choice
System

Two choice
System

.92135
.90707
.91316
.97348

.92364
.91404
.91374
.97471

.93151
.92276
.92254
.97604
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Figure 5. Left: Brier Skill Scores with respect to climatology for visibility forecasts for YYZ-YTR. Right: RPS for
categorical forecasts of visibility. 3 year independent sample.
Independent sample test results for visibility are shown in Tables 9 and 10 and in Figure 5. The same formats are
followed as for the ceiling results. Results are generally consistent with the ceiling results, except the two choice system does
not show quite as much improvement over the one choice system for the longer ranges of the forecast. The skill score remains
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positive throughout indicating useful information in the initial observation beyond 12 hours. Improvements over conditional
persistence were obtained at all locations tried.
Table 11. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts of wind speed categories. There are 6 categories.

Conditional
Persistence
.41794
.40488
.39621
.41272

Station
YVZ-YTR Spring
YQM-YFC Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

Forecasts
.40962
.39391
. ;39656
.40388

Table 12. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts ofwind direction categories. There are 8 categories.

Conditional
Persistence
.43190
.42936
.43495
.43750

Station
YVZ,.YTR Spring
YQM-YFG Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

Forecasts
.42235
.41822
.42888
.43014

Tables 11 and 12 show results of the independent test for wind speed and direction, respectively. The Brier scores are
considerably higher (worse) for wind than for other elements. This is probably due to the large amount of short term, small
scale variance in wind direction and speed. Nevertheless, some improvement over conditional persistence is shown. The
improvement is probably not significantfor either speed or direction, although contingency tables show noticeable
improvement in percent correct for wind speed (not shown).
.
Table. 13. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts of total cloud amount. There are 4 categories.

Conditional
Persistence
.30816
.30398
.31423
.34163

Station
YVZ-YTR Spring
YQM-YFC Fall
YEG-YXD Winter
YWG-YPG Summer

Forecasts
.29244
.27873
.29735
.32889

Table 14. Contingency table for YQM.YFC/Fall categorical forecasts

S

907
464
273
233

452
1361
835
210

Forecast
157
876
1416
939

87
389
881
3474

Total
1603
3090
3405
·4856

Total

1877

2858

3388

4831

12954

0
B

Independent test results for total cloud amount are shown in Table 13. Improvements over conditional persistence are
noticeable at all stations tested, reaching as high as .025 in the Brier score. Improvements showed up even more in contingency
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tables, for example, Table 14. The results given in Table 14 represent 55% correct and a Heidke score of 0.38, compared to
50% and 0.31 respectively for persistence.
Table 15. Brier scores for 6 hour probability forecasts of weather elements. Each is a dichotomous variable. Seasons are
spring for YYZ-YTR; Fall for YQM-YFCj winter for YEG-YXDj and summer for YWG-YPG.

Element

Cond
Pers
Fcst
YYZ-YTR

Cond
Pers
Fcst
YQM-YFC

Cond
Pers
Fcst
YEG-YXD

Cond
Pers
Fcst
YWG-YPG

Fog
Haze
BlwgSnw
Drizzle
Rain
Rain Shwr
Snow
SnowShwr
Frzg Drzl
Frzg Rain
Thunder

.08385
.02492
.00102
.01454
.04091
.04565
.02485
.02014
.00078
.00338
.00307

.10688
.01112
.00000
.03946
.04820
.05638
.00967
.01217
.00126
.00154
.00054

.05738
.00164
.00216
.00008
.00136
.00062
.13648
.00246
.00381
.00109

.02610
.00472

.02444
.00467

.00639
.01513
.04595

.00610
.01447
.04539

.01774

.01761

.06843
.02401
.00112
.01368
.03832
.04322
.02340
.01917
.00078
.00333
.00305

.08903
.01061
.00001
.03530
.04419
.05404
.00946
.01178
.00126
.00155
.00054

.05228
.00163
.00222
.00008
.00137
.00062
.11677
.00251
.00370
.00109

Results of the independent test for the weather elements are given in Table 15. Despite the large variation in scores,
there is a general improvement of 5 to 10% over conditional persistence, with a few exceptions. The exceptions are mostly for
the rare events or those that are associated with specific upper air conditions such as freezing rain and thunder. It must be
remembered that the prediction system contains no upper air information.
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Figure 6. Brier Skill Scores as a function of projection time for YYZ-YTR, for fog forecasts (left) and rain forecasts (right).
Independent, 3 year sample.
Figure 6 gives an example of the improvement over conditional persistence as a function of projection time for two
elements, for Toronto and Trenton. The skill for fog forecasting is quite high and noticeably superior to conditional
persistence at all ranges, while for rain, the improvement over conditional persistence is smaller. As expected, the
improvement increases as the projection increases. Also, the skill remains positive for 12 hours, again indicating useful
information in the initial observation beyond the 12 hour range. Finally, the curves for conditional persistence indicate the skill
that can be obtained over climatology by using c1imatological frequencies that are conditioned on the initial observed
categories.
~
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3.4.0. Operational forms of the program and examples.
Equations have been developed and tuned following the procedures outlined above for 15 Canadian stations, 6 in the
Maritimes, 8 in Ontario, and Whitehorse, Yukon. An interactive program was written to facilitate the use of the equations in
regional offices. This program, called "SHORT", was designed to allow forecasters to experiment with the forecasts. Options
include selection of any of the last 6 hours as initialization time, and the ability to change the elements of the observation was
also included both for the purpose of correcting garbled data and for experimentation. Program SHORT runs on the regional
minicomputers, and it takes about 20 seconds to produce a set of forecasts out to 8 hours. Recently, program SHORT has
been adapted for use on microcomputers. This version is efficient, requiring only about 10 seconds to produce a forecast on a
standard IBM PC. However, it is necessary to enter the initial observation by hand since there is no hookup to the data
circuits.
Comments from regional staff who have used the forecasts indicate the strengths lie in the method's ability to
accurately forecastthe cessation of adverse weather conditions. It is less reliable at forecasting the onset of adverse weather.
We have looked at numerous forecasts to try to discern some of the characteristics of the forecasts. Some subjective
impressions are:
1. It is easy to get the method to predict persistence ofthe initial observation. Persistence is climatological1y normal for series
of hourlies.
2. The method was reluctant to predict any change in the fIrst (2 hour) projection, even if a change actually occurred within 2
hours. Apparently, observations taken several hours before a sudden change such as a frontal passage cannot be reliably
discerned from observations taken immediately before the change. This behaviour is consistent with the summary results
presented above.
3. The trend and interactive predictors seem to have a strong influence on the forecasts. It is likely these predictors that dictate
whether change or persistence is to be expected.
4. Advection fog in the Maritime provinces seems to be well-handled in our experience. It is controlled mostly by the wind
direction.
Because changing weather conditions are most interesting, the examples shown below were chosen to illustrate specifIc
characteristics of the forecasts under changingweather conditions. The selection is probably biased toward more successful
forecasts, though these weren't too hard to fmd. Admittedly, it was certainly possible to fmd examples where changes were
missed. (Persistence was forecast when it shouldn't have been). We did not look seriously for false alarms, cases where
changes were forecast that did not occur, so it is diffIcult to form a good overall impression ofthe method's re1i.ability. It would
probably be necessary to use the forecasts for several months to gain a clearer understanding of their reliability characteristics.
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3.4.1. Frontal passage
Table 16 shows the initial conditions, forecasts and verification timeseries for a September cold frontal passage at
Windsor, Ontario. The front is sharp in terms of windshift, but not sharp in terms of temperature change. It passes the station
around 10 UTC, about three hours after the forecast is initialized. In the forecast, the front is indicated by the shower at 4
hours and the windshift around 6 hours. The forecast is therefore slow in the timing, but accurate on the magnitude of the
windshift. Showers did not actually occur at Windsor, but there were showers in the vicinity associated with the front.
Persistence of the broken cloud was also correctly forecast.
Table 16. Initial conditions, forecasts, and verifying observations for Windsor, Ontario, initial time 0700 UTC, Sept. 20, 1988.

INITIAL CONDITIONS
TIME CIG
VSBY
T-1
15
T
30
FORECASTS:
TIME CIG

VSBY

T+2
T+4
T+6
T+8

7+
7+
7+
7+

30
30
30
20V25

wx

WIND CLOUD
1911 BKN

WX
RW

WIND CLOUD
1812
1815
2015
2417

BKN
BKN
BKN
BKN

WIND
1811
1913
2115
2119
2320
2424
2417
2419

CLOUD
SCT
SCT
SCT
BKN
BKN
BKN
BKN
OVC

VERIFICATION:
TIME
T+1
T+2
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8

CIG
120+
120+
120+
120+
29
30
28
27

VSBY
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

WX
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PRESS
1005.5
1004.8

TEMPDEWPT
15
13
14
13

3.4.2. Illustration of climatological variation
Table 17 shows initial conditions, forecasts and verifying observations for improving conditions under fairly rapidly
rising pressure. Initialized with ceiling/visibility of 800/4, the forecast indicates gradual improvement in the visibility to
unlimited and little change in the ceiling, wind or cloud. In fact the visibility improves less than forecast and shows
considerable variation from hour to hour. The rain stops as predicted, and also the drizzle. Persistence of the wind, ceiling and
cloud proved to be reasonably accurate, despite the rising pressure.
Table 17. Initial conditions, forecasts, and verifying observations for Kapuskasing, Ontario (YYU). Initial time is 2200 UTC,
September 20,1988. Also, forecasts for Toronto using the same initial conditions (bottom).

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
TIME CIG
VSBY
T-1
T
S
4

WX

WIND CLOUD

.R-L-F 30090VC

FORECASTS:
TIME CIG
T+2 SV10
T+4 10VS
T+6 10VS
T+S 10V S

VSBY
4V6
7+V4
7+
7+

WX
LR
LR
L

VERIFICATION:
TIME CIG
T+1 4
T+2 4
T+3 12
T+4 14
T+5 7
T+6 7
T+7 S
T+S 7

VSBY
11/2
6
10
6
6
2
4
6

WX WIND CLOUD
L-R--F3114 OVC
L-R--F3213 OVC
R3210 OVC
R-F 3211 OVC
R-L-F 3312 OVC
L-F
3211 OVC
F
3210 avc
F
3211 OVC

PRESS
1000.7
1001.S

TEMPDEWPT
11
11
11'
10

WIND CLOUD
2910 OVC
2910 OVC
2910 OVC
2910 :OVC

FORECASTS USING yyz EQUATIONS:
TIME CIG

VSBY

WX

T+2 av 10
T+4 SV 10
T+6 av 10
T+S 20VS

4V7+
7+
7+
7+

F L R 2910 OVC
L
2910 OVC
L
2910 OVC
LGHTOVC

WIND CLOUD

The forecasts at the bottom of the table were produced with the same initial conditions, but using the Toronto
equations. Comparing the two sets of forecasts gives the impression that the weather would be expected to improve more
rapidly at Toronto. This shows a difference in the climatology between the two stations, as represented in the equation sets.
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3.4.3. Forecasting fog formation
Table 18 shows initial conditions, forecasts and verifying observations for London, Ontario. When initialized at 06
UTC, fog is correctly forecast to occur, although the forecast is 2 hours slow. The lowest observed visibility is 1/8 mile,
compared to a forecast of 1/2. The arrival of broken cloud was correctly forecast, as was the absence of obscured or low
ceilings during the fog.
Table 18. Initial conditions, forecasts, and verifying observations for London, Ontario (YXU). Initial times are 0600 UTC
October 5, 1988 (above) and 0900 UTC October 5, 1988 (below).

INITIAL CONDITIONS
VSBY
TIME CIG
T-1
15
T
120+
FORECASTS:
TIME CIG
T+2 120+
T+4 120+
T+6 120+
T+8 120+

VSBY
7+
7+
7+V1/2
1/2V5

FORECASTS (initial time 09):
TIME CIG
VSBY
T+2 120+
7+
T+4 120+
7+V1/2
T+6 120+
7+
T+8 120+
7+
VERIFICATION:
TIME CIG
T+1 120+
T+2 120+
T+3 120+
T+4 120+
T+5 40
T+6 80
T+7 80
T+8 80
T+9 80
T+10 120+
T+11 20

VSBY
12
12
8
1/2
1/8
1
3
3
915
15

WX

WIND CLOUD
0902 SCT

wx
F

wx

PRESS
1020.1
1019.5

TEMPDEWPT
4
6
4
6

WIND CLOUD
LGHT SCT
LGHT SCT
LGHT SCT
LGHT BKN
WIND CLOUD
LGHTCLR
LGHTCLR
LGHT SCT
1110 BKN

wx

WIND CLOUD
0902.SCT
0902 CLR
0802 CLR
F
0000 -X
F
0000 BKN
F
0905 BKN
RW--F1402 BKN
F
0805 BKN
1404 BKN
1908 SCT
2107 BKN

When initialized at 0900 UTC, less than an hour before the onset of the fog, the forecast did not do as well. The only
hint of fog in this forecast is in the visibility at 4 hours; it was not caught by the weather elements, although it is possible the
probability of fog at 4 hours was near the threshold. This illustrates the tendency of the method to forecast persistence at the
very shortest ranges. It is common for the forecasts to miss sudden changes in the weather that occur just after initialization
time.

3.5 Comments.
It must always be remembered that the only information in the VSRF method is the observation time series at the
forecast location. There is no information from upstream locations, no upper air information, and no predictive information
from any other source: It is perhaps surprising therefore that the method can forecast changes in the weather. It derives its
predictive ability from the climatology of short term changes that are built into the equations. It works especially well for types
of weather changes that are climatologically normal for the site.

Because the method produces a specific forecast, we have found that there is a tendency for users to expect too much,
given the data content. We suggest that the forecasts be used as a "normalcy" or "feasibility" check on aviation forecasts, and we
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also suggest tha't the forecasts be checked in light of other information available to the meteorologist, such as surface weather
maps, and upper air information. For example, the timing of frontal passages can be checked from surface maps, and the
forecasts of weather elements such as thunderstorms can be checked by knowledge of the upper air patterns.

4.0. Summary
This paper has described in general terms the process of development of statistical short range forecasting techniques.
An example of application of the development procedures to very short range forecasting has been shown. A major point of
the paper is that the decisions that must be made and the exact procedures adopted depend very much on the nature of the
predictand and on the forecast projection that is wanted. Very Short Range Forecast problems, for example, can be dealt with
using datasets containing mostly local weather information, along with a classical formulation, while projections beyond 12
hours or so cannot be effectively dealt with statistically without the use of upper air data, data from surrounding locations
and/or model data. Very short range procedures make maximum use of persistence information as represented by the details
of the initial observation, because weather conditions at specific locations are characterized by a high degree of persistence
over periods of several hours. The importance of persistence information decreases as the projection increases.
One question that has not been discussed here is how to blend information from all sources to develop effective
forecast procedures for the 12 to 24 hour range, when persistence may still give useful information, but predictive model output
is necessary also. Some work has been done on such "blended models", but more work is needed.
Finally, it may be more appealing in some sense to predict the local weather elements entirely from our knowledge of
the physics of the atmosphere, using models. However, models which successfully predict local weather are usually complex, in
fact too complex to consider using under the constraints of real time operational forecasting. Statistical methods remain
appealing for their economy of operation, and are likely to continue for some time in the future to have a role in weather
element forecasting, supplementing and enhancing the utility of model output.
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PROBE - An Operational 'Bomb' Forecasting System
Neil McLennan, Laurie Neil and Gary Wells
Pacific Weather Centre
Environment Canada
Vancouver, B.C. Canada

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Oceans have always offered a significant challenge to mariners and meteorologists alike. Sources of
conventional data, such as those from weatherships, have
been steadily diminishing and there appears little chance
that those sources will be resurrected.
At the same time, however, demands for improved
weather warnings have been rapidly escalating. While the
voluntary ship observation program and meteorological
buoys provide data integral to weather prediction, they are
not enough. The data coverage remains relatively sparse
and the procurement and maintenance of the buoy network
is expensive. Further, while better forecasts require an improvement in upper air analyses, current ocean data systems provide mostly surface based observations.

Pacific Weather Centre of Environment Canada on a
prediction technique for explosive cyclogenesis (or "bomb'')
over the northeast Pacific Ocean. The goal of this project
was to provide a definitive "bomb" or "non-bomb" forecast
that was independent of numerical guidance. The
completed system, christened PROBE (PROcedure for
Bomb Evaluation) was implemented in the autumn of 1988
for the forthcoming storm season. This system will evolve
as advances are made in conceptual models and eventually
will become an application for an "expert system".

2.0 FORECAST SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 Overview
A forecast system that is to be used in day-to-day
operations must meet certain requirements:

It is imperative that world-wide meteorology exploit all of its data sources: not only in the observing sense
but also in the analysis, interpretation and integration of
those data. It has been recognized for many years that
satellite derived information offers one of the best hopes for
improved spatial and temporal data coverage.

Tragic results of recent storms in the Canadian
offshore and coastal waters have prompted an intensified
effort to more fully integrate satellite information into
the prediction of marine cyclogenesis. The availability
of quality atmospheric soundings will, no doubt, be akey
ingredient to better forecasts, but we also need to develop
a better ability to move from observation to application.
Conceptual models, rules of thumb and other objective
techniques are required to fill this gap and to maintain the
human input to the forecast process. With the development
of "artificial intelligence" and "expert systems", conceptual models have a very promising future.
In the spring of 1986, work was started at the

1) It must generate reasonable results.
2) It must be easy to use.
3) It must not take an inordinate amount
of time to complete.
4) It can only use material that is normally
available within the weather office.
Within these limitations, an initial checklist was
created to assess the potential for development. The
forty-five questions utilized actual data from satellites,
aircraft, upper air soundings and the surface as well as subjectiveinterpretationofsatellite imagery. By lessening the
role of computer generated analyses, the checklist is partially independent of the numerical models and can incorporate sub-synoptic scale features that the models tend to
smooth out.
During the storm seasons of 1986-87 and 1987-88,
one hundred and eleven lows over the eastern Pacific
Ocean were examined with the checklist. These lows,
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fifty-one "bombs" (as defined by Sanders and Gyakum,
1980) and sixty"non-bombs", comprised the dependent
data set. Both classes were required since the intent was
to develop a forecast system that could discriminate
between them. The dependent data set was statistically
analyzed using:
1) Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA)
2) Categorization and Regression Tree (CART)
3) Regression Estimate of Event Probability (REEP)
4) Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)
MDA uses a linear combination of the predictors
to classify a particular case into a "bomb" or "non-bomb".
The result from CART is also a classification but the
technique uses a decision tree approach. REEP uses a
regression technique to generate the probability of an particular event, which in this study is the occurrence of a
"bomb". MLR uses a linear combination of predictors to
produce a predictand value, which for this problem is a
deepening rate for the Iow.
Since the end product of the system was to be
a definitive forecast, the MLR and REEP results were
placed into categories as well. Ifa Bergeron value of one
or greater was produced by the MLR then the system
was classified as a "bomb". Likewise, if REEP forecast
a probability of greater than 0.5, the case was scored as a
"bomb". Contingency tables were constructed for the four
analyses and they indicated that CART and MDA were
the preferred techniques. However a case-by-case study
of the dependent sample revealed that if any three of the
four routines predicted a "bomb", then the statistics were
better than for any individual routine.
The operational system implemented at the
Pacific Weather Centre combines the results of the
statistical analyses with a satellite imagery assessment and
a number of climatological and subjective filters.
The satellite assessment is included to indicate the
current state of development of the Iow. It was noted quite
early in the study that two conditions had to be met if a
system was preparing to "bomb". Primarily the dynamics
had to be strong enough to support explosive development,
but in addition some signs of intensification had to be
evident on the imagery. The statistical routines tend to
focus more on the first condition while subjective
imagery assessment satisfies the second.
The filters are used to reject any low that is unlikely
to "bomb". These were found by scrutinizing surface plaps

and satellite imagery from 1979 to the current date. By
including such parameters explicitly, their ability to reject
a low is unimpaired which would not hold true if they were
included as just another variable in the statistical routines.

More details on each of these topics are presented in the
following sections.
2.2 Data
The starting point for the "bombs" study was
classical development theory. Using these precepts and
other topical items from the scientific literature, the initial
chec¥Jist was constructed. The questions were framed to
remove as much subjectivity as was possible and to maximize the utility of the types of data that are plentiful over
the Pacific. In the norm, this consists of excellent satellite
coverage, and ship and aircraft data which vary considerably with the time of day. Normal radiosonde data is lacking
except around the periphery of the Gulfof Alaska and the
occasional transient ship carrying aerological equipment.
Computer generated charts are suspect as well, unless they
can be validated by direct observations from satellite or
aircraft in which case they can be used with some
confidence.
The checklist examined five general areas:
longwave pattern, jet stream, 500 millibar thickness and
vorticity pattern, Iow level baroclinicity and wind field,
and latent heat release. Answers to the forty-five questions
were either categorical or numerical. A categorical answer
resulted from the subjective assessment of some pattern or
when a change in value of a paranleter was required (e.g.
is tilt of 500mb trough becoming more negative?). A
numerical answer resulted when a particular measurement of a field was required (e.g. measure maximum
value of warm adyection downstream).
Categorical (yes/no) answers from the checklist
were arbitrarily assigned a value of ten for a "yes" answer
and zero or minus ten for a "no". The choice for the latter
depended on the perceived significance of the question to
potential development.
Numerical answers were normalized using an
appropriate maximum value and then multiplied by ten. For
some questions the raw response was passed through a
simple formula before being normalized. These formulae
were devised to enhance the sensitivity of the checklist
response to particular parameters (e.g. wind speed in the
jet core) or to generate an increasing function from a
discontinuous variable (e.g. wind direction).
Since the intent of the forecast system was to
differentiate between potential "bombs" and "non-bombs",
both types of lows had to be examined with the checklist.
TtIe candidates were selected using the Pacific Weather
Centre 6-hourly surface synoptic charts and the satellite
imagery archive. The types of lows ranged from strong
"bombs" to moderate developers to weakening lows (see
figure 1). The starting time of an event was deemed to be
24 hours before the end of the maximum deepening phase.
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For example, if a low intensified by 28 millibars between
12z October 12 and 06z October 13 then the study time at
which the checklist would be performed would be 06z
October 12. This database, although small, is a fairly
representative sample of the lows that move across the
eastern Pacific and should be adequate for further study.

by allowing the Bergeron value to vary <by plus or minus
0.1 (values contained in brackets). This latter table was felt
to be useful as such a range is within possible errors on the
surface analyses.
The following sections will very briefly describe
each technique and the results that were obtained using
the dependent data sample.

2.3 Analysis
2.3.1 Background

2.3.2 Multiple Discriminant Analysis

The initial checklist clearly failed to meet some of
the criteria outlined in Section 2.1 and further analysis was
still necessary. There are many sophisticated statistical
analysis tools available but the decision was taken to
proceed with ones that are relatively simple and easy to
apply.

MDA is a linear statistical technique that calculates the probability that a forecast predictand will fall into
a particular class. It is thus ideally suited to the twocategory problem of "bomb" and "non-bomb".

Since this is a problem of classification, two
techniques, Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) and
CAtegorization and Regression Trees (CART), were
chosen. To provide another estimate of the class probability a Regression Estimate of Event Probability
(REEP) was performed. Lastly to gain some estimate of
the possible deepening, a Multiple Linear Regression
(MLR) was done using the Bergeron (Le. deepening rate)
value as a predictand. Using these various methods the
number ofpredictors was reduced to manageable levels and
those that were not significant were removed.

To develop the necessary equations, a forward
stepwise selection method is used. A prediction equation is
generated for all classes using all possible combinations
of the selected predictors at that step. Then using the
Mahalanobis D-square test statistic as a guide, the
combination ofpredictors that best separate the classes are
chosen. The number of predictors is then increased and
the cycle is repeated. The selection procesS stops when
some pre-defined limit of the D-square is reached. To apply
the equations, the values of the independent predictors are
used to find the probabilities of each class. The class with
the greatestprobability is assigned to that data set. Amore
complete description of MDA is available in Miller (1962).

The performance of each technique was examined
using 2x2 contingency tables. In each table the results
were constructed using the actual Bergeron values and

The results of the MDA are shown in the figure 2.
This technique was quite successful with a high Probability of Detection (POD) and an acceptable False Alarm
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Bomb

Dud

49(49)

2(2)

80mb

Dud

41(43)

4(3)

5(3)

52(53)

Observed

Observed
Dud

80mb

6(3)

54(57)

Oud

POD= 0.96(.96)

Bias= 1.08(1.02)

POD= 0.91(.93)

Bios= 1.02(1.00)

FAR= 0.11(.06)

%Cor= 0.93(.95)

FAR= 0.11(.07)

%Cor= 0.92(.94)

Fig 2. Results from MDA for the dependent sample. Figures in
brackets are fora 0;1 Bergeron range either side ofone. Technique has a high
probability of detection (POD) but tends to over-forecast.

Fig3. Results from CARTfor the dependent sample. Brackets are a 0.1
Bergeron range about one. POD is lower than MDA but over-forecasting
bias is less.

Ratio (FAR). The over-forecasting bias is unfortunate but
when dealing with such potentially dangerous events it is
better to err on the side of caution rather than risk missing a
storm.

undesirable feature as long as it is not overly strong.

2.3.3 CART
CART is a relatively new technique. Using the
dependent data set it generates a decision making algorithm
to classify all the cases correctly. This algorithm can be
thought ofas a "tree" where the decision ofwhich direction
to take at any fork (or node) is decided by the value of .a
particular variable or linear combination ofvariables. Once
this large "tree" is developed then branches are removed
until the smallest "tree" is found that still correctly classifies the dataset within pre-set error limits. Each variable
presented to CART can be used at many nodes in the "tree".
The value of each variable can be used by itself or in
combination with others at different nodes. For more
information refer to Breiman eta! (1984).
This process is similar to MDA as it deals strictly
with classification butis different in approach. In MDA,
the classification is based on which category has the
largest probability. In CART, the classification is the result
of a series of decisions based on the value of the selected
parameters. Thus this technique provides a second independent method of generating a "bomb/non-bomb" forecast.
The results for CART (figure 3) were similar to
MDA. The POD was somewhat lower (0.91 vs 0.96) and
the FAR was much the same. The over-forecasting bias
however is lower. As mentioned this is not necessarily an

2.3.4 Multiple Linear Regression
MLR is a mathematical technique relating a
givenpredictand value to a linear combination of predictors. It should be noted that this form of equation can
always be found whether or not there is a physical
connection between the predictors and predictand, since
there will always be some mathematical relationship.
Selection of predictors is thus very important. The regression equation is developed by finding the "best fit" line
through the data set by minimizing the sum of the
squared errors between the forecast and actual values.
Because the errors are calculated from the mean, MLR
does have some trouble forecasting extreme events.
The MLR run utilized the observed Bergeron value
as the predictand.
The results from the dependent data set were not
overly impressive with a corrected R-square of 0.72.
However, the F-statistic had a value of 16.6 which
indicates a high probability that the regression is significant and is not a purely chance relationship. The result can
be used to provide an estimate of the potential development of the system.
Using the MLR results to classify the systems (Le.
if the forecast Bergeron value is greater than one, classify
the system as a "bomb") a contingency table can be
constructed as in figure 4. As expected, this technique does
not classify the systems as well as the Discriminant
Analysis, nonetheless itis an alternate way ofexamining the
problem.
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Dud

46(48)

5(3)

80mb

Observed

Dud

45(45)

6(6)

Observed
9(3)

Dud

80mb

51(57)

52(56)

Dud

POD= 0.90(.94)

Bias= 1.08(1.00)

POD= 0.88{.aa)

Bias= 1.04{.96)

FAR= 0.16(.06)

%Cor= 0.87(.94)

FAR= 0.15{.Oa)

%Cor= 0.87(.91)

Fig 4. Results from MLR using Bergeon as the predictand. The POD
is less than both CART andMDA and the False AlannRatio (FAR) is higher.
The results improve markedly for the 0.1 Bergeon range.

Fig 5. REEP results for the dependent sample. The perfonnance is
worse than MLR both using the actual results and the error margin.

0.60 and no "bombs" occurred when the probability was
less thaI) 0040.

2.3.SREEP
REEP is a regression method to determine the
probability that an event will fall within a particular class.
Forasetof exhaustive and mutually exclusive predictand
classes, if the predictors uniquely determine the predictand,
then for one class the probability will be unity (i.e. event
occurs) and zero (i.e. does not occur) for all the other
states.
However since the predictors do not uniquely
describe the situation, they indicate only that one state is
more favoured that the others. REEP describes this probability distribution of the predictands in terms of the
predictors. In essence, REEP is multiple linear regression
with predictands ofzero or one representing discrete classes
instead of a continuous variable. As such it is likely to
have some difficulty forecasting high probabilities for the
predictand.

2.3.6 Operational Technique
Each of the above statistical routines demonstrated certain weaknesses and their performance was quite
variable. A review of the dependent sample showed that if
three of the four techniques forecast a "bomb" then the
statistics improved markedly (figure 6). By using this
approach, a good balance was achieved between the detection capabilities of the MDA and the more conservative
estimates of the other three techniques. The operational
system utilizes this approach to generate the categorical
"bomb/non-bomb" forecast.

Forecast
For REEP, the predictand for a "bomb" was
assigned the value of one while a "non-bomb" was given
zero. The technique will thus generate a "bomb" probability for given event between zero and one.

Bomb

80mb

Dud

48

3

4

56

Observed
The regression was not as good as that using the
Bergeron value. The R-square was only 0.57 and the
F-statistic was 12.2. This latter figure is significant to the
99% level, indicating that there is still usefulinformation
in the equation.
Using this technique to classify the systems (see
figure 5) again yields fairly useful information. The classification is not as good as with MDA or CART but is similar
to the MLR result. The over-forecasting bias remains but
is not too strong. It should be noted that no "non-bombs"
occurred when REEP forecast a probability of greater that

Dud

POD=

0.94

Bios=

1.02

FAR=

0.08

%Cor=

0.94

Fig 6. Results from the Operational Technique. A "bomb" is forecast
if3 ofthe 4 statistical results predict explosive development. TheFARis low
while the POD remains at an acceptable level.
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Type 1 - Meridional Trough Cyclogenesis. Single jet stream around a
high-amplitude meridional trough.

Type 3a - Cold Air Cyclogenesis. Shortwave moving across cold air
develops with little interaction with old baroclinic zone. This pattern has
been dubbed "instant occlusion".

Type 2 - Split Flow Cyclogenesis. A major split exists in upper air
pattern with significant energy in both streams. Development occurs around
southern warm core branch.

Type 3b - Induced Wave Cyclogenesis. Shortwave approaching
across the cold air stimulates development on pre-existing baroclinic zone.

Type lz - Flat Trough - Diffluent Flow. A single jet stream embedded
in a nearly zonal flow. Low forms in diffluent flow east of jet core.

Type 4 - Flat trough - Confluent Flow. A single jet embedded in a
nearly zonal flow. Low develops in confluent area west of jet core.

Fig. 7. Flow patterns conducive to cyclogenesis. Patterns are evident on the satellite imagery and on 500 mb analyses.
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2.4 Satellite Assessment
2.4.1 Overview
Before carrying out a detailed PROBE analysis it
is useful to make a preliminary assessment of the upper
air flow pattern. The purpose of this assessment is to see
whether the upper flow is typical of patterns known to
support explosive cyclogenesis. Assuming that such is the
case, a further study of the imagery is made during the
PROBE evaluation. A review of flow patterns known to be
conducive to the development of "bombs" over the eastern
Pacific Ocean follows. Subsequently, a discussion of the
further use of satellite data within PROBE is presented.

2.4.2 Flow Patterns
The purpose of the assessment of flow pattern is
to determine whether the flow is similar to certain patterns
that have been observed with "bomb" cases. Six different
types of flow pattern have been identified as being conducive to the development of explosive deepeners. These are:
Type 1 - Meridional Trough
Type lZ - Flat Trough: Diffluent Flow
Type 2 - Split Flow
Type 3A - Cold Air Vortex
Type 3B - Induced Wave
Type 4 - Flat Trough: Confluent Flow

Weldon (1979) as being supportive of cyclogenesis in
general. In addition the zonal, or near-zonal types lZ and
4 have been identified at Pacific Weather Centre.
Schematic diagrams illustrating typical 500mb height charts
and cloud outlines for each of the above types are presented
in figure 7. The valid time for these drawings is just prior
to the onset of deepening. Figure 8 shows a decision-tree
for assisting in the identification of each of the flow types.
It should be noted that the initial decision-box in figure 8
refers to what is evident on the satellite picture; two
streams also play a part in Type lZ and Type 4 developments, but are not normally identifiable in the imagery.
The above flow patterns support cyclogenesis in
general, not only explosive cyclogenesis. Given such a
flow pattern, it is the function of the PROBE checklist
to determine whether or not the dynamics are strong
enough to support the development of a marine "bomb".

2.4.3 Satellite Data within PROBE
'Aside from assisting in the identification of the
flow patterns, the primary use of satellite data within PROBE
is to determine whether the potential for development, as
indicated by the analysis of dynamics and thermodynamics,
is beginning to be realized. A secondary but nevertheless
important use of this data is to validate, or otherwise
adjust, objectively generated upper air fields and shortrange progs.

Four of the above types have been determined by

2 streams on pix?
Fig 8. Decision tree for
the type of upper air pattern.
The choices are based on both
satellite imagery and the SOO
millibar charts.

Flow Diffluent

Flow confluent

2
30 or 3b
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No single "bomb signature" has been observed which
could be used to accurately or consistently predict
"bombs" in advance. Rather, a considerable assortment of
cloud patterns coincide with the early stages of explosive
cyclogenesis. It is also true that these same patterns are
often observed in cases of non-explosive development.
The cloud patterns,however, do give areliable and timely
indication of the current state of development, and when
taken into consideration along ',vith all the other
dynamic and thermodynamic indicators, yield valuable
clues regarding the likelihood of explosive cyclogenesis.
Whenever one of the cloud patterns associated with
the early stages of development is observed, special care
must be taken to evaluate the overall synoptic situation
for development potential. The evolution of the actual
cloud patterns will vary with the type of development,
available moisture and orographic influences.

checklist would stop immediately with a "non-bomb"
forecast while in the latter the checklist would continue but
a caveat would be printed with the results stating the
cyclone had failed a screen.

An example of the first filter type would be the
initial surface pressure. Over the 8 years of the database it
was noted that only one "bomb" had occurred when the
initial pressure was less than 980 millibars. Hence if the
system in question has an initial pressure below that
value, the checklist stops and a message is produced
stating that climatologically a "bomb" is unlikely to form.
An example of the second is the strength of the low level
advection. If it is too small, a classification result is still
generated, however a statement is included indicating a
"bomb" is unlikely until the advection increases.

3.0 ''PROBE'' in OPERATIONS
Data from the Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOVS) can yield useful objective information about the
state of the atmosphere, in the absence of conventional
atmospheric vertical soundings. In addition to measured
data, these synthetic soundings, along with careful study of
the actual imagery, provide a means of evaluating the
accuracy ofthe available synoptic scale objective analy"
ses. In order to remain as independent as possible from
these computer generated fields, data from the TOVS
soundings has been used in the study whenever possible.
Thickness fields and precipitable water data are the two
used most extensively by the checklist.
Satellite data also has the advantage of having
relatively dense temporal resolution. This is especially true
of GOES imagery, which is available every half hour.
Consequently this information is valuable in giving an
up-to-date indication of the current state of the atmosphere;
with deepening lows that can fully develop within an 18
hour time span, one cannot often wait for the next set of
synoptic upper air charts to arrive from the national
meteorological centre before making a decision. Itis for this
reason, along- with the relative sparseness of "conventional" data, that information from satellites must play a
prominent role in the assessment of the potential for explosive cyclogenesis over the eastern Pacific Ocean,or for that
matter any data sparse region.

2.5 Filters
Filters were inserted into the checklist to incorporate certain climatological or development parameter:s that
totally precluded "bomb" development. Any statistical
treatment of such predictors would partially negate their
effect and hence their usefulness. They were included
either as an absolute rejection of the system in question
or as a partial rejection only. In the former case, the

3.1 Implementation
The results of the statistical analyses, filters and
satellite assessment were formed into an operational
"bomb"forecastsystem, the structure ofwhich is shown in
figure 9. The system was placed into routine operation
within the Pacific Weather Centre in the autumn of 1988. It
operates on an IBM personal computer with digitizing
tablet.
The first step after the initial housekeeping
information is supplied, is a filter. Itis used to remove lows
that are unlikely to affect Canadian waters within the next
36 hours and to stream out any systems that climatology
indicates are very unlikely to "bomb". If a low is not
rejected at this point, the program continues to assess
development potential.
The development section includes the checklist
and satellite assessment. The former uses the statistical
routine to generate a "bomb" or "non-bomb" forecast and
a confidence factor. This factor is a subjective comment
based on the quality of the statistical results. The satellite
questions are used to assess the current level ofdevelopment
of the low under study, Since the satellite parameters can
change quite rapidly there is the facility to re-run any
system using the answers from a previous run as default
values and updating only those that have changed.
The final step is a second filter that will not reject a
"pomb" forecast outright but can temper the output if
climatology or subjective experience would indicate a
"bomb" is unlikely.
The output is presented as _a single page summarizing the results of the filters, checklist and satellite input. It
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Fall

Dud

Development
Fall
Fall

Fig 9. The structure of the PROBE as used in operations. For a "bomb" forecast to be generated. the system must pass both filters and have three of
the four statistical routines point to explosive cyclogenesis. The satellite assessment is contained within the Potential for Development section and
contributes both to the statistical analyses and the current state of development.

is passed to the shift supervisor and the marine meteorologist to be incorporated into the forecast production cycle.
A file is also kept in the computer for each storm, containing
the detailed answers to all the checklist questions and the
ouIput of the statistical routines.

Over the next six hours the comma continued to
evolve rapidly with expanding and cooling cloud tops and
increasing subsidence. The pattern of cumuhis clouds
behind the low became suggestive of strong cold advection
as the low level flow strengthened. The surface pressure
had lowered to 990 millibars near the wave.

3.2 CASE STUDY - November 29-30 1987

Animation sequences show that a distinctive jet
streak moved into the trough just to the south of the low's
vorticity maximum at about 1345z. Since the period of
maximum deepening seems to have taken place between
12zand 18z, thisjetmaximum may have been instrumental
in maintaining, and perhaps accelerating the deepening
process. Figure 11 shows the development of the cloud
signature during cyclogenesis.

3.2.1 Satellite Assessment
-

At 0146z on 29 November a cloud area moving
across the central Pacific began to assume the characteristics of a baroclinic leaf (Weldon, 1979). The cloud area
was not expanding at this time and cloud tops were actually
warming slightly, especially towards the rear of the leaf
cloud. Also of interest was an area of heavy convective
clouds which extended in a band just to the north of the leaf
cloud. The surface pressure in the region of the associated
frontal wave was about 1006 mbs at this time.
From 0146z to 0746z (see figure 10) the baroclinic
leaf began its transformation into a comma. A dry slot
formed, differential rotation was evident, strong
subsidence developed behind the cold front and surface
pressures began to fall. The cloud area also began to expand
slowly and by 0746z cloud tops started to cool. The cluster
of heavy convection north of the main cloud mass subsided
due to warm advection ahead of the developing low.

By 2046z the period of explosive development was
over with the low reaching a central pressure of 982 mbs.
The system had the pattern of a mature cyclone with
heavy convection wrapped well into the core. Cloud tops
were continuing to expand especially south of the jetstream.
After reaching a maximum depth of 978 millibars
at OOz November 30, the circulation about the low began to
slacken. Strong cloud expansion did continue, however,
until 0545z when the frontal system began to weaken. The
low turned sharply northwards offthe west coast of British
Columbia after 06z and maintained its depth remarkably
well. It finally merged at OOz December 1 with a deep low
in the Gulf of Alaska.
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0146z November 29, 1987

1046z November 1987

0446z November 29 1987

1546z November 29 1987

0746z Novermber 1987

2046z November 1987

Fig 10. GOES- W infrared satellite images on November 29, 1987. The
baroclinic leaf at 0146z gradually changes into a comma cloud. Note the
formation ofthe dry slot at 0746z.

Fig 11. GOES-W infrared images for later on November 29. The
comma cloud continues to develop as explosive development proceeds. By
2046z the majority of the deepening is finished.
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Fig 12. 500 millibar height and thickness analysis for OOz November 29 1987.
Heights are solid contours and (1000-500)
thickness are dashed lines, both at 6 decametre intervals. The flow across the Pacific is
zonal but not overly strong.

~.'..'

3.2.2 Synoptic Analysis
The storm of November 28-30, 1987 was handled
poorly by all numerical guidance until the period 12 hours
before the storm had reached maximum intensity. From
a forecast point-of-view this is too late to be ofmuch utility.
The 500mb chart for 12z on 29 November (see
figure 12) showed a moderately strong, fairly low amplitude flow across the eastern Pacific, with pronounced
diffluence just offthe Washington and Oregon coasts. This
pattern was conducive to cycIogenesis, as it matches that
associated with many "bombs" over the eastern Pacific.
With this flow pattern, development typically occurs under
the diffluent exit region of a channelled jetstream.
The upper flow was not particularly strong, with
a maximum wind at jet level of about 130 knots, and only
a moderate amount of thickness change across the flow.
However that change was packed into a very tight gradient.
The trough that was supporting the incipient low had a
slight negative tilt which was becoming more negative with
time. Strong warm air advection was also developing

upstream of the 500 millibar trough, giving conditions
favourable for the amplification of the trough and subsequent surface cyclogenesis.
The circulation about an old cyclone in the
northem-Gulf of Alaska had pushed cold arctic air south of
50 degrees North. Even though it was modified in its
passage over the water, there was enhanced low-level
baroclinicity in the vicinity of the leaf cloud. With the
.old low nearly stationary, a continuing supply of cold air
was available to support development.

3.2.3 PROBE Performance
To provide enough warning of explosive cyclogenesis, the checklist for this low would have to be run just
around 03z on November 29. At that time the following
data would be available: OOz surface analysis, 18z TOVS
fields, still and animated satellite imagery to 03z, OOz
high-level aircraft reports, a 500mb objective analysis and
other less relevant charts and material.
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20) Have the cloud tops cooled in last 3 hours? yes
21) Is there strong convection in warm sector? yes
22) Is there a "hook" or is a comma cloud
forming?
yes
23) Are the cloud edges sharpening?
yes
24) Is the jet stream curving cyclonically in
yes
the dry slot?

The questions from the operational version ofPROBE
are listed below along with the answers based on data to
03z. Questions one through fourteen rate the strength of
the dynamics while the remainder constitute the satellite
assessment.
I}Is the upper flow amplifying?
yes
2) Is the supporting trough becoming more
yes
negatively tilted?
3) Measure 12hr height change at Adak in Alaska 6 dm
4) Does IOOO-500mb thickness trough Jag the
contour trough?
yes
5) Measure total1000-500mb thickness change
across 500mb flow
39 dm
6) Measure 1000-500mb thickness change within
+/- 3 degrees latitude of control line 21 dm
7) Measure maximum warm advection upstream
on the 500 mb chart
·32 m/3hr
8) Measure speed of the supporting vorticity
maximum
55 kt
9) Is there a continuing supply of cold air
at low levels to support development? yes
10) Measure surface wind speed and direction
behind cold front
290/25
11) Measure surface temperature change across
cold front
7 deg
12) Does system have an open wave structure? yes
13) Measure precipitable water content in
warm sector
12 mm
14) Measure 1000-850mb thickness within
+/- 3 degress of low centre
3 dm
15) Is the deformation zone aligned NE-SW?
yes
16) Is there increasing subsidence behind
yes
cold front?
17) Is there phasing of subtropical moisture? no
18) Are two streams coming into phase?
no
19) Has the total cloud area expanded in last
3 hours?
no

12hr
RFE

No Low

NGM

7

Spectral

No Low

RFE

19
No Low
No Low

Spectral

The results from PROBE were in direct confrontation with the available NWP guidance based on OOz data
which indicated little or no development. Clearly in this
example the forecast system was superior.

3.2.4 NWP Performance - November 28-29, 1987
Figure 13 contains a summary of the errors forthe
progs valid at OOz November 30. At 48 hours, all numericals were able to forecast a low but the position errors were
so high that it is possible this was a totally different low. On
the next prog run, only the Canadian Finite Elementmodel
generated a low in the correct location but the pressure
error was substantial. By the critical 24 hours progs the
Canadian models forecast no low development, while the
D.S. Nested Grid Model (NGM) had changed its mind and
developed a fairly intense low. Even on 12 hour progs, by
which time any numerical guidance is probably too late,
both Canadian models insisted no low was going to form.
The NGM did remain consistent and developed a low that
verified quite well.

24hr
No Low

270/43

NGM

Using this data the PROBE checyJist generated a
"bomb" forecast with high confidence. All four techniques were solidly in favour of strong development
(MDA probability 0.99, REEP probability 0.81, MLR
deepening 1.8 Bergerons, CART class "bomb''). Thesatellite assessment indicated that development was just underway.

270/43

16
No Low

360/179

36hr

23
8
19

318/322
310/560
'334/398

48hr
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Fig 13. The perfonnance of the 3 NWP
models available at the Pacific Weather Centre
for a valid time of 00z November 30. The
figures shown are pressure error in millibars
and distance error in degrees and nautical
miles.

5.0 BmLIOGRAPHY

4.0 SUMMARY
The PROBE system provides operational forecasters with another tool to assess the possible development of
a "bomb" over the eastern Pacific Ocean. This system
meets the operational requirements of:

Breiman, L., Friedman, 1., Olshen, R., and Stone, c.,
1984: Classification and Regression Trees,
Wadsworth
Miller, RG., 1962: Statistical Prediction by Discrimi
nant Analysis, Meteorological Monographs,
American Meteorological Society, Vo14 No.25

1) generating reasonable results (on dependent data)
2) ease of use
3) does not take an inordinate amount of time
to complete
4) uses only routinely available material in
the Pacific Weather Centre.

- - - - - " 1964: Regression Estimate ofEvent
Probability, Tech. Report 7411-121, Contract
CWB - 10704, The Travelers Research Centre
Inc., Hartford Conn

It provides an alternative, and largely independent
source of guidance to operational forecasters at Pacific
Weather Centre regarding the likelihood of explosive
cyc1ogenesis. Such a guidance tool has been deemed
necessary due to the unreliability of all NWP models in
predicting "bombs". However, its eventual success will
depend on the skill and care with which it is applied by
operational meteorologists in the forecast office.

Saunders, F., and Gyakum, J.R, 1980: SynopticDynamic Climatology ofthe "Bomb", Mon. Wea.
Rev. 108 1589-1606
Weldon, R, 1979: NWS Satellite Training Course
Notes, Part IV Cloud Patterns and the Upper Wind
Field, Satellite Applications Laboratory, NOAA/
. NESDlS unpublished

The next step in the evolution of this technique is the
development ofa conceptual model, one which will notonly
fill the "holes" where there is little data but also serves as a
tool for the evaluation of satellite sounding information and
future development needs for this type ofdata. The implementation of a conceptual model should be able to facilitate
the steady improvement of NWP models. It should also be
particularly applicable to the design of "expert systems" and
"artificial intelligence" and their applications to improved
predictions. We intend to pursue these developments over
the next few years.
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WMD Training Workshop on Observations and Forecast Methods
for Very Short-Range Forecasting

by
Dr. Charles A. Doswell III
National Severe Storms Laboratory
Norman, Oklahoma U.S.A.

Fundamental Concepts of Operational Mesoscale Analysis and Forecasting for
Severe Convective Storms (Part 1)

I.

Preliminary Remarks

In a training workshop of this sort, with limited opportunity to cover
the nominal material, the most important thing is to stimulate thinking
about the topic.
Given my time limitations, if I can stimulate you to see
some of the important issues in forecasting" convective storms in a new way,
then that seems to me to be a worthy outcome.
Thus, I have adopted this as
my somewhat limited objective:
to address the problem of analysis and
forecasting of severe convective storms in a basic way, to stimulate
thought on what it is going to take to accomplish the job when you go back
to your normal working situation.

In view of the fact that working situations can differ markedly, it
seems unlikely that I can provide each of you with a useful set of" forec<.\sti ng " ru l e~~" ....- you i ndi vi dual I y mayor may not have the t.ool So;' at your
disposal to exploit a given set of rules.
Moreover, a particular set of
rules might not be appropriate for your geographical area of concern.
Finally, any rules I could give you could well be incorrect.
However, if I
can promot.e a w<.\y of thinking t~lat wi,ll permit you to €;!mploy vJhatever tools
you have at your disposal to good advantage in developing your own approach
to forecasting convective storms, then I will have been successful in
achieving my objective.
In what follows, the written development of ideas will be rather
sketctlY ._.." ram f1()t tr'yingt6dl.q:f1icate the Tl.:"!CtunE mater-ial within these
notes.
Rather, I want to encourage you to take only limited notes during
the lectures since the details will be provided in these written notes.
The lectures will provide elaboration and interpretation to the ideas
sketched within these notes, so I enco~rage you to spend 80% of your time
in the lectures J..j.!?:!;e.o.i.,D.9. <.md only 20/. of your time 1:::"~.hJ.nfL!J.9.:l;.?-§..
I will provid(,:! a bibliography, rattH?Y' th,'~n a formal Sf:~t of "RefE~r'""
ences" as in a journal publication.
Thus, these notes may not make reference to each and every article in tbe bibliography.
Observe that if an
article appears in anyone of my three bibliographies, it will not be repeated in the other two, even if it might be relevant to other lecture
material.
I hope that you will take the time and trouble to seek out and
study the materials in the bibliographies.
Failing to do this will result
in getting less than optimal results from this workshop.
11.

Some Generalities About Forecasting

A.
Forecasting is the ·combination of a diagnosis with a trend.
In
abstract mathematical terms, we employ a Taylor Series expansion for some
meteorological variable (say, ~ ):
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;,1t /Q)

At "' ...

H(2r-e,
Dc::> is at the initial tim(;~ and () 1 is at ,'1 time .dr lc:'\ter-.
This
formal way of expressing the process of forecasting is not necessarily a
proper description of what human forecasters dc, but it is a basic description of numerical weather prediction (NWP) model operation.

B.

Some important definitions:

Analysis:
the process; of bt-eaking a situation down into its component
parts for detailed study of those parts.
In forecasting, this usually involves examining the data with care.
~W~_QlP.L~~<":i:

dr-altli ng i sothE.~r·m~;; on a sLlrface weather map, i denti fyi ng regi ons
of cyclonic vorticity advection, calculating isentropic potential vorticity, plotting a sounding on a thermodynamic diagram, tabulating severe
weather occurrence information.

Diagnosis: the employment of the results of an analysis in recognizing structure within the data.
In forecasting, this means that one must
have a " vocE-tbLllar'y of pattE·~nH;1I ft-om which to drc.'lw, and clear'ly is associated with pattern recognition.
~~;':L~_lJ}p._l~?.§_:
locating t.hermal boundar'ie£; (fn.mt.s) on <:.-t surface itleather map,
computing quasi-geostrophic vertical motion, identifying cyclones likely to
undergo cyclogenesis, evaluating the day's convective potential, determi~
nation that a particular convective storm is a supercell.

Synthesis:
The development of a coherent whole after having done an
analysis and a diagnosis of the component parts.
In forecasting, this involves the creation of a four-dimensional image of ongoing processes in the
atmosphere.
Any forecast can be an example.
It is my belief that successful forecasters find it relatively easy to
use available input to achieve a mental synthesis in four dimensions.
Although this skill may in part be a gift of birth, it also generally is possible to enhancf2 any person's level of skill through training and practice.
In t.hat sense, forecasting skill is analogous to c\thletic ability:
almost
everyone has some ability that can be enhanced by training.
However, there
C:\r'e some few individuals that are naturally gifted and require little
effort t~ get good results, a few others that will show little or no 1ncreels!'? in skill no matter' how much training they get., and a majority that
can respond positively to training in varying degrees, depending on where
they fit in between the extremes.
C.

For"ecasting vs.

"l\lolfJcc:'\sting":

Forecast:
Prediction of events that do not exist at the time of the
prediction or that do not follow a linear trend.
Nowcast:
A forecast that can employ linear extrapolation successMo£;;t WE.~,:."\ther ItJar-n i nqs, I i k<=~ thos(;~ i s~;;ued f or- sev<=~r'e convective
storms are nowcasts.
·F LlII y.

The success of linear extrapolation depends on:
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Fig. 1.
Schematic showing
the steps in producing a
forecast.
On the left side
is the subjective process
followed by humans; on the
right is the objective process followed by computers.
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Fig. 2.
Schematics illustrating a nonlinear process and how linear extrapolation wor"b..
In U.d
. , "DB1" ":.md "DB2" ar"e obs(,~r"v,~'d:ion times pr-ior" t.o the
current time.
The valid time for linear extrapolation is shown in (b) I
which of course depends on t.he phenomenon and varies from case to case.
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a.
b.

the type of event or- t.he qwantity bf:?ing pY"edicted, and
the specific case at hand.

NeveY"theles~;, it is poss;iblf:? to genen.;l.lizf:? <"1.bout c:haractey-istic: time sc~,les
associaterl with different phenomena, as long as one recognize~ that each
case is unique.
In ~Jf:?neY·~,l, as the space scale incre""ses, the chaY-acter-i~.~tic time associated with ~:;ucc(~=.sful linear e:·:trapolation al=.o increases.

D.

Scientific forecasting

The <".-\pp<".-\rent di cl"lotomy between empi rical for'ecasti ng techni ques and
whi ch an::! based on - physi c~,l.·-dynamical grounds is a fal se one.
All of
science is ~ltimately based on empiricism.
Any part of science that has no
gr-ounds in empir'icism i~.:; not science per se but Y-ather:
thosc~

1.
2.

3.

Mathematics,
Re 1 i g i on, or'
Ph i 1 oSc'1phy.

These notes are not the forum for a discussion of_ any-6f these important
topics.
However, the dichotomy of importance i$ between-what I call
"Wf.~ather Lor'e" forecasting <".-\nd "Scientific" forecasting.,
Weather Lore:
Any as:..::umed statementofassoci at,i on between one
weather event and another.
~:·:<W]f).L,e~~

"Cyclonic: vort.icit.y advect.ion means upward vertical motion.",'
"Hed sky in t.he morning, sailm-=. take warning •••. ", "When the pressure
falls by 3 mb at station XXX and the wind backs by more than 20 deg at station YYY, f:?:<pect cyclogenesis near =.taticm ZZZ within 36 hours.", "Severe
weatheY- occ:uy-£. whf:?Y-f:? uppeY- and I O\fomr jet~.:; intersect."
While =.uch statement.s may be correct in some sense,

th~y

contain no

information to judge whether or not the association will be correct in any
given situation.
Weather lore forecasts have no content implying cause and
effect and generally must be taken on faith.
Sometimes they work well and
when they do, it is because t.he underlying assumptions are valid.
When
they fail, unless you are aware of the underlying assumptioris that determine how well such statement.s apply to the situation at hand, you will have
no way of gaining from that failure.
To me; it is clear that the method of choice is to understand why a
particu.lar °forecastin!J technique Norks th~? ~1ji:1Y it doe:..".
Then one is equipped to judge h6~ well the rule applies in a given situation.
Moreover,
this enables one to learn from one's failures in many (not all) situations
b("lcause you know upon wh.:.-\t f"'eascming your failed foreca~:;t was based.
If
\foJf:?ather lon:.~ (~,lso called "Y-ules of thumb") i~. all that one has, by all
mf2ans use it.;
given t.tu·? choi ce, I recomm(~nd underst':\ndi n9 wea,ther procG.~sses.
ForeCc1':5t i n9 that emp 1 oys t.hat undc~rstanding is what I call uSci ,entific" fnr·ecast.ing.
It should noted that the operational forecasting situation is not
an idf:?al learning envir·onment.
There are severalrf-.?asons for

necessat~ily

this:
1.
Distractions like telephones, servicing communications hardware, bureaucratic paperwork, etc.
2.
Shiftwork with its fat.igue factor and the lack of
chances to interact with one's forecasting peers, who are on
oth€"n ~~h if t. s.
r
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3.
Lack of time for reflection on past bad (or good)
peY-for-m<:H1ces.
4.
Inadequate, untimely,
or badly designed verification of forecasts -- i.e., lack of proper, fast feedback.
5.
Fair-weather staffing.
6.
Limited training opportunities; coupled with an
education tailored for research, not forecasting.
Lest I convey too gloomy a prospect for learning in operations, let me note
that a typical operational forecaster gets a chance to see the day-ta-day
weather with a frequency and a depth that researchers never have.
If you
take advantage of the opportunities presented during the course of your
career, you can develop an empirically-based ~nderstanding of the atmosphere and how it works that is second to none.
If this somehow can be
combined with formal scientific understanding, then the prospects in operations for an exciting involvement with the weather are quite good.
I I 1.

Basic Ingredients for Deep, Moist Convection

I consider the basic process to be one of deep, moist convection
rather than thunderstorms because one can have the former without lightning
and thunder.
There are three basic ingredients:

1.
2.
3.

Instability (static)
Moisture
Lifting mechanism

Please note that moisture and instability are distinct ingredients that afen ~,re c!:lmbined into a single "inde:·:".
I believe that t.r-eii:~ting thE?m only
in combined form is a forecasting strategical mistake, because one needs to
see how these two ingredients are evolving, potentially coming into coincience before they are coincident.
In some ultimate sense, it is the condenati6n of water vapor that provides most of the energy driving deep, moist
convection.
The instability (as measured by the lapse rate must) be sufficiently large to allow the release of that latent heat to sustain the
initial lift.
This is elementary parcel theory, of course.
On any given daYL th(;,~ atmosph~re is absolLttely unst,':.,bl~? only in a very
shallow layer near the surface, and then only after considerable insolation.
Parcels must be lifted to their level of free convection.
How likely is it that the lift needed to initiate deep, moist convection comes from
"l ar-ge scal~?" processes, with upward vertical velocities of a few cm S-1?
I believe that initi~,ting lift (often fefern"'.:!d tCl as a "tr-igger") gener-ally
is at least an order of magnitude larger than that associated with synoptic
scale systems (e.g., short wave troughs).
That means that mesocaIe (and
smaller) processes are required,in general, if convection is to commence.
The cl ear r-el ati onship of convecti on to synapti c scal e systems is,· I
beli~ve, through the processes (mostly advective) creating an environment
with sufficient moisture and instability to favor convective development.
Now which is the most important of the three basic ingredients? I can
answer that by asking which of the three legs of a tripod is most important? Clearly, if anyone of the three basic ingredients is missing. one
Nill not have deep. moist convection.
The resulting weather in the absence
of all three ingredients may well be interesting ~nd perhaps important to
forecast properly, but it will not involve deep, moist convection.
Hence,
no one of t.he tht-ee is any more important them t.he ot.her two.
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Fig. 3.
Stages in the life cycle of
a single, isolated thunderstorm cell.
In (a), the developing cell is dominated by updraft.
In Cb), the mature
cell is producing precipitation and
downdraft has developed next to the
updraft.
This is the most intense
phase of the cell with respect to
draft speeds, precipitation, lightning, etc.
In Cc), the dissipating
cell shows only weak remnants of updraft, being dominated by downdraft
as a pool of rain-cooled air spreads
out at the surface, choking off the
updraft.
A single cell takes about
15-30 min to go through this life
cycle.
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IV.

Severe Convective Events

The distinction between those events which are are considered severe
and t.hose that are not is, cl earl y, one of degree r"ather than onE~ o·f ki nd.
This means that Severe Weather is essentially a matter of arbitrary definition.
In the United States, the definition of a severe convective event
includes at least one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Convective winds l 25 m s-~ (or, mare precisely, 50 knots),
Hailfalls including stones l 2 cm in diameter (or, more
precisely, 3/4 in),
Convective winds (unmeasured) doing significant damage (not
including crop damage!),
Tornadoes.

Is a storm that produces a 25 m S-1 outflow wind different in any substantial way from one that can only m~nage a 24 m S-1 wind? Certainly, definitions of this sort create a host of difficulties because of (a) events
that occur but are not observed, (b) events that are erroneously classified, and (c) events that are observed but not reported.
Further, there are several sorts of convective events that are important but wh i ch do not meet these cr- i ·ter- i c.~: .
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

lightning,
heavy, flood-producing precipitation,
large amounts of sub-threshold hail,
wind-driven, sub-threshold hail,
funnel clouds.

Any of these can do serious damage and produce casualties (directly or indirectly) but would not be considered a severe convective event using the
previous criteria.
Therefore, from a scientific viewpoint, the distinction between severe
and non-severe events is inappropriate.
Not only is it arbitrary, but the
determination of each and every event's severity is impractical.
This
means, among other things, that forecast ver"ificai:icm of "severe" weather
is inevitably flawed.
Flawed verification means, in turn, that our perception of how our forecasFing techniqL.leS areper"fc)Y-ming is ';'1"so flawed~ Ne-vertheless, the distinction between severe and non-severe convective weather is important from an operational viewpoint.
People need information
about storm severity far many reasons, in order to take appropriate actions
for the preservation of life and propetty.
As a consequence of this need,
forecasters are expected to provide this information, often in spite of our
best scientific judgement.
V.

Types of Severe Convective Storms
.

.

Scientifically speaking, our best chance for issuing effective warnings for severe convective weather depends on there being some detectable
distinction between storms that are likely to produce severe events from
those that aren't.
Moreover, if there is an association between those
storm types and the environments in which they are likely to develop, then
forecasting them before they are detected also is possible.
Much of severe
convective storm research revolves around these two issues.
Although our
understanding is far from perfect, it appears that to a limited extent
forecasts and warnings are indeed feasible.
That is, there are identifiable storm structures (based on radar, mostly) that are closely associated
with severe weather production, and these storm structures, in turn,
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c:lf:?velop mo~::;t fn:~qUE,mtly in as;socici\t.ion wit.h charactf:?rist.ic envi.ronment.al
structures that can be seen using conventional weather maps~
An

Supercf:?ll s

A supercell convective storm is, by formal definition, one eXhibiting
a high positive correlation between

vertical velocity and the ver.tical com-

In more colloquial terms,it's a rotating thunder~;tonn.
It has beem <:.'W-gued th<:.'\t the most 1 ogi cal distinction among convec'tive stt1rm types is that. sepi:":\rc!t.ing supercells from everything else.
Although supercells are relatively rare, accounting for less than 10% of all
severe-weather producing co~vective storms (t.hefraction of supercells
varies geographically), they account for a disproportionate share (perhaps
approaching 50% in some areas) of the damage and casualties associated with
severe thunderstorms.
This is generally a reflection of the intensity of
the phenomena associated with supercells:
severe events in supercells tend
toward the high end of the intensity scale for all forms of severe weather,
with the possible exception of precipitation intensity (see below).
Note
also that supercells can produce virtually all forms of severe weather
(hail, damaging straight winds, tornadoes, heavy precipitation, and frequent lightning) at one time or another during their existence.
ponent of vorticity.

Supercell storms typically have lifecycles measured in hours, rather
than tens of minutes as do the component cells in non-supercellular convection.
Thus, it is common to consider supercells as having attained a
"steady state" structun-:.
I bel i eve thi s to be somewh.:.'\t mi si eadi ng, as
supercells generally exhibit a characteristic evolution taking place over a
period of about 45 min., and many supercells go through this evolution more
than once, qualifying as; so-called cyclic supercells.
For Y-easons th<:.\t <J.re as yet. uncl(~ar, theY-e can be low-precipitation
super-cells, high-precipitation supercells, and so-called cl~ssical supercells, depending on the amount and storm-relative distribution of precipitation.
Since many supercells move relatively slowly, the classical and
high-precipitation versions of the supercell can produce flash flooding.
Note that large hail may be produced even in the low-precipitation version
of the supercell.
The characteristic environmental structures associated with supercells
will be described later.
B.

Non--supercel J. s

Alt~ough the majority of storms are not supercells, in terms of the
total number af severe convective events, non-supercElls account fo~ the
majority of those events.
Generally speaking, non-supercells take on a
variety of structures and so it becomes much more difficult to separate
severe from non-severe forms.
Further, the intensity of the severe weather
from non-·~;;upercell storms tends to be I Dwer and the range of severe weather
is narrower.
That is, forms of non~supercell severe storms generally pro~
duce limited types of severe weather and the ~~verity typically ranges from
marginal to moderate.
'
.

It is important to understand that storm severity is broadly proporm~tions in a particular storm.
However, severs forms of convection can have either a strong updraft, a strong
downdraft, or both strongupdrafts and strong downdrafts. That is, while
storm severity depends on the draft strength, that severity is not dependent an the :.':;jgn o·f the vertical motion.
tional to the strength of the vertical
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Horizontal plan views (a) and visual schematics (b) of three variations on the superc(~ll storm.
In (A), the "classic.')l" 'foy"m, precipitation
falls predominantly to the northeast of the updraf~, although some is drawn
into the mesocyclone circulation, forming a hook, or pendant echo.
In (B),
the heavy precipitation form, considerable precipitation falling to the
west and southwest of the updraft, forming a much broader hook echo.
In
(C), the low precipitation form, little or no.rain is falling <C:\lthough
hail of considerable size may be present near the updraft.

Fig. 4.

The upshot of this variety of ways in which severe weather can develop
in non-supercell convection is a diversity of storm structu~es associated
with non-supercellular severe events.
Whereas supercell storms have minor
variations superimposed on a basic theme, non-supercell severe storms vary
greatly in basic structure as well as in detail.
1.

Multicell line structures

There is a notable tendency for convective storms to be organized into
lines.
For purposes of these notes, we make the following definition:
Squall Line:
A multicellular thunderstorm structure in
which the cells are aligned laterally over a distance that is
large compared to the dimensions of a single cell and where the
spacing between cells is comparable to or less than those single
cell dimensions.

This definition implies that the cells Nithin the line interact
strongly.
Note that a squall, per se, refers to the character of the wind
variations and may not. even be associat.ed with convection, so the term
"squall lin&=" is probably inappropriate.
Nevertheless, I will continue to
use the term as defined.
The mutual interaction among cells in a squall
line tends to limit the local intensit.y of the severe weather.
In fact,
the more the cells interact, the less likely is severe Neather, with some
rare el-a:eptions.
Even supercells can be aligned laterally, although in such cases, the
spacing between supercells is sufficient to prevent significant interaction
between them.
Thus, in the terms defined above, such a sit.uation fails to
meet the my definition of a squall line.
The lateral alignment of cells suggests that assuming a predominantly
two-dimensional character to squall lines is possible.
However, the validity of this assumption is debatable.
It certainly seems that some squall
lines are more obviously two-dimensional than others, and no squall line is
ever perfectly two-dimensional.
Generally speaking, the more two-dimensional the line appears to be, the less likely it is to be a severe weather
producer, since the competition among cells tends to prevent the localization of ~ntensity associated with severe events.
We will discuss the environmental characteristics of squall line
situations later.
2.

Multicell cluster structures

The other common structure associated with non-supercell convection is
the cluster of several cells in such a fashion that they are not aligned
laterally.
Note that I will distinguish between two situations that. are
both nominc.\lly multicelluTar clusters but which appear rather different,
say on radar.
a.

Organized

multicel~ clus~ers

Most storms that appear to be a single cell on radar are composed of
several updraft pulses, each going through a rather short life cycle (about
15-30 min).
Each cell contributes its share of precipitation to the system
as a whole, followed by its successor before it dissipates entirely.
The
reSUlt, seen at low levels on a radar, appears to be a single precipitation
echo undergoing fluctuations in intensity but persisting perhaps for hours.
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Fig. ::j (L..E'~ft).
11lu~;;--·
tration of time evolution
of cells in an organized
multicell cluster event.
Note the right-to-left
propagation of the precipitation that results.
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Fig. 6 (Below).
Schematics illustrating squall
line structure.
The
croBs-section in (a) is
along line A-B in (b).
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At middle and higher levels in the storm, its multicell character is much
more i:~ppc.~rent. New cell developmt~nt is preferenti.:\l.ly on one flank of the
f-:?cho.
This sort of organized multicell convection is probably associated
with the majority of non-supercellular severe weather.
Whil@ it does not
appear to be as dynamically organized as a supercell storm, it is clear
that some process must be operating to sustain the event over several
hours.
This sort of long life cycle is characteristic of severe. storms,
irrespective of type.
That is, the more tran~ient the convection, the less
likely j.t i~; to produce any events eHceeding severe limits <wherever those
1 imi ts ar-e set).
b.

Unorganized multicell clusters

On some occasions, new cell development occurs in several places
relative to a given initial cell and a more complicated str~cture arises.
The result more closely resembles the classic multicel1 thunderstorm structure depicted in the famous Thunderstorm Project report of 1949.
Such a
structur-e is almost certainly non-severe, because of the chaotic, competitive nature of the multicell cluster.
When new cell deqelopment is so unstructured, no individual cell is favored to intensify to severe limits.
c.

Single cell "pUlse" events

It should be noted that in some situations, a single cell within a
multicell cluster (or embedded within a line) can become severe briefly.
Such a brief burst of Sf:"?vere \.&Jeather <usually marginally severe wind and/orhail) is very difficult to anticipate and may be over by the time a report
o·f severe weather- h-; r-eceived.
At times, the sever-e weather episode seems
to arise from constructive interaction of outflows from the constituent
cells, briefly enhancing one new updraft before quickly choking it off.
Moreover, there may be several brief pulses of severe weather scattered
over a wide area but without any apparent organization.
This sort of
seE!mingly random activity is ch<:~racteristic of the so-called microburst
events, which involve a relatively weak updraft and a strong downdraft.
The intense downdraft chokes off that particular updraft even, but conditions may continue to permit another storm to repeat the process elsewhere.
The updrafts in such storms may not even be strong enough to produce lightning, but conditions make downdrafts quite unstable.
As with other storm types, environmental conditions associated with
U1eSl-:? multicell clustl::"?rs (and "pulse" and microbLlrst events) will be descr i bed below.

c.

MesoscaleCbnvective Systems
"

".

.

.

The primary building block of convection is the cell, a concept d~veloped in the post-WWLI era.
We have seen that a number of cells ~an become
organized into linear'and'cluster patterns that can be siQnific.htly larger
than the cell i tsel f.
How,ever, it wasn't unti 1, satell ite imagery became
available that we began to recognize clearly the ext~nt to which convection
can be organized.
The squall lin~ and the so-called ~esoscale convective
complex (MCC) are common structures which can influence large area. (on the
or-der of 105 km 2 ) at a ti me and can persi at for up to sevl;?ral days.
The
df=~f i n i t i on of. a mesosc:aJ. e convect i ve comp 1 el·: is based on the enhanced i nfrared <IR) satellite image~
1.:\.

Area of cJ.oudshj.eld
~~ 100 000 km 2 •

~"Jith
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IR temperature

s..

--32°C mLlst be

Fig. 7.
Example of an infrared satellite image of a Mesoscale Convective
Complex (MCC) , at 0900 UTC on 20 May 1983 over the south-central United
states.
Such convective systems may have life cycles that last fo~ 6-18 h,
producing substantial rainfalls over large areas? and significant severe
weather episodes.
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lb.

Area of cloud shield with IR temperature
~:::. 50 000 km 2 •

~

-52°C must be

2.

The eccentricity, defined by the ratio (minor axis/major
axis) must be > 0.7 at the time of maximum extent (defined
by area in la).

3.

Size definitions (la and 1b) must be met for a periDd

~

6 h.

Obviously, the convective cells that make up such a system go through many
life cycles during such a long-'le:\sting episode.
In fact, such MCC-type
systems can bE'~ comparabl e to tropi cal cyclones in terms of si ze and/or duration, but the convection ~ithin them can exceed tropical cyclonic convection in intensity. Systems failing to meet the MCC criteria for reason of
size, eccentricity, or duration can still be important mesoscale convective
sy:.:;tems (MCSs).
The process that apparently is responsible for most mid-latitude convective systems is the merged outflow from the constituent convective
cells.
The system is persistent simply because so much rain-cooled outflow
air is produced by the, many convective cells.
Further, along the outflow's
leading edge, new corivection is being initiated constantly during the lifetime of the system.
Note that strong winds. hail, and tornadoes are most
likely during the development of such a system, while individual cells are
not interacting strongly.
Later, the typical MCS produces mostly moderate
to heavy rain, so the threat shifts to flash flooding.
Occasionally, some systems produce widespread episodes of severe weather, consisting mostly of damaging winds.
It is not yet entirely clear
why a few MCSs develop this character.
When they do, such systems are
called derechoes.
VI.

Operational Diagnostic Tools

It is axiomatic that forecasters never have enough data;
there does
not appear to be any obvious limit to the information we might want to know
in order to cope with a threatening situation.
However, there are at least
two factors that limit the amount of information available.
First, obviously, is economics.
Data collection takes human and t~chnologlcal resources, but the payback on the data collection investment is relatively
infrequent.
The people making economic decisions tend to want near-term
return and that isn't common in meteorology.
The second is related to the first;
viz., unless forecasters have experience with new, dense data networks, it is difficult to take full advantage of the information.
If the technology has existed somewhere else for
a time, it might be possible to learn from the experience of those already
using it.
However, remote sensing technology is now giving us the potential for significant enhancements in the amount of data collected (wind
profiling systems, Doppler radars, satellite soundings, etc.).
These new
d,':.'\ta sets have never e:<isted before in ,terms of real-time, e:,:tensive coverage.
If we are to take operational advantage of these new data (and provide a return on this investment), first we must learn through research how
to use them.
Nevertheless, there are a variety of tools with which we are already
familiar.
We would be remiss in our operational responsibility if ,we did
not make eveY"y effort to e:·:tract the mmdmum information from e:dsting
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data.
Depending on your local situation, you almost certainly have access
to most of these existing data sets, even if the data coverage is not what
you would prefer.
It is clear that the meteorology of interest to forecasts and warnings
of severe convective weather is on the mesoscale (and smaller, down to individual convective storm scale).
It is just as clear that most of us do
not have the luxury of data appropriate to that level.
However, it can be
argued that mesoscale phenomena in general cannot be understood without
knowledge df both large and small scale events.
Therefore, one inevitably
must begin with the large scale data if one is to have any hope of dealing
with mesoscale weather.

A.

Surface observations

Generally speaking, with the exception of some of the remote sensing
tools, it is the surface data net~ork that comes closest to prOViding the
forecaster with mesoscale data.
Given the opportunity, one really needs to
be doing analysis and diagnosis of surface data on an hourly basis.
Naturally, if hourly surface observations are not available, one must make do,
but this is a terrible handicap.
Most meteorologists are familiar enough
with surface data;
howe~er, I would emphasize to the severe convective
storm forecaster that the additive remarks ~nd special code groups (e.g.,
at the "synopti c" ti mes, the preSSL\t-El change codE:~ group) are an ext.remel y
important supplement to the regular surface observation.
Properly int.erpreted, t.hese remarks are extremely valuable t.o a knowledgeable diagnos-tician.
B.

Satellite images

The i deal way to vi ew satell i te imagery is in a "loop i ng" ~~ystem, because the added dimension of motion makes interpretatlon vastly easier than
looking at. static images.
As already noted, the satellite image has given
us a new and exciting perspective heretofore unavailable.
It also helps to
fill in areas th~t are otherwise devoid of data (over the oceans, unpopulated or inaccessible regions, etc.).
Although the images are barely quantitative, t.he mo~tly qualitative nature of the information is still better
than no information at all.
This is not the forum for an extended expo-sit-i_on on satell i t_e image i nterpt-etat.i on and the reader is urged to consul t
the appropriate references in the Bibliography.
C.

NWP model output

Althdugh the input. to modern nume~ical weather prediction (NWP) models
is still mostly the coarse operational data,there is reason to believe
that at least some fraction of the detail contained in the model output is
reliable.
The difficulty is to know when the details are correct and when
they are not.
Generally speaking, the larger the scale of the phenomenon
of interest, the more reliable i~ the model output about that phenomenon.
In principle, it is possible to use regression techniques on the model
output to produce detailed forecasts of weather phenomena based on the
model output (the so-called Model Output Statistics -- MOS).
If there are
biases in the model, in principle the regression can account for them.
Unfortunately, there are difficulties with this approach in practice, including such problems as nonlinear relationships,' dependent parameters (or
colinearity), ambiguities in the predictands, limited development samples,
and inability to deal with rare events.
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Fig. 8.
Atmospheric sounding plotted on askew T-log p diagram, from Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma, at 1200 UTC on 8 June 1974, on the morning of
a major outbreak of tornadoes.
Curves are labelled with standard notation.
For a parcel with a potential temperature of 39 C and a mixing ratio of 16
9 kg-:l., the negat i ve area to be over"come is hatched, wh i I e the posi t i ve
area bet~een the level of Free Convection (lFC) and the Equilibrium level
EEL) is stippled. Such a parcel reaches saturation at the Convective Condensation Level (CCl).
Compare the buoyancy of the lifted parcel at 500 mb
to that at 300 mb.
Q
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Thus, while one would be foolish in the extreme to ignore the model
output if one has it available, it is not a panacea for producing convective storm forecasts.
The continuing difficulty is to know when to believe
the output and when to question it.
If there is a question about the accuracy of a model forecast, the issue shifts to how to go about resolving the
question.
Clearly, this involves skilled human analysis and diagnostic
work.
If the skills necessary to accomplish this task have atrophied owing
to excessive dependence on model-produced forecasts, th~n a resolution of
the question will be doubly difficult to obtain.

D.

Local station techniques

One should not ignore the collective experience and wisdom about local
forecast problems that may have accumulated at one's duty station.
Thi~
may take the form of an informal guide to station operations, providing
techniques developed on-site over a period of years.
Another form is a set
of standard operating procedures (SOP) for dealing with specific forecast
problems.
If there is presently no such documentation of local experience,
it Nould be Nise to begin to develop a progFa~ of local forecasting technique development, including verification
and documentation of those techniques.
E.

Rawinsondes and pibals

In my opinion, there is no more important source of information concerning the threat of severe convection than that cont~ined in upper air
observatiDns.
Aw with all meteorological data, it is safe to assume that
one will not have a sounding when and where it is needed.
This means that
a process of sounding " an c;tl.ysis" that consists CJf cc;\lculating a host of
indices from the given sounding is not an adequate basis for forecasting
convection.
The forecaster needs to be able to:
1.
r.cognize soundings that have problems that can influence the validity of index calculations,
2.

anticipate changes in the sounding owing to:
a.
diurnal processes,
b • . advective processes,
c.
ver,ti calfl\otign,

3.
recognize characteristics of the sounding relevant to
convection without being tied slavishly to mandatory levels,
4.
evaluate the sounding as a whole rather than as a set of
indices,
5.
integrate the sounding data with constant level charts,
surface data, etc. into a coherent four-dimensional picture of
the atmosphere.
Make no mistake, these are not easy things to do.
Moreover, these notes
and lect~res will not contain everything one might need to know to accomplish these things.
However, we shall now turn to a set of exercises in
sounding analysis to illustrate something of what is required.

VII.

Sounding Exercises
A.
B.

Problem detection
Anticipation of changes in a sQunding
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WMO Training Workshop on Observations and Forecast Methods
for Very Short-Range Forecasting

by
Dr. Charles A. Doswell III
National Severe Storms Laboratory
Norman, Oklahoma U.S.A.

Fundamental Concepts of Operational Hesoscale Analysis and Forecasting for
Severe Convective storms (Part 2)

I.

Preliminary Remarks

This part of the ~..,orkshop wi 11 focus on themesoscale aspect.s of con-,
vective weather.
It should be apparent to most of you that mesoscale meteorology has a tradition that involves special high-density observing networks and research-oriented analysis/diagncisis.
The classical mesoscale
charts incorporate information from the time series observations, perhaps
including data from the future at the nominal analysis time.
Operational
mesoanalysis can take advantage of almost none of these special techniques.
However~ there are two things that can be done:
1.
Give very careful attention to all the data available, including the time continuity of observations.
Much more
use is made of apparent 1 y "unrepresentati ve" observati ems.

2.
A different set of models is imposed on the data;
in mesoanalysis, the models are derived from research into characteristic mesoscale structures.
All subjective analysis/diagnosis imposes models on the data.
The process
involves testing hypotheses about the processes sampled by the data, and
then le'\:ti ng the observations c:Ietermi ne how well the hypotheses fit.
Ski I J.
at mesoanalysis is not determined solely by the data density.
Rather, your
ability to perform mesoanalysis well is moS'.t dependent on the richness of
the "vocabulary of pc."l.tter-r1s" iJ.t YOLlr" disposal.
If yOLl do not know and un-derstand the scientific models to use, then you cannot use them to your ad~antage.
.

A brief comment on objective analysis is appropriate.
An objective
analysis depends only on the data and it is rather selective about the
types of data that can be incorporated.
That is, objective techniques are
limited by the quantitative information that form their input, Whereas human analysts can take advantage of qualitative information, incorporating
that into their diagnostic process.
Furthermore, not all the quantitative
data contained in the total set of observations is used (at present) in an
objective analysis scheme -- e.g., radar observations, cloud base estimates, etc.
The conclusion I draw from this is twofold:
a.
Human analysts can discern more abriut the weather from a
given set of data than any objective scheme.
b.
Human analysts can make bigger mistakes in weather diagnosis than any objective system.
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The II-Jay t.o empha~:;ize th(;: form(;:r ~md mi ni mi Z€~ th(;~ 1 atter is to employ every
bit of one's education, t.raining, and experience.

11.

Ch,:.\n:.'\ct€wistics of Mesoscale Processes

A.

Intermit.tency

If Qn€~ looks at ~.\ spectr-um of average' kinetic energy associated with
Eulerian t.ime scale~:; (Le., -fluctuations at a single point in space), th(;~
t-esLllt is revealS'. a ~;o--called "mesoscale spectr<.\l gap".
There is consider-able kinetic energy associated with relatively long time scales (periods in
the range of several days) and with relatively short time scales (periods
in the Y-~'\nge cH s(;?veral minut<-::s), with relatively little av(;~Y-age kinetic:
enF.~F'Y in betweEm.
The peak at long time s~cales reflects the more or less
Y-(;~gulal~ pi:.'\ssage of synopticscalt":! cyclonf'~s and ~:mticyclones, while that at
short time scales reveals the regularity of turbulent eddie~.
This observation y"(;~veals the intf~rlll.itterd characteY' of mesoscale·py"ocesses.
They do
nDt occur wit.h anythinl;.1 likf::~ Y"E)gularity at any specific point.
When meso-~:;cal e events do OCCUY', hOW(;?Vef-, they can h<:.'\ve' a sub~;tanti al impact.
Thei Y'
intermitt€~nc:y makes them a -Forecast problem, of course.

B.

Sensitivity to details
1.

Internal structure

The:' i ntermittenc:y of mescJsc:al e'processesi s ti ed, in part, to the
gl?'meral me'b?orological issue of sensitivity to the initi<:.'l conditions.
That is, if one starts with two very nearly identical situations, the two
generally will ~vDlve similarly fo~ a time but will diverge over time and
eventually differ by a substantial margin.
When a situation ~hows marked
divergence from another, similar situation, we now refer to such behavior
as chaotic -- it is characterized by extr~me sensitivity to initial conditions.
It i s not hard to conjure up a real mesoscale situation which will
show chaotic (and, hence, intermittent) behavior:consider the classic
"load(;:d gun" sound i ng so common 1 y assoc i ated wi th seveY"e ccnvecti ve II-Jea-"
hf.~F-.
It is charact.erized by <.\ signi-ficant capping inversion which serves
to t-est.rain the release of convectiv(;~ instability.
This has two aspects:
a.
I t prevents the premature release of the convective
instabi 1 i t y, thus all owi Ill;) moY"(;~ bOLH1dary layer mo.i sture to bui 1 d
up.
b.
It reflec:ts the presence of a so-called elevated
mi:-:ed 1 ay<-::n-, often wi th lapSE? rat.e~; at Of" near the dry adi abati c,
above the boundary layer.
Thesf.~ ar€~ -ravorable -for' intE'ms;e convl:.~c:ti.ve f-elease.
HO~.o,jever, if the cap-ping invef"~;ion is a bit too str-ong, ther(;~ will be 110 deep, moist convection
at all!
The situation as a whole then becomes quite sensitive to the intensity of the initial capping inversion, with the actual result tending
toward one of the two ext.reme p05sibil1ties:
severe weather or no deep,
moist convection <It a.ll, with th0~ cH·ffey"encE? L"H?ing a subtle Chi-1nge in the
intensit.y of the capping inversion.

2.

External structure -- topography

I f on€:~ ccm~:;i dF.~r's thF.~ br-oac:lest passi b 1 e i nt.erpretati on of the word "topography", then another quite important characteristic of mesoscale pro-
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cesses is their sensitivity to topographic variations.
That is, we take
topography her'e t.o mean the physical feature:..=: 01' a place, so that any variation in physical features can be a major contributor to mesoscale processes.
I need only list some well-known mesoscale weather events for this
to become clear:
a.
b.
c.
d_
e.
f.

lake effect snowfalls,
downslope windstorms,
land/sea breeze frohts i
upslope precipitation,
coastal fronts,
lee side cyclones •

. Thes:,e \-.Jef.~ther events ar'e associ ated \-.Ji th
graphic variations:
1.

2.

b"lO

main processes forcedby·'topo-

Vertical motion forced by terrain,
Solenoidal circulations.

The'mechanical lift. and subsidence forced by. terrain-:foll.owing flm'J pro~
duces vertical motions., often on the ordE~r- of tens of cm S~1 or more.
Such
reI ati VE?1 y intense vertical moti ons C.,re bound trJ have an impor-tant impact
Cln the weather'.
The solenoidal circulations.can produce comparable vertical motions and ar-ise via topographic ,viariations as
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

sea/Land thermal capacity,
wet/dry soil thermal capacity,
vegetated/bare soil thermal contrast,
cloudy/clear skies,
heating over sloping terrain;

When <.1ssociated with per-manent boundar-ies like sea or lake boundar-ies and
mount.ains, the effect is so regular that it can dominate th~ meteorology of
a region.
The other types of solenoidal circulations may be quite irregular, depending strongly on antecedent weather conditions.

C.

Scale interactions

I have taken a somEMhat unconventional approc:.~ch to defining what I
mean to be mesClscc.'l.le ._,- the root "mesa" mE~ans in the middle or intermediate, so r choose to emphasize that mesoscale meteorology stands betNeen
large (or "synoptic") scale and small (or "micro") scale processes.
In
fact, mesoscale processes serve as an important linkage bet.ween large and
small sca1e E?Vents, so the not-ion of $cale interaction i$ absolutely essential to ~esoscale meteorology.
This is what makes mesoscale analysis, diagno~3is, and forecasting so difficult.

Moreover, by standing between scales, mesoscale processes cannot be
understood via our ordinary techniques of neglecting terms in the governing
equation~;.
Alt.hough specific mesoscale events can be understood in simplified terms, one cannot grasp much about the class of mesoscale flows as a
Nhole using anything short of the primitive equation set.
Also, diabatic
processes tend to dominate mesocaie mo£ions, furthe~ complicating a mathematical analysis.
The resulting complicated system of equations has precluded "my real PI"o'founlj theoretical insights into mesoscale pt-ocess~?s as Co,
class, whereas the very large and very small scale processes admit significant simplification without losing much of the essence of those flows.
In some ultimate sense, of course, even the very large and very small
scale flows are connected.
Thus, our conventional simplifications must
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eventually break down.
It is precisely then that the mesoscale connection
is most important.
As we have seen, that connection is intermittent but
when it operates, the resulting events can be extremely intense and develop
explosively.
This issue is at the heart of real forecasting problems.
Ill.

Important Mesoscale structures
1.

Fronts and drylines

Fronts and drylines might be included with synoptic scale features in
some sense, but in the cross-front direction at least, they can be thought
of as mesoscale phenomena.
In ~act, their frequent connection with systems
of large scale makes them fit nicely in my conception of mesoscale processes.
Moreover, the crof:is-frontal ci rcul ati ons (oft.en e){pressed in terms
of the Sawyer-Eliassen equations) can attain mesoscalevertical motions of
several tens of cm S-1 or more.
A front is defined classically in terms of a first-order discontinuity
in the density.
This definition means that "the front" is typically associated with a temperature gradient.
However, it should be noted that the
temperature gradient across a dryline can undergo a diurnal change in sign,
and typically is not associated with a persistent~ensity gradient.
In any
case, a dryline certainly represents an air-mass boundary, which the classical definition was intended to convey (the classical Norwegian school of
meteorology in Bergen never encountered drylines).
Not all discontinuities in air mass characteristics are derived from
synoptic scale processes.
I already have mentioned the sea/land breeze
front, which certainly is a true front by any reasonable definition.
Any
of the solenoidal circulations mentioned earlier are associated with
frontal-type discontinuities that certainly should be considered fronts.
Another producer of discontinuities that appear frontal is deep, moist
convection.
Outflow boundaries can, under some circumstances, become indistinguishabl,,~ fr-om a "true" front.
While it is conventional to di·fferen·tiate outflow boundaries from fronts, it is not clear that this is always
appropriate.
Note that although a convective outflow boundary can possess
·the characteristics of a gravity current at times, not every gravity current i s conside~ed to be-a- ~Tassi caT -ft'"ont:----nth-e ph-ysl cal processes a~i~
sociated with convectively-produced air-mass boundaries are similar to
those associated with fronts, then for many purposes it is appropriate to
consider them to be fronts.
Careful observations of real fronts often reveal that the windshift is
not coincident with the sharp temperature gradient, as it should be in elementary frontal theory.
In fact, many fronts are characterized by a zone
with two or more discontinuities that can be quite close together or can be
spread out over· 100 km or more.
Strictly speaking, "the front" is the
strong discontinuity in temperature, rather than in wind speed and/or direction, or in pressure.
The nature of these non-frontal discontinuities
is not entirely clear, but may be associated with gravity waves.
2.

Low-level jets

An extremely important phenomenon is the low~level jet.
Actually,
some disputes over terminology continue to the present over what processes
one is attE"~mpting to describe with "low-level jet".
I shall consider these
in turn.
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Fig. 2.
An t:?l,:ample of ~~ur'face fet:itures involved int:i significant outbreak
of seVf.:n"e l>'mattler".
Convecti vf:.~ Dl.ltf 1 Ol>'J bm"lI1dc.u"i es are df,mott:~d by broken
cold front symbols (other frontal symbology is conventional), while the dry
line (mrr"ont:?Clu~::;ly labmlled a dr"y "front" hel~e) is sho~'m as the line with
t i c marks.
Tht::~ dar'I::, i rn:'~gL\l ar bIobs locate t-.:\dar" echoes associated ~'>Ii th
thl.lndl:"?F'stor"ms.
Tht:? t i mE1 i ~~ gi ven in Centr"al St,:,mdard Ti me (eST), whi ch
convet-ts to lITC by adding~~il< hour's.
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a.

Diurnal variations in viscosity

The effect of daytime heating is to produce considerable dry convective overturning in the planetary boundary layer.
The daytime mixing effect produces some f i ni tE? "vi ~;cosi ty" th,,-,·t retards thE? wi nd to subgeostrophic speed.
When the sun sets, an inversion begins to form from the surface, becoming deeper with time.
This stable layer tends to de-couple the
surface from the atmosphere above it and reduce the mixing effect of the
dry convective -overturning.
When the mi:dng is "turned off" thE? ~4Jind i~3
free to go into an inertial oscillation, yielding an elevated wind maximum,
often of supergeostrophic proportions, several hours after the cessation of
mixing at sunset.
b.

The "Western boundary current" effect

It has been argued, largely through potential vorticity arguments,
that on the western side of an anticyclone, there is a tendency for a boundary jet to be established, comparable to the Gulf Stream or the Kuriosho
Current.
This argument also can be couched iM terms of the formation of a
lee side trough, which increases the pressure gradient on the backside of a
departing anticyclone.
This enhances the poleward flow, forming a lowlevel jet stream (as distinct from the horizontally homogeneous diurnal
boundary layer process that yields cm eleva'ted wind ma:dmLlm, as described
above) •
c.

Vertical circulations

Yet another mechanism advanced to explain low-level jet structures is
the largely ageostrophic vertical circulations associated with windspeed
maxima in an upper-level jet stream.
That is, the low-level jet stream is
seen as inextricably coupled to upper-level jet stream features throughtransverse circulations.
These transverse circulations arise from imbalances between the mass and momentum fields through the t~oposphere.
d.

Convective circulations

It appears that on some occasions, for reasons that are not entirely
obvious, convection may induce narrow ribbons of concentrated inflow rather
that drawing its ihflow from a wide~rea. _If such ~1 inflow band persists
for-several hours---(as it mi ght in a mesoscal e convective system), the pro-"
cess of geostrophic adjustment can operate, and the feature begins to respond significantly to Coriolis accelerations.
Of course, this list of candidate-mechanisms may not be exhaustive of
all the possibilities.
It appears that any and all of these processes can
operate to produce the observed low-level jet structures in a given instance.
Rather than choosing one mechanism among many candidates, the real
atmosphere may produce si mi 1 ar" str"uctures throl..lgh several mech~:\ni sms, perhaps in different proportions on different occasions.
3.

Upper-level jet streaks

I already have mentioned that mesoscale structure exists in upperlevel jet streams.
While the basic mechanism for the large-scale aspects
of upper-level jet streams (in mid-latitudes) is the thermal wind enhancement of westerly flow with height, this is not adequate to explain all the
detailed structure one sees.
[This does not even include the details we
are likely to see in the near future as high-resolution observing tools
like radar wind profilers and multispectral satellite data become available
routinely.]
It appears that mesoscale windspeed maxima in upper-level jet
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Fig. 4.
Crosis ~",ection~:· nonnal to cm upper level jet stream (denoted IIJII)
revealing the ageostrophic transverse circulation.
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(thick solid lines? oK), vertical motion (stippling), and divergence (thin
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1
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stF"eamS (oft.en call ed "jet. st.r'eaks") are c:\s.;soc:i at.ed \~i th c~geost.roprlic f I O\"JS',
and mass-momeMtum imbalances that can have complex origins.
Their associatien with large-scale structures (jet st.reams) and turbulence again point.s
out the connection between large and small scales served by mesoscale processes.
4.

Convectively-induced feat.ures
a.

Outflew boundaries

The amount ef outflow is generally related to the intensity of downdrafts which, in turn, is related to the environmental thermodynamics.
Broadly speaking, strong outflows are creat.ed when potentially cold air
aloft is chilled by evaporation of precipitation in convection.
Thus, the
creation of outflow boundaries is tied to large scale processes that. create
an environment favoring strong outflows.
Of course, that environment must
also faver a multiplicity of updr~fts because a single updraft generally
will not process enough mass to create a large amount of outflow.
Moreover, the outflows themselves (as we have seen already) feed back
on the subsequent development of convection and, hence, eventually back to
the large scale environment.
A moment's consideration will reinforce t.his
nmtion of ~onvective feedback;, if convecti6n did nothing to alter its environment, convection would never cease once it began.
The convection is a
process that acts to mitigate those environmental conditions that favor it.
The mesoscale developments associated with convection are a connection
between updraft/downdraft scale events and the large scale.
b.

Mesoscale convective vortices

Recently, interest has been re-awakened in the so-called wake low that
appear"s at times in the wake of a mesoscale convective system.
This is a
low-level phenomenon that appears to arise from adiabatic warming in the
mesoscale rear inflow jet observed with many such systems.
Its primary importance is that such a feature may enhance the recovery of convective instability in the near wake of convective mesosystems.
Without the wake
low, the return to convective instability may take much longer.
Another phenoinenon that. has captured considel"able recent attention is
the mesoscale vortex that often appears in satellite imagery with the dissipation of a mesoscale convective system.
Studies have shown that it develops dur" i ng the act i ve per i od of the convect i ve ~;ystem, above the gr"owi ng
pool of cool outflow air at the surface and beneath the anticyclonic outflow at anvil level.
Such vortices ar~ poorly reflected at the surface but
may persist for hours aft.er the dissipation of the convection, apparently
because the circulation is inertially stable.
Further, on some occasions,
the vortex seems to play a role in initiating new convection.
5. Polar lows/troughs
A basically mesbscale phenomenon that also has at.tracted considerable
research 'attention in the last few years is the so-called polay" low, or polar trough.
The term seems to be associated with a spectrum of mesosystems, the common characteristic of which is that all are embedded within a
polar air stream in the wake of a large scale cyclone.
The spectrum seems
to range from systems which are purely baroclinic 'in origins to those which
appear to be the polar analog to tropical cyclones.
In fact, the latter
have been termed " aY"ctic hUYTic<::\nes".
Any given e:,:ample may have both as-pects and some examples seem to evolve from one end of the spect.rum toward
anothE?r.
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Fig. 5 (Lr,?ft ) .
E:<ampl e of c.'\f1
unusually strong mesDscale
trough of low pressure (arrow)
that appears to be the m.nifestation of a gravity wave.
The dash-double dot line denotes a squall line outflow
boundary, while the d~shed
lines are i~otherms (oC).
Isobars are conventional.

Fig. 6 (Right).
Example of a polar low
approaching the northern coast of Norway
at 1800 UTC on 21 November 1983.
Stippling shows the mesoscal& cloud spiral
as seen in satellite imagery.
Isobars
are conventicnal, while the dashed line
d(:motf:?s a ~"Jindshift line c\nd pt-essure
tY-ough.
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Systems that have been grouped with polar lows are the so-called Comma
Cloud systems that develop in polar air streams.
Such systems seem to be
equivalent to what used to b&~ called "secondaY"y cold fY"onts" or" "bent"-back
occlusions".
That is, it was recognized long ago that some pretty substantial systems can develop in polar airstreams.
The satellite image has
given us a new perspective en such mesosystems.
In the warm season, they
can be associated with significant outbreaks of severe weather under conditions when they might not be anticipated -- i.e~~ in polar air streams.
In
the cold season, they can create significant winter weather episodes.
6.

Gravity waves

Gravity waves are a nearly ubiquitous phenomenon in the atmosphere.
They are possible anytime the vertical stratification is stable, which is
the vast majority of the time.
However, this pervasiveness means they
cannot have a great deal of influence by themselves on mesoscale weather,
which tends to be intermittent (as noted).
Generally, gravity wave amplitude is modest.
On some occasi ons, howev&~y", ci rCLlmstances seem to favoY"
large-amplitude gravity waves that may well serve as a mechanism for ~niti
ating or intensifying convection, through their localized intense vertical
motion.
Although outstanding examples have been presented in the literature that support this notion, it seems that relatively few such situations
involving high-amplitude gravity waves occur in any given year.
The origins of gravity waves, especially those of large-amplitude, are
ncit entirely clear.
It is well-known that gravity waves are the phenomenon
by which geostrophic adjustment takes place.
Intrusion of fronts into stable regions can initiate gravity modes, as can penetration of cumulonimbus
tops into the stable stratosphere.
Of course, of some concern is how the
occasional persistent, large-amplitude waves maintain themselves against
dispersion and vertical propagation.
This can involve ducting, critical
levels (where the environmental flow equals the phase speed of the wave) ,
and nonlinear processes (that counteract dispersion, creating solitary
waves [or solitonsJ and undular bores).
The reader should consult the bibliography for details.
7.

Symmetric instability and slantwise convection

Recently, a great deal of attention. has been focused on symmetric instability becaLlse it haw been shown that it is one of the two reasonably
well-understood purely internal (i.e., without external [topographicJ forcing) dynamic processes that shows a peak of activity in the mesoscale.
[As a aside, the other primary mesoscale, non-topographically forced process is frontogenesis.J The basic idea of symmetric instability is that
for a stably-stratified rotating flow, purely vertical displacements are
stable (as measured by positive Brunt-Vaisala frequencies), as are purely
horizontal displacements (provided the absolute vorticity is everywhere
positive) because of the stabilizing effect of rotation (inertial stability).
However, far slant~ise displacements, it may be possible for instaility to occur;
the reader is urged to consult the bibliography for the
details as this is not a concept easily explained in the limited space
available here.
It also turns out that while moist parcels may be stable with respect
to buoyancy when displaced vertically, horizontal gradients of temperature
and moisture can give rise to buoyancy when the p~rcels are displaced
slant~ise.
That is, along an actual trajectory, a parcel may find itself
above its Level of Free Convection (LFC) because its environment is
changing owing to the horizontal displacement on that trajectory.
This
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situation seems to develop mainly in the regions of slantwise ascent asscei <.,t(,:d wi th i nb0)nSE~ (,:)·:tratr"opi cal cyclones.
Al tl-iough actual measun":ments
of the conditional symmetric stability (or CSI) invariably have been positive in case studies~ it appears that when regions of negative CSI form,
the atmosphere rapidly responds with intense sloping circulations to maintain small, but positive observed CSI.
8.

Topographically-induced systems

Although I alr"E~<:.,dy h.::we mentioned some of tt-le myriad ways in which
topography CC':\n act. to induce m£'lsoscal e ~'ieather' systems, thi s topi c is qui te
suited to one of my major themes in discusssing mesoscalesystems.
That
is, it is quite clear, from considering topographically-induced systems that
onE~ c:annotdi scuss thE~ mesoscale wi thout a firm gr-asp of what is happeni ng
on large and small scales.
a.

Sea/Land breeze fronts

It is clear that t.he sea/land breeze circulation is driven by differences in thermal capacity between sea and land.
Insolation heats the land
much more rapidly than the sea (or any large body of water), and the land
cools much more r'apidly at night.
This drivE~s a ~;alenoidal circulation
which creates onshore flow during the day, and nffshore flow at night.
This is a well-understood phenomenon, although the details are still under
scrutiny;
I t i s of interest here to note that day-to-day variations occur
in what should be a very regular phenomenon.
What creates these changes in
behavior of the sea/land breeze circulation? Clearly, it is the largescale context in which this diurnal circulation is embedded.
If the prevailing flow is offshore, the seabreeze front. may not come inland in its
normal fashion; conversely, if the prevailing flow is onshore, the inland
penet.ration of t.he seabreeze front can be greatly enhanced.
This alterationof the penetration of the sea/land breeze fronts is a function of the
speed and direction of the prevailing large scale flow regi~e.
It is also o·f SOmE! intE~rest to obser-ve that 'the circulations associated with sea/land breezes are sufficiently persistent that they can be
influenced by the Coriolis force.
Thus, the flow onshore or offshore can
be shunted to become more nearly parallel to the shoreline late in its diut-nal cyc16~. Thi~;; v~i 11 h~.:\Ve ~.H1 (?of ·fect. cm the convE~rg(,:mce ~:\ssoci ~:\ted wi th
the discontinuity separating the airmasses, which will, in turn, influence
any convection initiated along the discontinuity.
Of course, convection
itself may produce outflows that can interact with t.he sea breeze front, so
that a proper forecast also involves understanding the convective scale.
b.

"Inland

~:;ea

breeze"

circulc.~t.ions

I mentioned earlier that some solenoidal circulations are not associated with fixed topographic features.
In fact, a solenoida1 flow driven by
temperature differences between clear and cloudy areas is not a topographic
circulation in even my generous deiinition of topography.
However, such
situations as wet/dry soil, vegetated/bare soil, or urban/rural boundaries
ar'e ~,">UE:;p£~ct.ed of being quite impor:tant. in driving mesosc:ale circLllations
that can alter the flow of ev~nts on a convective day.
We understand less
about. such subtle effects than we would prefer.
c.
TheF'f~

mountai ns.;.

Mountain circulations

is a host of interesting and important. processes associated with
Of course, t.here is considerable evidence that the global dis- 112 -
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Fig. 7., Numerical model output showing effects of environmental wind on
sea breeze.
In (c.,)
the prevailing wind is southeaster-ly, whilE~ in (b) it
is southwesterly.
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tribution o~ mountains has a major influence on the synoptic scale circu]: at. i cm.
~'Jhat COnCE?r-nS us her-e I hOIl-JevE?r-, ar-E? the mE?so':5cal e processes.
1.

Diurnal

up/downslope flows

By vir-tw2 of bf"~ing tiltf'?d ft-om the hor-izontal, mountaim:;ides facing
the sun gE~t mon", dit-ect sunl ight throughout the day.
This means t.hey heat
up f<"H3'tl""r than thl~ir- surroundinl,;jf:;, II-Jhich driv(-:~s <'if1 upslope ,flow during t.he
c.1.::\y.
Conv€:~l"'~::;ely,
aftel'" the sun goes dm'ln, there is f:\ tendency for cold air
to dr~:d n dC:H'In~51 Opl;?
Thi 55 pr-ottuce~i5 a ~;ubSt,:i.mti al di l.lrnal change 1n flow.
Anyone who has lived near mountains can attest to the importance to this
diurn.'::\l -f 10ltJ on w(,'?ath£~r- in thE? mountai ns and nec:,U-by.
Dur i ng the warm season, clouds and deep, moist convection form virtually like clockwork over
the mountains.
Only when the-snyoptic regime is quite suppressive of conv£':~ct.ic)[j (dry, stable, cmdsubsiding) is this cycle of daily thunderstorms
over- the mOl.lntai n~; suppt-es:;sed.
Once again, i f convection does appear, its outflow often interacts
with the diurnalup/downslope winds in complex ways.
In quiescent synoptic:
conditions, these int€,;)rc::\C:tions may be fairly predictable.
I f the synoptic
t-egi me is acti VE~, the n-;?sLll t f.J·fth(-;'?se i nteracti ons can be qui te unpredi c:ti::\b I fl~.
ii.

Downslope windstorms

Dm'lnsl opt"? ~"li nd event~3 ,are ia good example of thei mpor-tance of the
1 <BTgE? scale s:;t.ructuF-e as it. i nt.eract.s wi t.h comple:~ terrai n to produce 10call y eK"tt--em(-;'? wi nd ev(-;'?nts.
Al though a vat-i ety of synopti c patterns can
produce intense downslope winds, t.here are clearly favored areas for their
occurrence.
I t appears that the topography favors downslope winds in some
plc::\cf,?S'"
res;cH1c\ting ~'\Iit.h ~.5f,?vE~r.::d_ different synopt.ic l"'egimes t.o produce t.hese
winds.
In some places, the predominant producer- of windstor-ms is something
akin to drainage winds.
In most of t.he situat.ions st.udi~d, i t appears that
<.~l arge ampl i -tude II moun 'l:ai n w,ave 11 develops in the lee of the mountains th<.~t
brings upper t.ropospheric momentum down tot.he surface.
Irrespective Of
the mt=chani sms that et-ea'l:E? speci f i c events, the'? i nten11i ttency of theseevent.s, along with their localization, makes i t clear that. this is t.ruLy a
mesoscale phenomenon;
i t involves the iMt.eractionof a lar-ge scale structure \'\Iith specific: topoqraphic feat.ures. - The ccmnection t.o !.'-;mall sC<::1.1e
turbulence is also quite clear.

IV.

Mesocmalysis
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MESOSCALE ANALYSIS OF MID-LATITUDE
CONVECTIVE AND FRONTAL SYSTEMS*
by
C G Collier
Meteorological Office" UK

1.

Introduction

The physical mechanisms occurring in the atmosphere cover a wide range of scales
from the microscale (individual cloud or precipitation particles) to the macroscale'
(planetry wave phenomena). However, it is in studies of the mesoscale (dimensions from
one to several hundred kilometres) that radar, and recently high resolution satellite
imagery, data have contributed most. Indeed mesoscale mechanisms are associated with
most of the weather that is observed from day to day, and therefore studies using radar
data have often had a direct applicability to weathei forecasting.
It is not the purpose here to review our understanding of mesoscale weather systems;
comprehensive texts already exist (Ray, 1986). The aim is to demonstrate the role that
'satellite and radar (mainly) play in meteorological research by outlining some of the
studies which have been carried out. At the same time it will become evident that
developments in meteorological research often accompany developments in observational
technology. Although hurricanes are, of course, convective systems, we will not
discuss these systems here.
2.

Mesoscale classifications

Over the last thirty years or so, as it became appreciated that the occurrence of
weather related to systems with scales somewhat less than that of depressions, so it
was recognised that all scales of atmospheric motion are inter-related. Weather radar
data emphasized that sUbsynoptic features could not be analysed on conventional
synoptic charts, and it was necessary to define mesoscale systems linking cloud
physical processes to cyclones. Fujita (1986) summarizes the major scale
classifications which have provided the basis for mesoscale research. In particular
Orlanski (1975) classified the mesoscale into a, a and Y scales according to the
hor izontal dimensions of meteorological sY:3tems .. 1'able 1 .gi ve.::! examples. of atmospher ic
systems and~heir dimensionS-whlCh·deslgnate them into the various classifications.
Note that some large tornadoes could be regarded as mesoscale v disturbances. The
boundaries between classifications are not rigid.

* based upon material contained in Applications of Weather Radar Data by C G Collier to
be published June 1989 by Ellis Horwood, Chichester, June 1989.
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Table 1: Weather systems in the lower a-tmo5phere (after Fuj ita, 1986)
Disturbance

Scale

Duration

Extratropical cyclone
Cold front
Anticyclone

500-200 km
500-2000 km
500-2000 km

Warm front
Hurricane
Tropical cyclone
Tropical depression
Dry front

300-1000
300-2000
300-1500
300-1000
200-1000

Midget typhoon
Mesohigh
Gust front
Mesocyclone
Downslope wind
Supercell storm
Cumulonimbus

500-300
10-500
10-300
10-100
10-100
20-50
10-30

km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km
km

3-15 days
3-7 days
-3~15 days

Max.wind

Classification

55 m sec- 1 Macroscale
25 m sec- 1
10 m ~ec-1

days
days
days
days
days

15
90
33
17
20

m sec- 1 Mesoscale a
m sec- 1
m sec- 1
m sec- 1
m se~~1

2-5 days
3-12 h
0.5-6 h
0.5-6 h
2-12 h
2-6 h
1-3 h

50
25
35
60
55

m sec- 1
m sec- 1
m sec~1
m sec- 1
m sec- 1

Mesoscale 8

40 m sec- 1

Mesoscale Y

1-3
1-7
3-15
5-10
1-3

Macroburst
Cumulus
Microburst
Tornado

4-20 km
2-5
km
1-4
l<m
0-3000 m

10-60
10-100
2-15
0.5-90

min
min
min
min

70 m_ sec- 1
100 m sec- 1

Suction vortex
Dust devil

5-50 m
1-100 m

5-60s
0.2-15 min

140 m sec- 1
40 m sec-- 1

Microscale

The question arises as to how the scale of a particular system is estimated in
practice. Emanuel-(1986) discusses scale classification based upon atmospheric
instabilities namely barocl·inic instability, slantwise convection, cumulus convection
and boundary layer turbulence. The fluid dynamics of these instabilities suggests
their characterization by dimensionless numbers, the Rossby and Richardson numbers,
which may be calculated in different ways depending upon the nature of the disturbance.
The Richardson number relates atmospheric stability and vertical wind shear, whereas
the Rossbynumber characterizes the degree of geostrophy of the flow. Table 2 lists
the Rossby numbers for various atmospheric systems, some of which involve the
Richardson number. A value of the Richardson number of around 0.25 indicates
instability of the flow, and values of Rossby number around 0.1 indicate very
geostrophic flow. Mesoscale systems have Rossby numbers just less than one up to about
ten, and Richardson numbers from around 0.25 upwards. It is clear that no rigid scale
classification exists, and different scales interact with each other. Indeed as pointed
out by Emanuel (1986) very little is known about the factors that really determine the
scale of convective systems.
Studies of mesoscale systems indicate that they are usually forced in some way.
Pielke (1982) drew the distinction between terrain-induced mesoscale systems (land/sea
breezes, urban circulations, lake effect storms, mountain valley circulations, forced
airflow over mountains) and synoptically forced mesoscale systems (squall lines,
convective bands embedded in stratiform cloud systems, hurricanes). All these systems
have been studied using weather radar, which has been essential in providing the
framework for further analysis. Recent results are summarized in the following
sections.
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Table 2:

Rossby numbers of some atmospheric phenomena (after Emanuel,
1986)
Rossby number

Phenomenon

u/af

Zonal mean circulation
Planetary (stationary) Rossby waves
Cyclones and anticyclones
Classical fronts
Sea and land breezes
Slantwise convection
Tropical cyclones
Inertia-gravity waves
Thunderstorms and cumulus clouds
Kelvin-Helmholtz waves
PBL turbulence
Tornadoes
Key: a
u

3.

IUS/f
1/IRi
1/IRi
1/2sin'l'
VTlRf
1 to Nlf
21T

21T

NW/ f

N~f

U /fh
VTlfR b

radius of Earth
'I' = latitude
-U vertical shear of
scale for mean zonal velocity
z
Coriolis parameter
the zonal wind
meriodional gradient of f
friction velocity scale
scale for PBL (planetary boundary la~er) depth
scale for mean buoyancy frequency (N a stratification)
scale for moist buoyancy frequency
N2 /U2 z
radius of maximum wind scale
maximum tangential wind scale.

The atmospheric boundary layer

Radar has been a primary tool for studying the planetary boundary layer (PBL) for
many years. By 1973 it was possible to produce a list of aspects of the stably
stratified atmosphere which had been studied using pulsed radar and FW-CW (Frequency
Modulated Continuous Wave) radar. This list is reproduced in Table 3. More recently
dual Doppler radar has been used to examine the detailed velocity structure of the PBL
in three dimensions (Kropfli, 1983).
James et al (1978) used a high power Doppler radar, capable of making measurements in
the clear air, to show the rapid changes in velocity with height between 150 and 300 m.
This type of measurement may be used to estimate the characteristics of the turbulence
in the PBL. Kropfli (1986) demonstrated that the fluctuations of the wind measurements
about the best fit sinusoid (Figure 1a) obtained using the Doppler VAD technique , are
related to Reynolds stress components. Hence profiles of U, V and the covariance (VW)
may be measured (Figure 1b), and the temporal variations of eddy diffusivity estimated.
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Radar echoes from sea and land breeze fronts have been studied for many years (for
example see Atlas, 1960 ,Meyer, 1971 ,Puhakka et a'l, 1986). These echoes have been
associated with refractive index variations, insects and-birds. Similar studies have
been made of horizontal roll vortices caused by helical secondary flow in the PBL
CBerger and Doviak, 1979, Hildebrand, 1980, Puhakka and Saarikivi,1986). However the
work which promises most for forecasting the weather is that concerned'with convection.
A good example of the potential of dual Doppler radar systems for
Table 3: Aspects of the structure of the stably stratified atmosphere which have been
studied by means of pulsed radar radar and FW-CW radar Cafter Browning et aI, 1973a)
Pulsed radar
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Spectral analysis of velocity asa .functtonof time and space on scales equal to
and greater than the radar resolution celL
Measurement of vertical profiles of momentum transfer, direction of the stress
vector, and turbulent energy production terms within the lower troposphere in the
presence of snow as tracer.
Measurement of time variations in the4hei~ht of the inversion capping the planetary
boundary layer over areas of order 10 km to reveal diurnal effects and local
mesoscale variability in its depth.
Measurements of the space and time variability of a component of the wind shear
across an inversion in response to perturbations induced by underlying convection.
Measurement of the amplitude andhwavelength of lee waves showing their spatial
variation over areas of order 10't km2 as a function of height up to tropopause
level and also showing their occasionally rapid time-varying structure.
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6.

Height-time measurements of mesoscale wind fields, including vertical shear and
horizontal divergence and deformation, within precipitating fronts in the free
atmosphere where the mesoscale wind field is tending to decrease the Richardson
number and to produce shearing instability.
7. Identificaiton of the height of occurrence, wavelength and amplitude of
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows of large amplitude (> 100 m) in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere.
8. Identification of the preferred location of billows in relatiDn to the crests or
troughs of lee waves.
9. Lagrang"ian measurements of the shape of individual large-amplitude billows during
their growth and decay; also some evidence of splitting of a statically stable
layer due to the billows.
10. Measurement of the detailed pattern of a component of the horizontal velocity
within a vertical space section through individual large-amplitude billows.
(i1)
1.

2.

'3.

4.
5.

FW-CW radar
Time-height observations and spatial cross-sections over limited horizontal
distances, showing the fine-scale structure of billows, trapped gravity waves and
convective cells and their interaction in the lower atmosphere.
Demonstration of the existence of a hierarchy of billow scales ranging over two
orders of magnitude down to at least metre scales.
Time-height observations of inversions showing occasionally mUltilayered structures
attributed to the effect of untrapped gravity waves.
Demonstration of non-linear effects within finite-amplitude internal gravity waves
occurring within an inversion close to the ground in which the crests of the waves
become Sharper than the troughs.
Measurements of wave-induced vertical and horizontal velocities in the lower
atmosphere using individual small insects as tracers.

examining the convective boundary layer is s~ownin Figure 2 in which the wind field in
well developed convection throughout the PBL is compared with that for very weak
convection capped by a stable .layer. Given this kind of Qata it has been possible to
,i.nvestig~te the initiation of convection.
This is dealt~with separately in the
following section as it is an essential part of an understanding of the nature of
isolated convective systems.

velOCilyt
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5 m 5-'

z (a)
(km)
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4.

Isolated convection

Convective celis have been defined (We isman' and Klemp, 1986} as regions of strong
updraft (at least 10 m sec- 1 ) having a horizontal cross section of 10-100 km2 , and
extending in the vertical through most of the troposphere. In fact this only applies
to strong convection as convective cells may be considerably smaller than this with
much weaker updrafts (for example Braham, 1986)'. However, precipitation is associated
with the updraft region, and it has been possible to observe most convective systems
with radar, and deduce aspects of the cloud physics from the data. For example
Sauvageot and Omar (1987) were able to define the limit between the precipitating and
nonprecioi~ating components in the cloud field as being a measured reflectivity of
0.032 mmbm 3(-15 dBz). Even the ice mass content of ice crystal clouds has been deduced
from radar reflectivity measurements (Sassen, 1987).
Convection plays a part in most weather systems, but we consider in this section
those systems within which convective cells form a disturbance which is isolated, and
not part of a larger disturbance containing atmospheric mechanisms other than near
vertical convection. Hence, convective storms may be separated (Weisman and Klemp,
1986) into:
- short-lived single cell storms: A single updraft extending through the troposphere
and producing liquid water and ice. When the raindrops or ice particles become too
heavy to be supported by the updraft they fall creating a downdraft within which mixing
of drier air occurs causing evaporative cooling. This cooling accelerates the
downdraft, and if the downdraft becomes strong enough it spreads horizontally near the
surface producing a cold surge referred to as a gust front.
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- multicell storm: A cluster of short-lived single cells, the cold outflows from
which may combine to form a large gust front. Convergence at the leading edge of the
gust front triggers new updrafts and new cells develop.
- the supercell storm: A single, quasi-steady, rotating updraft having a lifetime of
several hours. The storm propagates to the right, or occasionally to the left of the
mean winds, and often evolves from multicell storm systems.
These types of storms will be discussed further in section 4.3. In addition Maddox
(1980) identifies Mesoscale Convective Complexes (MCCs) which are characterized by the
intensification of areas or bands of cumulonimbus which together with a region of
stratiform rain may extend laterally over hundreds of kilometres. These systems
account for approximately 30% to 70% of the warm season (April to September)
precipitation over much of the region between the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi
River in the USA. During June to August their contribution is even larger (Fritsch et
aI, 1986). Although such systems have been extensively studied in the USA, they are
also common in South America (Velasco and Fritsch, 1987), and Browning and Hill (1984)
have described a MCC near the British Isles. Radar has been used to define the total
precipitation from these systems, but satellite data have been used more extensively
for studying their structure and behaviour. When a squall line is associated with the
MCC, then the association of the stratiform precipitation with the squall line has been
studied using radar data (see section 4.2).
4.1

Initiation of convection

Convection may be initiated by large-scale synoptic features or topography. In the
former case the passage of a frontal system may release potential instability by
providing the necessary uplift. An example is shown in Figure 3 in which the rotation
of a cold front over north west Europe causes convection to be initiated over France.
In these circumstances severe convection may develop rapidly. Line convection may
occur along

I, ••;

(a):

Synoptic situation at 1200 GMT on 23 July 1988 over NW

Europe as analysed by the Central Forecast Office, Bracknell,
UK Meteorological Office c Crown copyright.
(b):

Combined infrared cloud (shown blue) and radar (other

colours) image over NW Europe at 1300 GMT on 23 July 1988.
Medium (-15°C to -~5°C) and high «-~5°C) cloud is shown.
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active cold fronts as described by James and Browning (1979), and convective elements
are a basic part of the description of the structures of most mid-latitude frontal
systems (section 5).
Topographically induced convection occurs as a result of:
(a) passage of unstable air over a relatively warm surface; overland
in summer and over sea in winter (for example Braham, 1986, Lhermitte, 1987a);
(b) a thermally driven land or sea breeze (for example Monk et ai, 1987).
(c) frictional convergence at coasts; the wind over land is backed relative to that
over the sea (for example Roelofzen et aI, 1986,Browning et aI, 1987a);
(d) deflection of air by hills or headlands (for example Browning et ai, 1985);
(e) forced ascent caused by the blocking of low-level air; Figure 4 shows an example
of thunderstorm caused by the blocking of low-level air by the coast of Devon,
England;
(f) convergence within the boundary layer caused byorography (for example Harrold
and Browning, 1971).
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In addition convection may be initiated by the cold outflow from an existing
thunderstorm system (Purdom, 1976). In these circumstances, particularly, Doppler
radar has been used to identify the occurrence of such convergence before the
convection is evident on conventional radar displays. This mechanism will be described
further in the next section.
4.2

Convective storms

So far convective storm types have been classified as single cell, mUlti-cell,
supercell and mesoscale convective complexes. These systems have all been studied
using -radar data which, in the case of multi-cell and supercell storms, have provided
the essential information for models of storm structure and behaviour. Figure 5 shows
schematically the development of different types of storm. Depending upon the vertical
wind shear and low-level moisture short-lived multi-cell storms (Figure 5a) may develop
super-cell storms (Figure 5b) or interact to form squall lines (Figures 5c,d). Radar
data have been used to investigate these transitions, although there are often
complexities which do not fit the basic classifications (for example Kubesh et al,
1988) .
(a)-

(c)

fIGu.R.E

5

20km

I

I 20 km I
Storm structure at 40, 80 and

I~O

mins for (a) short-lived

multicell; (b) supercell on the south end of a multicellular
line; (c) weak squall line; and (d) squall

line"~ith

spearhead echo evolving into bow and comma echoes.
positions are relative to the ground.

Storm

Low-level-(1.8 km)

rainwater fields (similar to radar reflectiVity) are contoured
at 2g kg

-I

intervals.

. -

Surface gust fronts are defined by the

-I·C perturbation surface isotherm (after Weisman and Klemp,

1986).

I 20 km· I

A recent example of a study of the structure of radar-observed supercell
thunderstorms is reported by Brandes et al (1988). It was found that the decline of
storm circulation may be hastened by turbulent dissipation when the downdraft air
eventually mixes into supercell updrafts. Since supercells. may produce extreme winds,
hail and tornadoes, efforts to identify the signatures of these phenomena are of some
importance. Hjelmfelt (1987) has used single and multiple Doppler radar data to
describe the life cycle of the microburst outflows, and examine potential mechanisms.
It is important that the Nexrad radars to be deployed in the USA should be able to
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detect these systems, and Eilts (1987) has found tht the strongest shears are likely to
be at a height of 90 m or higher above the ground. Hence the plan to use a lowest scan
for the Nexrad radars having a height of 60 ID above the ground within 20 km of
airports.
(a)
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is of course very difficult to differentiate between a tornadic thunderstorm and
other thunderstorms. Isotok and Doviak (1986) describe a technique of separating the
ordered (shear) flow in, 'atornadicthunderstorm from the random velocities associated
with turbulence as shown in Figut'e 6. Within a supercell the principal flow at a
height of 1 km is the.mesocyclone, whereas at 4 km there is anticyclonic rotation to
the north of the mesocyclone (Rotunn6, 1986). Multiple Doppler studies have revealed
details of this structure (for example Heymsfield, 1978) which are leading to improved
forecasting techniques (Zrnic et~~l, 1~85).
It

Multi-cellular squall lines have been studied in mid-latitudes (for example Kessinger
et al, 1987, Smull and Houze, 1987), and in the tropics (for example Scialom and
Testud, 1986). Figure 7 shows a squall line over France depicted by a combination of
radar and satellite infra-red data. The structure resembles that shown in Figure 5
although there are important differences associated with the overall length, almost 600
km and width,about40 km. Squall lines may Produce spearhead echoes which evolve into
bow and comma-shaped echoes (for example Takeda and Seko, 1986).
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Combined infra-red satellite (blue) and radar (other colours)
image over NW Europe at 1800 GMT on 23 July 1988. Medium (-15°C
to

-~5°C)

and high

«-~5°C)

cloud are shown'with rainia;: in

the ranges <lmmh- 1 (pink) 1-3 mmh- 1 (green), 3-10 mmh-1
(yellow). 10-30 mmh- 1 (red) and >30mmh- 1

(s~own black). A

squall line is shown associated with three distinct
thunderstorm cells over Franoe -

.........--.."HI31I1T5

Convective storms may also be associated with lightning which has been observed using
radar for many years (for a review see Doviak and Zrnic, 1984). Radar echoes are
produced by backscat ter ing from the ionizedchannels that . carry electr icaJ, currents
created by both cloud to ground and intracloud flashes. Recently derived theory
suggests that the radar cross section is a function of channel orientation relative to
the incident radar wave and any level of electron density and temperature. Radars of
wavelength greater than 10 cm can easily detect lightning to far ranges, even in heavy
rainfall, and therefore the use of Doppler radar to study the relationship of lightning
to storm structure is likely to grow in the future.
5.

Extratropical cyclones

Like isolated convection the structure of extratropical cyclones has been studied
extensively over a long period using radar data and more recently using satellite data.
Browning and Mason (1980) review the relationship of mesoscale patterns of
precipitation to the broad synoptic-scale flows in mid-latitude depressions.
Convection at all levels in the atmosphere plays an important part in these systems,
and orography may significantly influence the distribution of precipitation.
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·. (a) Model depicting the main I'eatures 01' the large-scale t'low
that determIne the dIstributIon 01' oloud and precipitatIon in
a mature mId-latItude depressIon in the northern hemIsphere
(redrawn by Browning and Mason. 1980 I'rom Carlson. 1980).
two shaded arrows represent flow (relatIve to the

The

motion 01'

the synoptIc system) at the top 01' the warm and cold conveyor
belts. the heIght of which Is labelled in mb.

The acalloped

l1nerepresents the outlIne 01' the comllB-cloud pattern
produced by these I'lows and the'dotted shadIng represents the.
extent of precIpItatIon reaching the ground,

(b) SchellBtl0

diagram showIng the generator 01' potentIal InstabILIty In the

(b)

mIddle troposphere where dry cold air wIth a low wet-bulb
potentIal temperature overruns the warm oonveyor belt.

The·

I'lgure represents the I'low (relatIve to the synoptic-scale
system) wIth a vertloal sectIon between A and B in (a)
(redrawn from Harrold. 1973 by Browning and Mason. 1980).

Figure 8 shows the main features of the large scale flow that determine the
distribution of cloud and precipitation in a mature mid-latitude depression in the
northern hemisphere. Potential instability at mid-levels is released by ascent of air
along the frontal surface. More detailed studies of the line convection which may
occur at a sharp surface cold front have been carried out by Browning and Harrold
(1970) and James and Browning (1979).
Precipitation is usually organised into several types of mesoscale
band (Browning et aI, 1973b, MateJka et aI, 1980, Hobbs 1981) as shown in Figure 9.
Study of these bands has only been possible using radar data as they are often of
limited horizontal and vertical extent, and may vary rapidly with time. Recent studies
(Locatelli and Hobbs, 1987) have detailed the relationship between the mesoscale and
microscale structure of these bands. Their dynamics has been investigated by Bennetts
and Hoskins (1979) and Guoxiang et al (1987), who propose that conditional symmetric
instability provides a mechanism consistent with the observations. However some bands
. are triggered by orography as described by Harrold (1973).
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Schematic,depiction ot the major type of mesoscale
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depressions.
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orientated parallel to it).
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bands ahead of the surface cold front (SCF) and parallel to

j

it).

Type 3. cold frontal bands (broad bands behind,

straddling, or even just ahead of the SCF and orientated

,,,
,,
I

parallel to it).

I

Type 4: upper-levei cold surge bands (broad

bands situated along the leading edge of tongues of cold air

I

overrunning the warm frontal zone').

Type 5: line convection

(a narrow band or series ot line elements ot generally heavy

I

precipitation at the SCF) (redrawn for Matejka et ai" 1960 by

I--i
100 km

Browning and Mason, 1960).

Orography may also produce frontal precipitation enhancement through natural cloud
seeding as reviewed by Browning (1980). The magnitude of this enhancement relates
closely to the low-level wind velocity and humidity, but has been analysed by Hill
(1983) in some detail for England and Wales. This work has enabled detailed
_- __corrections to be-.llvo].ved for ra@r l1lea::lur~!!1~!lts ot.'3l.l.rface r~infall.allQwing for
enhancement which is not fUlly observed by the UK radar network. An example is shown
in Figure 10.
Doppler radar has been used to provide further details of the air flow in polar lows
(Harrold and Browning, 1969), and now increasingly in other mid-latitude systems
(Hertzman and Hobbs, 1988). All this work has led to a substantial increase in
knowledge which has benefited weather forecasting through the definition of conceptual
models of whole, or parts of, systems.
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Orographic enhancement corrections (mmh-') implemented in the
FRONTIERS system for west south westerly winds of 55 kts.
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Advances in interactive display systems over the last ten years or so have enabled
forecasters to view, in near real-time, sequences of radar or satellite images.
However in order to understand and use what is observed, it is necessary to relate the
results of qetailed studies with the current observations within a conceptual framework
of system structure. .Browning (1985)' provides a convenient review of the conceptual
models of precipitation systems- which have been developed.
Figure 8 is an example of a conceptual modeL· Whilst _this was developed. from radar
studies, some of the details pertaining to the radar imagery have been lost, and
therefore it is not easy to use it directly to interpret new imagery. A simpler model,
that for a tropical squall system, is shown in Figure 11. Here the radar echo area is
related to clol,1d area and the air motion.· Even so variations within this type are such
as to make interpretation of particular images sometimes difficult. In spite of these
problems, however, conceptual models hold the key to significant improvements in
short-period weather forecasting provided forecasters develop the necessary
interpretive skills.
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Houze and Hobbs, 1982)".

Future research

In spite of the considerable amount of work which has been undertaken to investigate
the structure and behaviour of atmospheric systems, our understanding is still far from
complete. Since the GATE (Global Atmosphere Research Programme (GARP) Alantic Tropical
Experiment) observational programme in the Intertropical Convergence Zone area of the
Atlantic (centrel at 8.5°N, 23.5°W) during the summer of 1984. (Hudlow and Patterson,
1979) there have been a number of field studies which have involved the deployment of
extensive observational networks. Often international collaboration has been
necessary, and radar and satellite systems have played a prominent part in establishing
the dat~ases froID.whiclLmuch-knowLedgehas-been_gained ..
_
All the work described in the previous sections relied upon observations of the
atmosphere. However there are particular observational studies which have involved
considerable resources and co-ordination. Recent examples are listed in Table 4. There
is an increasing tendency for radar and satellite data to be used for research purposes
with other meteorologioal observations obtained from special networks leading to very
detailed descriptions of mesoscale atmospheric disturbances. This trend is likely to
continue.
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Recent Research Findings on the Role of Vertical Hind SheaT%
to forecasting.

I.

Applications

Preliminary Remarks

In my first two lectures, I have noted that in order that severe
weather forecasting and warning be feasible, we need to be able to:
S€~V€~F·e

from non--·severe St.OF"lllS with the

tool~; i".~t.

1..

Distinguish
hand,

2.

Recognize large-scale environments favorable for severe
storms as those environments develop.

The ingredients for deep, moist convect.ion must be present. in all situations, regardless of their severity.
If you accept my conjecture "t.hat the
ingredi~nt of lift. is derived primarily from mesoscale processes, the importance of mesoscale structure is evident.
Is a severe storm environment
dist.inguishable from a non-severe one merely by virtue of having more of
the basic ingredients? Recent research involving numerical cloud models
has shed considerable light on the environmental characteristics to which
simulated convective storms are most sensitive.
These simulations are sufficiently realistic that we believe their implications regarding real
storms.
This new understanding has a rather direct applicat.ion to forecast.ing.
11.

The Associat.ion Between Severe Convection and Wind Shear
A.

Climatological

It long has been recognized that severe convective storms have a direct association with mid-latitude jet streams.
This connection was a
source of puzzlement because it seemed that the vertical wind shear that
accompanies jet streams would be destructive to convection.
Nevertheless,
empirical evidence showed unmistakably that. severe convective storms favored environments with strong vertical wind shear.
A variety of explanations was offered to rationalize this clear observational evidence, most
of them rather qualitative because the physics associated with those explanations involves nonlinear processes.
A frustrating aspect of this non1 i neari ty is th,':.:\t the "thought e:':per- i In'.;mt'' appl i f:?d ~;o ~3uccess·fully ·1:0 otherproblems will not. yield much in the way of tangitile results.
B.

Dynamical Models
1.

Some important considerations
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Fi~]" 1.
~k:hf.~matic: illustr-aticm of the n·?lation bl:?tween sea.!:i('lnal positir.:ms
of uppel'-"-'lf:?\IE'l jE"~t. ~:;t.t-·eiHfl!'''; (c\rr-ows) and the !:i€':~verE1wt~c\t.her·--·proneal~eas
EH-ound tt1o::~lfJOr"ld (sla.nted hatching).
Vertical hatching shows tropical n:?-glons prone to strong t.hunderstorms.

~ ..
'4'I\NO

.

STORM MOVEMENT

Fig. 2.
!"=jc:hemat.ic shClwin';l ttll='~ cOl11bined*,?ffec:ts of adv(~C'ti(m by the vJind
and propc\gc\t ion t.o gi YE' ~;;t.orm mDVement ~
In t.h i~;; c",\se, st.orms are for'mi ng
.:'1t thE~ bottom of thE? cl LI~:;ter and di151'5i p':':1ting .':1t the top, se) prClp<.:\g<"1tion
i:\l tE~r·~:. t.hE) obsf:?r'vf::~d !::itorm movement. as shown.
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Part of the problem with understanding the role of vertical wind shear
in severe convective storms is the fact of storm motion.
To understand the
intEH-act.ion with the ~:;torm and its f.mvir-onmf.~nt, one 'first mu~:;t vif.3ualize
thE- -flow '::~~', thf:~ stor'm "S€'?E'S" it.
This r€'~presE,·nt.s a sort. o-f '::\ "chicken--C":\nd-l-:~gg" prob I em, bE)CaUSe thf:? ston11'~:; mot i on m,,:~y ~.o,Jell be a product. of thl'? en-'vironmental wind field.
It is especially important to recognize that. storm
motion has two components:
advection and propagation.
Propagation arises
ft-om th~? 'fact that "thf:? stcwm" may not bt:? madE) up of thl-'1 SamE? pa.r-ct::)l·;s
throughout. its life; a storm is a process, not a constant entity.
It is
considerably easier to understand storm motion if you stop thinking of it
as a "thing" t.o bE:? blovm about. by t.he ~·Jind.
The connection between storm motion and vertical wind shear is by
means of propagation;
it appears t.hat the interaction of convection with
the environmental flow may result in new convection being ~nitiated in a
particular location relative to the existing convection.
It is the development of new convection in a preferred storm-relative location that gives
rise to coherent propagation.
The individual convective cells may be carried along more or less with the flow, but th~ storm as a whole moves with
the combined effects of advection and propagation.
This, in turn, influences the storm-relative flow.
To some extent, this raises the possibility
o-f the "chicken--'and-'f:?gg" problem:
does t.he st.orm become severe bEKau~:;E? of
the way it moves, or does it move the way i~ does because it is severe?
Given the fact. that storms develop in sheared environments, it. is
natural to try to simplify the problem by considering two-dimensional
st.orms in uni-direct.ional shear.
Although it is clear t.hat no st.orm is
t.wo-dimensional, it was hoped t.hat this would capture the essence of t.he
problem.
For some squall line-t.ype convect.ion, t.his may be reasonable.
The real problem with two dimensionali~yis that flow encountering' the convection has no opt.ion to flow around the storm.
Moreover, it has long been
known that much severe weather is associated with curved hodographs (multidirect.ional shear).
This sort of simplificat.ion has, in my opinion, not
produced any really important insight about the interaction of storms with
environmental shear.
2.

Numeri cal model t-€i!sul t~:;

Three-dimensional numerical cloud models have made a substantial contribution to our und~rst.andin~ because of t.heir abilit.y t6 resolve complex
issues involving nonlinear processes.
The approach taken in these
modelling studies has been slow and deliberate, resisting the t.empt.ation t.o
incorporate every possible contributing element.
Rather, once a certain
~mount. of realism was at.t.ained in t.he ~odel results (more on this lat.er), a
logical progression of sensitivity experiments was performed to determine
how t.he simulated st.orms responded to changes in the environment..
These
experiments deliberately have avoided horizontally inhomogeneous environments, most.ly to see how much storm behavior could be accounted for by
vert.ical environmental structure alone.
Although a brief summary does
these experiments no just.ice, some major result.s include:
a.
The predict.ions of parcel theory are remarkably
good for vert.ical draft. st.rengt.h, although wat.er loading becomes
important in high levels of the updraft.
b.
St.orm st.ructure is relatively insensit.ive to the
thermodynamic properties of the environment incorporated in parCf.~l theory.
That is, the typE? o·f st.orm one has; is not a funct.ion
of buoyancy alone.
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a OBSERVED STORM
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n9 hen-J ~;heEH- Ci:.'ln i nt("~r,':."\·ct l>li th Dut.f 1 OlJ-J to pr-QcJucfil
!::,qucdl lint;; convE~c:t:i.or-l.
In (c~) i:\ncl Cb), the I-JincJ pr-o--·f::ilE? i::.; (In thl2~' r~iqht, ~AJith ()u.l:.flc:ll/.J, LUlci:er-cclt:tinq the l.lpclr.;::-\ft, c(-ll.~~:-;-ing it tC)
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Fi g.
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~3c:hl.~mati c

'::;ho~vi

ICH"I~:j-'livE"!d? uFJI~ight.
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c.
The important dynamic distinction among convective
storm types is between supercells and non-supercells.
Supercells
show a strong positive correlation between vertical velocity and
the vertical component of vorticity.
d.
For a given amount of environmental buoyancy, storm
strength as measured by absolute peak updraft speed is reduced by
vertical wind shear, but the storm's longevity generally increases.
The sustanence of the storm by increasing shear is primarily the result of storm rotation induced by the wind shear.
If the buoyancy is weak relative to the shear, however, the storm
will be short-lived;
the stronger the buoyancy, the more shear
the storm can sustain and still maintain itself.
e.
Straight hodographs are associated with storm
splitting;
the creation of mirror-image, cyclonically and anticyclonically rotating updrafts.
Curved hodographs favor one or
the other of a split pair, depending on the curvature:
clockwise
turning of the hodograph favors the cyilonic storm, while counterclockwise turning favors the anticyclonic storm.
f.
Realistically complex storm motions can arise in
horizontally homogeneous environment~ solely as a result of processes generated by the convection itself.
Propagation effects
can arise through gust front initiation of new cells and through
dynamic pressure forces arising from interaction of the storm
with the environmental wind.
In supercell storms, the dynamic
pressure forcing of updraft may contribute as much to updraft
strength as buoyancy.
g.
Squall line formation seems to be most dependent o~
having linear initiation rather than any specific shear or buoyancy requirements, although squall line environments tend to have
their strong shear confined to low levels.
However, for example,
an environment characteristic of supercells can produce a (not
necessarily supercellular) squall line when the lift required for
convective initiation is along a line rather than an isolated
area.
h.
Long-lived squ~ll lines are the result of a balance
between the sheared flow associated with spreading outflow and an
oppositely-directed environmental shear.
This tends to favor
nearly upright convection along the gust front, rather than convection tilted up- or downshear."
It is important to make some observations about the contribution of
numerical model results:
a.
The qualitative behavior of the simulated storms
has, in many ways, been validated through qualitative comparison
with real storms.
This does not mean, however, that perfect verisimilitude has been obtained with the simulations.
b.
Quantitative aspects bf the simulated storms, while
unprecedented in scope and detail, have not been validated extensively against real storms, primarily owing to a lack of definitive, quantitative observations.
The validity of the quantitative aspects obtains its primary support from the qualitative
resemblance to real storms.
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c.
The s,i mul ,;:lti ons havE': yet to rwovi de 2lny substanti al
new in-sight into multicell storm structure, apart fro~ squall
], inE~!::;.
This rIlEl')- be in Pi:U"'t du('~ t,o the presE':nt. <:\bsencf.~ of any 10-'
gical pr-ogr-am of mu.ltici,;:ll ~,tonl1 st.udy, comparable to that dcmf:?
'f or' !::;up E'?rc: E~], ], !::; •
d.
FiE!i~m

Th(~rE'

ar'e cf::rtai nl y mOl;.1es of stot-m behavi or t.hat.
linked to hor-izontally inhomogf:?neoLi~; f::nvircmal~;.o havE~ not been dealt. \'Jith, t.o dat.e.

inE~:-:t,r-icably

mf."'nt.~;,.

Thf.~~:;f:

e.
lri spite of the stunning suc::c~sses of numerical
simuli,:d:.:i.on s:,t.ud:i.f2s, it. must be 1'-emembE~red t.hat t.he sirllu1 ated stonnfo <arf:: not. p(;~rfl~ct copi t:!s of r'f::~,l t:;tCJr"I11S.
llJf:: cannot
di~:;count thE! po~.::,~:;ibility th,;:\t some o-f the ber'lavior of simulated
~;tonns i ':5 an ~J.rt i fact o·f i nadc-::quaci e~; in thf:: 1110df~l, be those i nad(,)quc:\t:i (,)1:'. pur'E~1 y nUIllf.;)Y" i c:al i S;SUfi.~S or' tho~;E:! t-('!l ated t.nt.he model
t:thY!5ics.
~:;tonn

DL:\gnof',;i~:;

I I I.

of I,lert.ical l1Jind E;;hear:

The

Hodogl~aph

The hodograph already has been mentioned several times in the discussion of how to interpret the wind profile.
Its de~inition is:
Hodograph:
a lim~ connE!cting the tips of t.he \"Jind vf.~ctors
in a vertical wind profile.
I t is assumed that the vectors are
all plott.ed toa common origin.

This method of depicting the v~:!rtic,:)l var-iation of the ~'Jind o'ffers ,':., biq
i'H:lvant.i'!-l;,W! ClVE.'r simply plot.t.ing thE? lfJind barbs along e\ vertica-l line.
I t is
t"'f:?lativl;:ly E?asy tn d€'JV(;~lop autom~:.\tl:--:!d plotting r-outines to do this.
Any ssgment of the hodographbetween any tWD wind vectors represents
thf:: ;;h(,?i:lr in th~? layer bf::twl:--:!eh thf::m. -T~o\jo or" 010r"e consecutivE: shear vectors
are needed to depict t.he curvature of the hodograph.
When the shear vector
change~ 0ith height, i t is possible that the hodograph is not curved, but
the required changes in Wind speed ahd directio~ in order t.omalntain a
stt-cd~~ht hodi:Jgt-i:lph an.? quite spl2cial.
In qf!neral .• a I.::urved hodograph implies a changing shear vector with height.
When shear is a functi6n of
height, this means that the a convective storm encou.nters different shears
at. cli -ffE'!rfmt hei ghts (obvi ousl y) •
As noted, thi s can helve c\ profound ef-feet on the storm.
Speaking in generalt.ern8, what a~e the chances that you, as a forewill h~~ve a wind pr"o'file lfJhf::n 'and whE:f"(-? you nf.:!(,~d it?
My \;:Hperience
suggests the answer~
the chances are rather slim.
Even in relatively
d,':.,ta.-I~ich regions, ~;ound:ings <an? nor-mally t~,ken only ever"y12 h and a wind
profile can change a considerable amount over 12 hours.
Assuming you have
a wind profile to work with, is i t possible to anticipate how that profile
mi <;)ht. ch.::\rH]Ee
Is i t pm:;si b le to use the we.::\thf.?r c:h2\1~t~; and numer i cal model
output t.o '"Ugr,)I?St what. a hodogt-aph mi ght look like somewhere in between
sit.f,)s?
My t.:JE)li€'~f is; t.hat. t.hE! anS\"Jet- to both t.hese questions is a quali-fied
C,~\stl:--:!r-.

11

YE?'S

11

G

,]u~:;t

as', OnE'? wor ks. \.Ji. th t.hl:-? t.rmrmoc:lyn<':uoi c p.::\rt. of the sound i ng (.::\S in
P,':.u-t 1) to 1ni:.,kE': reasonab l~.? gLleS~,€~s about l.o'Jhat the sound i ng
roi ght. look l:i. kf.;) i:,u'Jay f rom\'ihE'!n:,? '::\rldwhen i t actual I ywas taken, on can do
the SamE? thing with h(J(:lo~lraphs. Unfortun"J.;I:E~ly, U1f:: ItJind fiE:ld ~,;e(?ms to
c:cmt.ainmOrE'! subt.J. t.et.:i. (-':)S t.han 1:he t.hf:'.·rmodynami c: f i E~l dE.
Une);:pected f ea-'
tun·:s can ,'11tet- thf:? local wind profilf:? radically and "slip through the
!3(?~;;si on

::-::,,'1 -
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cr",,:\ck·:'," 0+ ii:\vail<:\blE:~ in·fonnat.ion.
It. is (~ntir-€':!ly plausible that a local
wind profile would develop special characteristics (e.gw, the right cur-vat:ut-·f..~ to 'favor c::;/clcH'\.ic sUPf:'~F'cell~:;) at. ttle t-ig.ht. time and place to dev€~lop
a. ~;uTpr"i ~;(.~ ItJ(,~'3'I:hel'" eVi-:~nt.
Nev~~rthE!les'::l,
"·H'? must do the bE'?St we can wi th
what we have and hope that new r-esources will fill the gaps someday.
What i~; f1t~ii?d(~d is to ,3.CCDunt f ,Cir- such pr-oC:f:'?s~;;es as cl i Lwnal 1 Dw-l <::vel
jE!t.S, cyel ogenii,~~;i s, appl~oachin~~ eyclones·, etc. t.o. crmstt"uet. a forecast of
t.b!:'? v..Ji nd py"o'f:i 1 e.
Th :i:~:; i ~5ea~:;i er to do i 'fone h<:.~sNl,J.JF' modEl output at
OnE! '~; disposal t.hem if t.h€~fm··ecast· of relevant' featl.,lres must be done by
h':H1d.
ThE~ mod~?l output. may contai n enough i nformat'i on to construct foreCaf::it \AJind profiles dir:·ec::tly. ,In either c:aS:,E'i, hoItJevet-, the principle is the
'::lamE?:
one l.l'o;;e~; nne'~;; four--dimen'o;ional depicticm (J·f <.'\tmospheric str·ucturE?
to i n-r €~F' hm'l thE~ \'Ji nd pr"cl'f i 1 e \<./i 11 change..
..,
,.

IV.

Environments Associated with thfryarious Storm Types

Fhvf,m a \<./inl::! pr-o>Hle fOF't;?cast, a~ong \";ith c:\.j:lrognosisof st.atic sta·..·
bility, moistun~, and mesosc<.'\li:i~. featLln?S' pr~oyiding lift, a 'fm"eca~;ter" ha~.3
t.hE' i nfoF·mat.i on rH:~Cf:~SSii:lr-y to make some' €~ducated. gL.IE'~~;S'.es C':xbout the potenti al
'few se~ver"e:! ccmvf?ction.' All that is rlf?t~deij i,sto hav(,~ EiQme notion about the
types of envir-onments associa€ed with ~afticular stor-m types.
This is the
last topic in these lecture notes.
Br-oadly, the character of storms is determined primarily by t h e ,
of, the updra+ts arid the vertfcal~ind ~hear.
A~ will be noted,
some ot~er- factors influence the mode of convection, but these are not as
generally import.ant as updraft intensit.y and wind shear.
The environments
of various storm types will be summarized in,what follows.
I urge a careful F'eadin!;) of the l11<':.l.tet-ial in the,: bibl idgraphies before attempting a dir-€~c:i: appl ication of theSE!' i-dE'a~;; in opE;t-ationc.l.l practice.
If you wish to
U':;ii? ':;cU?ntific: fCJt-t~ca~;ting methods, YQu:n<::ed to h",'\ve a':5 complete an understanding of the science involved as is humanly possible.
To do less than
that, to apply these generalizations biindly and without ~omprehe~sion, is
to ha~/ijf missed th{~ essenti'aT 'p6in t 'off:he~~e: let=tures/ Wt·~<~t follows is not
a recipe for severe weather- forecasting success;
rather, it is a point of
depar-t.ure for a long journey of und~rstanding.
str~ngth

Super-cells t.end to ~t~ur ~t the ex{reme ends of the buoyancy-shear
distr"ibuticms.
f-Hthough org.::Hlized. multic:'(,~ll storms can e:·:hibit supercell
c:har-actf!~t-i~.:,t i Cf::i ·f Olr' br- i €~~f pE'F' i bds, . t.hey gerter all y e:\r-e not consi dered superc(;?11~5 unlE~~;1:; th*?y havt~ th,,,,t char'actE?r" fqr"mqr,l;? than a fe\AJ minute~; a·t a
t.ime.
Thu~;, ~;upel'-C:f:~lls mostly occ:ur- in',situa't:j,pns with strong convective
insta.bility (very loltJ static: stability, copious ·lbw-Ievel moistut-e) that is
kept. from prematur-e r-elease by a capping inver-sion.···~he "loaded gun" soundi ng th,,,,t charac:ter"j, zes most super"cell·, ~:=.!vents evol ves ."'~; moi sture at low
levels is tr-anspor-ted under- an elevated mixed layer characterized by near-Iy
nE'~utr"al static: st.ability <i .e., dr"y ",'\di<:.~bat.ic lapSE? r"ates).
The ways in
whic:h this sort. of sounding. devel9ps often favor- t.he creation of low-level
jet streams and increasing wind shear •. That is, th~ intrusion of low-level
mcistur-8 beneath an airmass of high lap~e rates is accomplish_d by differl'?nti<3.1 adv€·?ction dUl~:i:ng baroclinic cyclonl"~ dE?vEHopment.
Under most cin:um'stances, high lar~ie rates do not occur- simult.aneously wit~ deep moisture,
so i.:h0? elevated miJ.a?d layE?r air is usually quite dry.
A common forec<"'l.sting
problem is the capping inver-sion:
as noted earlier-, if the r-est.r-aining
inver-sion is strong, the alternatives are either supercells or no convection at. ii:\ll.
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B.

l'1i crClbl.l.rsts

Microbl.l.rsts have received considerable recent attention due to their
impact on aviation.
I will distinguish between two prototypical microbl.l.rst
events, but I want to emphasize that real situations may contain elements
of both type::;.

1.
Dry Microbursts.
These are characte~ized by dry
low levels with near-dry adiabatic lapse rates and moist, more
stabl~ mid levels.
Note that this definition is keyed to the
environment rather than to the presence or absence of measurable
precipitation at the surface.
Weak, mid-tropospheric showers develop, which fall into dry, unstable air beneath the cloud base.
The evaporation of the precipitation creates a temperature deficit relative to the environment, which can be maintained against
dry adiabatic compression because the environment is already dry
adiabatically stratified.
Even a modest initial temperature deficit can yield strong downward vertical motion if it is maintained from mid-troposphere to the surface.
A dry microburst is
intitiated by evaporation, but is driven by negative buoyancy.
The only thing that can prevent the evaporatively-chilled air
from reaching the surface is mixing, ~hich reduces the parcelenvironment temperature difference.
Hence, strong vertical wind
shear (which promotes mixing through tur-bulent eddies) is unfavorable for dry microbursts.
2.
Wet microbursts.
These <H-e characterized by deep
moisture surmounted by a dry airmass, with lapse rates near moist
adiabatic throughout most of the troposphere.
Because the lapse
rate is near moist adiabatic~ vertical motions in convective updrafts are rather weak.
This promotes relatively small drop
sizes.
If dry air is entrained into the cloud (from above or laterally)~ it evaporates cloud and precipitation particles, becoming negatively buoyant.
It sinks and is warmed via dry adiabatic compression, thus reducing the relative humidity so it can
evaporate more liquid water.
If the entrained dry parcel has liquid water to evaporate through most of its descent, it can develop a substantial downdraft.
Thus, a Net microburst is initiated and drLven by evaporation, which maintains the initial nEgative buoyancy.
Shear-induced mixing is an unfavorable factor
for wet microbursts, also.
Any situation which promotes eva~orative cooling is favorable for
strong, potentially severs downdrafts.
Thus, a supercell situation with a
mid-tropospheric dry layer is capable of creating microburst-like events.
Also, there is nothing in the previous discussion that precludes microbursts in the absence of lightning and thunder.
Non-thundering showers can
produce micrcbursts of damaging proportions, especially in connection with
aircraft taking off or landing.
C.

Heavy Convective Precipitation

The rainfall produced by a convectiv~ system in a given drainage basin
is the product of the total mass of water vapor processed by the storm, its
precipitation efficiency (defined as the ratio of· the mass of the rainfall
at the ground to the mass of water vapor processes), and the time the
raining part of the system remains over the basin.
Thus, storm lifetime
and speed of movement are q0ite important with regard to the flash flood
threat;
in fact, they are just as important as the instantaneous rainfall
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rate.
Clearly, storms with relatively long lifetimes that move relatively
slowly and produce even a moderate precipitation rate are dangerous flashflood thn·:?ats.
Now strong vertical wind shear promotes long~lived storms, but can
also produce rapid movement, which tends to counteract the effect of long
storm life, unless one can develop a situation wherein a succession of
storms pass in turn over a drainage basin at the heavy precipitation phase
of their life cycle.
This can happen if a squall line slows its movement
normal to the I i ne II'~hi 1 f~ th€-~ constituent cells conti nus tomClV~? along thr!1
line .-- this is the so-called "tt-ain effect" flood producing storm.
It
tends to occur when a frontal boundary is parallel with the flow aloft.
If
the shear is primarily along the direction of the surface boundary, then
the situation is primed for flash floods when the sounding is unstable ~ith
copious low-level moisture.
In fact, the deeper the moistu~e, the less
precipitation will evaporate, promoting high precipitation efficiency.
If the shear is relatively weak, individual cells may have relatively
short life cycles, but the reduction in turbul~nt mixing promotes great
precipitation efficiency, especially when the moisture is deep and the
lapse rates are unstable.
In such cases, mesoscale boundaries developed by
earlier convection or by the initial convective cells may act as a slowmoving focus for redevelopment of convectiv~ cells which move slowly downstream, giving way to new cells in turn.
This is a train-effect situation
in lo'Je.:.'\k shear.
Classical and high-precipitation versions of the supercell storm can
produce extremely high rainfall rates in spite of strong shear and the
presence of dry air aloft, simply because they process inflow air through
their intense updrafts at such a high rate.
Even relatively low p~ecipi
tation efficiency can yield heavy precipitation if the influx of moist air
is great enough.
While supercells in strong flow generally move quickly
and, hence, pose little threat of flooding, some supercells develop in
strongly sheared flows that are relatively weak (i.e., lots of directional
shear and modest speed shear).
Moreover, supercells tend to move more
slowly than other non-supercell storms in their vicinity, owing to propagation effects.
Slow movement and high precipitation rates can yield significant flash flood potential, in addition to the other forms of severe
·weather produced by~upercells.
D.

Squall lines

As noted already, it appears that the linear character of squall lines
may be an artifact of the way in which convection is initiated, at least as
mcuh as any specific environmental characteristic.
However, the numerical
simulations have suggested that the most favorable shear structure is one
in which the shear tends to be confined to relatively low levels in the
environment.
Further, the linear character of squall lines is promoted by
processes that favor development of substantial outflow;
i.e., dry air
impinging on the storm from the rear in mid-troposphere.
This promotes a
strong rear-ta-front movement of the outflow, serving to enhance convergence along the gust front.
However, this tends to make the storm tilt
upshear, as the cold air undercuts it.
If at the same time the environmental shear (that tends to tilt the conve~tion downshear) opposes that
tilt caused by the outflow, the resulting convection is more nearly upright, long-lasting, and potentially severe.
Thus, the shear structure may
be quite important in determining the longevity and potential severity of
the squall I i nl:-J.
E.

Multicell storms
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I have noted several times already that organized multicellular convection <not orgi3.niz€·?d in lines> is probably the lea~;t'-stwjiE'~d of all 'for-ms
of deep, moist convection.
Thus, it probably is the least understood.
This situation obtains in spite of the fact that most severe weather (in
terms of the total number of severe events) probably comes from multicell
convection.
However v since the intensity of severe weather in multicell
storms generally ranges from marginal <wherever one puts the boundaries
between "s*,"?ver"t';!" and "non""-st~vt:?rt'!") to mIJd r2ratt';!, mul ti cell ~;tor-m~; ':';eem
rather less attractive as research examples.
Environmental conditions for
severe multicell storms probably are defined by default;
i.e., the margins
of those conditions which favor intense convection of other forms.
By this
reasoning, severe multicell storms occur with moderate inst~bility, many
different ranges of moisture, and moderate vertical wind shear.
These conditions are unfavorable to non-severe forms of convection and also do not
fit any of the criteria for other forms.
Weak wind shear with moderate to
t1igh moistur-e and instability would probably f~'\Vor- " pu l st';!" sever(;.~ storms,
but convectively-produced effects might allow organized multicell events to
evolve from such a situation.
I believe it is safe to say that multicell
convection is still ripe for further research.

V.

Hodograph exercise
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Very-Short-Range Forecast by Japan Spectral Model
Akihide Segami
Numerical Prediction Division, Japan Meteorological Agency

1.

Introduction

About 30 years has passed since the numerical weather prediction first
started in Japan.
The numerical weather prediction has significantly advanced
due to the improvements of modeling technology, computer powers and observation
network. To predict synoptic scale disturbances accurately, which was the most
important purpose of numerical models, are almost fulfilled by the recent
numerical models for 2- to 3-day forecasts.
However, accurate predictions of
large scale disturbances are not sufficient for better weather forecasts.
Because local weathers are associated with mesoicale phenomena and small scale
topography, numerical models must predict mesoscale features of atmosphere for
weather forecasting.
So called mesoscaJe models have been developed for this
purpose.
Mesoscale models require (1) high resolutio-ns horizontally and vertically to
resolve mesoscale phenomena, (2) proper physical parameterization schemesespecially for convection and planetary boundary layer process,
(3) initial fields
for mesoscale.
Treatments of convection become more difficult when a model
mesh-size approaches to the scale of a convective cloud. Further, Conventional
observation network is not sufficient to detect the mesoscale phenomena.
However, in spite of these deficiencies a lot of numerical experiments (Anthes
et aI., 1982; Ninomiya et aI., 1984, Zhang et aI., 1986, etc.) succeeded in the
simulations of mesoscale phenomena. These facts, hence, made us recognize that
mesoscale phenomena are predictable with the numerical prediction models.
Then, mesoscale models were introduced as operational or semi-operational use
at some numerical weather prediction centers, for example, Peridot System in
the French Weather Service (Imbard et al.,1987) and UKMO mesoscale model
(Golding, 1987).
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) upgraded operational models at the beginning of March in 1988 and put a new mesoscale model called Japan Spectral Model
(JSM) into operation.
JSM aims to predict smaller meso- a scale phenomena
around Japan especially ones which are highly influenced by the earth's surface
conditions. It runs twice a day up to 24 hours.
An important characteristics of JSM is to adopt a regional spectral method
developed by Tatsumi (1986) for the dynamical framework.
Spectral methods are
widely used for global or hemispheric models of many numerical weather prediction centers. However, because of the difficulty in treating the time dependent
lateral boundary conditions of limited area models, a regional spectral model
was not developed until Tatsumi first succeeded by introducing additional bases
which does not satisfy wall boundary conditions besides orthogonal do~ble
Fourier bases.
Several comparisons between the spectral and the grid point
models in real situations (Tatsumi, 1986 and 1987 and so on) reveals the superiority of the regional spectral method, because it has no tr~~cation errors
.and no aliasing errors.
Hence, we adopt the regional spectral method for the
operational model.
The other major improvements of the model- from the former operational model
(13L-VFM, NPD/JMA, 1986) are;
1) to increase the resolution horizontally and vertically,
2) to introduce nonlinear normal mode initialization,
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3) to include an effect of raindrop evaporation,
4) to put three layers underground tri predict ground temperatures.
The main objectives of the paper are to show (1) the ability of rnesoscale
predictions by JSM,
(2) the possibility of very-short-range forecast (VSRF) by
the model.
First,
§ 2 summarizes total operation system of numerical weather
prediction in JMA and elucidates the position of JSM in the system.
Next, we
briefly describe dynamical and physical framework of JSM in § 3.
§ 4 verifies
the precipitation forecasts and§ 5 shows the examples of mesnscale predictions
by JS~ Slow spin up of numerical prediction models is the significant problem
"especially for VSRF.
In order to cope with the problem,
§ 6 introduces a
(1987) using observed
dynamic assimilation method developed by Oeno et al.
rainfall rate.
JSM is not yet an accomplished system for VSRF.
We finally
discuss future problems of JSM to be solved when we construct a total system of
VSRF.
2.

Operational numerical prediction system in JMA

Japan Spectral Model (JSM) is not an isolated system and needs analysis and
lateral boundary data for the prediction.
To show the supplies of these data,
we summarize the total operation system of numerical weather prediction in JMA
before we describe the details of JSM.
JMA has three analysis models according to their domains and resolutions.
Table 2.1 shows outlines of the models at present (November 1988).
GAlL uses
2-dimensional
optimum interpolation method while AANL and JANL use 3dimensional optimum interpolation method.
First guess fields are 6-hour prediction of GSM for GANL and 12-hour prediction of GSM for AANL and JANL.
Table 2.1

Analysis models of JMA
Method

1st guess field

Model

Resolution

Global Analysis
(GANL)

1.875°

2-dim. optimum 6-hour prediction
of GSM
interpolation

Asia Analysis
(AANL)

150km

3-dim. optimum 12-hour prediction
interpolation
of GSM

Japan Analysis
(JANL)

80km

3-dim. optimum lZ-hour prediction
interpolation
of GSM

Table 2.2 summarizes numerical prediction models of JMA.
GSM predicts
synoptic scale disturbances and is used mainly for medium-range forecasts. The
purpose of ASM is to predict synoptic orsubsynoptic scale disturbances up to
48 hours.
ASM plays an important part in short-range forecasts.
The model
supplies boundary data to JSM every three hours.
JSM aims to predict meso-a
scale phenomena and fine structures of orographically induced disturbances. It
runs twice a day up to 24 hours.
JSM is used for warning of severe weathers
and the forecasting of local weathers.
Fig. 2: 1 shows a time coverage of the model products available to users after
observation time.
Objective nowcasting system of precipitation in JMA is also
shown in the figure.
Precipitation forecasts by the nowcasting up to three
hours are disseminated to users 20 min. after observation.
The purpose of the
nowcasting is to predict the severe weathers which show highly locality.
Be-
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cause the method is basically linear extrapolation of the movement of radar
echoes. the accuracy of forecasts beyond 3 hours becomes worse. Hence. mesoscale models like JSM are expected to compliment the defects.
However. the
products of JSM becomes available four to four and a half hours after
observation.
Further, so called the spin up problem especially in summer
season as will be mentioned in § 4 damages the precipitation forecasts of early
integration time.
Hence, we must recover these problems in order to use JSM
for VSRF.
We will discuss in § 7 how to construct a total system of VSRF including the objective nowcasting and JSM.
Table 2.2

Numerical prediction models of JMA
Resolution Vertical Lateral Analysis Forecast
domain
boundary
level

Model

GANL

Globe

3-day (OOz)
8-day (l2z)

GSM

AANL

East
Asia

48-hour
(OOz, 12z)

19

ASM

JANL

Around
Japan

24-hour
(OOz. 12z)

8

. GSM

GANL

Around 60-hour
typhoon

Global Spectral
T63
Model (GSM)
(1. 875" )

16

Asia Spectral
Model (ASM)

75km

16

Japan Spectral
Model (JSM)

40km

Typhoon Model
(TYM)

50km

GSM

Forecast
time

.

>

ASM

JSM
~:No~castiris
.:
:
' !

o

3

6

1

12

24

48h

Fig. 2. 1 Time coverage of the products of operational models in JMA

3. Model descriptIon
3.1

Japan Spectral Model (JSM)

------ JSM is a regional spectral model with time-dependent lateral boundary conditions proposed by Tatsumi (1986) .. The advantages of the spectral model against
grid point models are (1) the accuracy due to its complete absence of truncation errors and aliasing errors,
(2) the simplicity of the formulation that
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grid models cannot compete (Tatsumi,1986).
The model uses a -coordinate and has 19 layers in the vertical with Omb at
the top.
Horizontal resolution is 40km at 60° N and it covers a 97*97 grid
area on the polar stereographic projection map.
The forecast domain with the
orography and the vertical structure o·f the model are shown in Fig.3.1.
The
model has a high vertical resolution in the lower atmosphere to treat accurately vertical turbulent processes in the planetary boundary layer.

19L-JSH

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

p
30
'90
150
HO
275
345'
420.
500'

H

580

10
9
8

660
800

7

855

6
5
.{

900
935
960

3

i

1

Fig. 3.1

hs.

[> P
60
. 60
60
60
70
70
80'
80
80
80
70
60

50

40
30
'20
977.5. 15
990
10
997.5
5

Forecast domain with topography and the vertical l~vels of
JSM.

Parameterizati"()n of the pliysics consists of mofst "conv'ecYive adJustment for
cumul us convecti on wi th large-seal e condensation, Me llor-Yamada' s level-2 version of the turbulent clo:>ure model for vertical'dHfusj()n, "and Lou'is"
scheme
for surface fluxes.
Raindrop evaporation is also considered. There are three
layers underground to predict the ground temperatute.
'The'~arh features
are
summarized in TaMe l.1.
3. 2

An~lysis
.

.

and InitialiZAtion

Japan Analysis (JANL) performs with the 8Gkm mesh-size on the following
pressure-p lane: 1000mb, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100mb.
Three
dimensional multi-variate optimal interpolation method is used for geopotential
and winds.
Relative humidity is analyzed using uni-variate: 'interpolation up to
3GOm~
The cut-off time of data used in the analysis is three hours after
GOGMT or 12GMT. For the guess field,
12hour forecast of Global. Spectral Mode I
(GSM) is used.
The initial fields are obtained from JANL by the second order horizontal interpolation and increment method in the vertical (Yokoyama et al.
(1987».
Nonlinear normal mode initialization for limited area model developed by Takano
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of JMA Operational Regional Models
Model

Asia Spectral Model
(ASM)

Japan Spectral Model
(JSM)

Forecast area

Asia and Western Pacific

Around Japan

Horizontal maximum
wave number

83

Mesh-size of
transform grid

75km at 60° N

40km at 60° N

129 * 109 on the polar
stereographic projection

97 * 97 on the polar
stereographic projection

Vertical levels

16

19

Forecast time

48 hours (twice a day)

24 hours (twi ce a day)

Lateral boundary

One way nested to GSM

One way nested to ASM

Time integration

Semi-impl ici t

Initialization

Nonlinear normal mode
initialization

Sea surface temperature

DailY analysed value

Grid system of
transform grid

*

62

70

*

62

Physical processes
Planetary boundary layer

Level-2 by MelIor & Yamada

Surface boundary layer

Louis' scheme

Convection

Convective adjustment

Latent heating

Condensation and
evaporation from rainfall

Radiation

Included only to predict
land surface temperature

Cloud

Calculated from
r~lative humidity

Soi I temperature

Calculated with 3 layers
under the ground
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Same as ASM

et a1. (1988) is used to suppress high frequency gravi ty wave noises. Thevertical modes up to four and modes of period less than 6 hours are initialized.
4. Verification of precipitation forecasts
We verify the three-hour precipitation
forecasts
over 80km-mesh gird
(twice of original JSM).
Observed data
Table 4.1 Definition of a threat
are obtained with AMeDAS (Automated
score and a bias score.
Meteorological Data Acquisition System:
FO etc. indicate numbers of
density
for
precipitation
is
ap80km-mesh grid points of events.
proximately 1 station per 17km square ).
We use threat scores and bias scores as
a measure of the skill of forecasts.
The
definition of these scores are
Threat score FO/ (FO+NFO+FNO)
described in Table 4. 1.
Threat scores
show the accuracy of forecasts excluding
(FO+FNO) / (FO+NFO)
Bias score
the events of not observed and not
predicted.
Bias scores indicate the
False alarm rate = FNO/(FO+FNO)
ratio of the numbers of forecasts to
those of observations.
NFO/ (FO+NFO)
No hit rate
Fig.4.1 shows bias scores of threehour precipitation for spring (March to
May) and summer (June to August) in 1988
Event
!Event not
for the threshold amounts Imm (a) and
observed !observed
5mm (b).
The scores show small values
at the early forecast time especially in
,
Forecast
summer season, which indicates the slow
event
F 0
F N0
................................. .................................
.
spin up of the model.
Forecasts for
;
Forecast
summer season show smaller precipitation
no event
amounts than observation and it takes
NFO
NFNO
about 12 hours for the scores to level
off. On the other hand, the scores for
spring exceed 0.8 after six hours and
become almost one after nine hours.
This indicates faster spin up compared
with summer season, and appropriate precipitation amounts for light and
moderated rains. The scores for heavy rain (over 20mm/3hours) are rather smaller than 1 for both seasons (not shown in the figure).
Fig.4.2 shows threat scores for spring and summer in 1988.
Because of the
small bias scores or large no hit numbers (denoted by NFO in Table 4.1), the
threat scores also show bad skill at the early forecast time.
However, in
spite of the spin up problem, the scores for 3-6 hours in spring show the same
or eve~ higher valties compared with the other forecast periods for both Imm and
5mm. This means the accurate pressure pattern compensates the error due to the
small rainfall amount, and hence it makes the precipitation forecasts
comparatively better at this period.
The scores for summer are worse than those
for spring.
This may reflect the weakness of JSM in the treatment of convective rain.
In order to clarifY the skill of JSM, we compare the scores of the model
with those of persistency. Fig.4.3 shows threat scores of
predicted six-hour
precipitation by JSM and persistency for the threshold amounts Imm and 5mm.
Left and right panels indicate the scores for spring and summer, respectively.
Persistency uses observed precipitation amounts between -6 to 0 hours as a
forecast of each time period.
In spring JSM surpasses persistency even at the
~

I
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early forecast time.
This indicates the possibility of very-short-range
precipitation forecasts by JSM. On the other hand, the scores by JSM are worse
at the first period and become better after six hours in summer.
Spin up
problem is serious in summer.
Bias Score ( >5mm)

Bias Score ( >lmm)
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Monthly mean bias scores of three-hour precipitation over
80km-mesh grid for spring and summer in 1988. Left panel
shows the threshold amounts Imm and right panel indicates
5mm. Abscissa indicates forecast period.
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Same as Fig. 3.1 except for threat scores.
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Threat score (Summer) .

Thretit Score (Spring)

-e-JSM5
..•. PRS5

--JSM1
·... ·PRS1

0.6

0.6

0.4

--JSH5
..•. PRS5

--JSM1
...... PRS1
--

-----------.······

-

.

4.

···········7~·

0-6

6-12

Fig. 4.3

12-18

18-24

0-6

6-12

12-18

t8-24

Threat scores of six-hour precipitation by JSM and
persistency for spring and summer. JSMl and JSM5 indicate
the scores of JSM for the threshold amounts 1mm and 5mm,
and PRS1 and PRS5 shows the scores of persistency
for 1mm and 5mm, respectively.

5. Examples of the forecast
This section shows two examples of different type 24-hours forecasts by JSM.
One represents mesoscale structures of a large-scale system and the other simulates a mesoscale phenomenon itself.
For reference, we show the names of islands and seas around Japan in Fig.5. 1.

Pacific
Ocean
140E
30N

Fig. 5.1 The'names of islands and seas around Japan.
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5.1 Mesoscale distribution of precipi tation due to a
bance (March 11-12th in 1988)

Fig. 5.2

synoptic

scale

distur-

Surface synoptic chart (left panel) and 500 mb height
(right panel) at the initial time of OOGMT 11 March 1988.

Fig. 5. 3 Surface pressure at (a) 12GMT 11th and (b) OOGMT 12th.
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Fig.5.2 shows the analyzed surface pressure and 500mb height field for OOGMT
11 March 1988. There is a distinct trough from the north to the south of China
at 500mb.
Corresponding to it, there are two weak depressions at the surface
around Yellow Sea.
The lows move northeastward and merge at east of Korea
after 12 hours (Fig. 5. 3a), and then reach southwest of Hokkaido after 24 hours
(b). It deepens by 24mb in 24 hours (we call it Cyclone A hereafter). Another
low (Cyclone B hereafter) is generated on the Pacific coast and moves to Kanto
G7" N, 141" E) at OOGMT 12th.
Fig.5.4 shows the predicted surface pressure
by JSM~
The predi~ted central position and the press~re of Cyclone A'is almost perfect. It also predict well the evolution of Cyclone B around Kanto and
the trough extended southwestward from it. We can conc 1ude that the mode I predicted the pressure patterns quite well in this case.

Fig. 5.4

Predicted surface pressures by JSM.
(a) 12-hour forecast corresponds to Fig. 4. 3(a).
(b) 24-hour forecast

N,ext, we see the forecast of precipi tation.
Fig. 5. 5 shows 6-hour accumulated precipitation amounts of observations and forecasts for 00-06GMT, 0612GMT, 12-18GMT and 18-24GMT on March 11th.
Rainfall area first appears at
north of Kyushu until O~GMT.
Leading edge of the rainfall area reaches the
center of Japan during 06-12GMT. A heavy rain area (over 30mm per six hours)
also appears at the northwest of Kyushu in this period, which corresponds to
the approach of Cyclone A.
The heavy rai n area, then shi fts south to the
Pacific coast and move eastward along the coast following Cyclone B.
No heavy
rain areas are observed due to Cyclone A on the Japan Sea side.
Above mentioned features such as the movements of the leading edge of the precipitation
area and the heavy rain area '(over 20mm per six hours) are quite well predicted
by JSM.
In particular, the model' predicts the heavy rain area along the
Pacific side due to Cyclone B, not around Cyclone A over the Sea of Japan as
shown in the observation maps.
The rainfall for 12-18GMT is smaller than the
observation. We think this is due to the weakness of the orographic forcing by
the mode 1.
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1988 3 11 00-06 Z
(09-15IjRADAR AUEDAS

....

1988 3 11 18-24 Z
(03-09I)RADAR AUEDAS

Fig. 5.5

Six-hour accumulated precipitation amounts of observation
(left panel) and forecasts (right panel) from 00 to 24GMT on
March 11th. Thick shaded area indicates heavy rain more than
30mm/6hours. Contour interval in the forecast maps is 10mm.
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Heavy rain is predicted over Pacific Ocean as well during 12-24GMT.
Fig.5.6(a) shows predicted precipitation amounts accumulated between 15GMT and
18GMT.
Also shown is the cold front (thick line) estimated from the predicted
surface wind shear at 18GMT.
There is a heavy rainfall area located ahead of
the cold front, i. e., in the warm sector of the low.
On the other hand, the
observed cloud area ShOW11 in Fig. 5. 6 (b) clearly separates into two parts: one
corresponds to the cold front and the other to the warm sector clouds.
The
cloud area in the warm sector spreads eastward more than the predicted
precipitation area. However, the position of active Cb clouds located near the
western edge of this cloud region is almost the same as that of the predicted
heave rai n area.

(a)
Fig. 5.6

(a) Three hour precipi tation of 15-18GMT by JSM. A thick
line indicates a cold front estimated from the predicted
surface wind shear at 18GMT.
(b) Satellite Cloud Information produced by Meteorological
Satellite Center.

Ninomiya (1987) pointed out that because of the slow spin up in the mesoscale model. development of mesoscale fine structures of large-scale system was
suppressed by the large-scale disturbances. Using 13-level 64km-mesh model, he
obtained over estimated precipitation around the large-scale disturbance center
and showed no evolution of mesoscale system observed. However. in the present
study we find clear fine structures associated with the synoptic scale
disturbance. and no spurious concentration of precipitation around it. Because
we do not carry out his case, we cannot clarify the reason for the success of
this experiment by JSM.
We think the finer resolution and the shorter spin up
time of the model compared with the model used by Nin~miya contributed to this
improvement.
5.2 Mesoscale cloud system associated with a polar low
A polar low is a small synoptic or subsynoptic cyclone that forms in
air mass poleward of major jet streams or frontal zones (Reed,1987).
lows commonly occur in the North Atlantic and the Bering Sea, and a lot
vestigation were reported about them.
We can also observe the lows
Japan Sea with satellite and radar frequently (for example Asai and
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a cold
Polar
of inaround
Mi ura,

1981). We show one of the examples.
Fig.5.7 shows GMS visible image on 03 GMT (12 LST) 19 March 1988. A vortexlike cloud system with a trail southwestward is observed west of Hokkaido.
This cloud system appears in the cold air mass.
In
order to 5imulate the
evolution of this cloud system, we carry out 24-hour forecast from 12 GMT on
March 18th.
The surface synoptic chart of this initial time is shown in
Fig.5.8.
A synoptic scale cyclone moves eastward to east of Japan and the associated cold front displaced southward to 25" N.
In the cold air mass, a
polar low is observed around Vladiovostok (42" N, 134" E).
The low moves
slowly over Japan Sea and reaches Hokkaido after 24 hours as shown in Fig. 5. 9.
The position of the vortex center of the cloud system in Fig. 5. 7 corresponds to

Fig. 5.7

GMS visible image on 03 GMT (I2LST) 19 March 19.88.

Fig. 5.8

Surface synoptic chart at 12 GMT 18th.
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the low center.
JSM predicts the movement of the low rather well (Fig. 5. 9) although it has a little larger phase speed. Forecast at T=12hr.
shows a trough
stretching southwestward from the low which does not appear in the analysis.
(
We are not sure this dispari ty is due to the inaccurate forecast or not,
because little data are available in the Sea of Japan.)
Next, we show the forecast of the cloud system itself. The cloud system can
be seen clearly by visible images because it mainly consists of low level
clouds.
However,
in order to compare the movement with the forecast, - we use
Satellite Cloud Information, which illustrates Black Body Temperature (TBB),
cloud amounts, etc. produced by Meteorological Satellite Center (MSC).

Analysis

Forecast

.. :x:~..... -..

Fig. 5.9

Surface pressure analysis and the corresponding forecists
after 12 and 24 hours from. the initial time of 12GMT 18th.
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Fig. 5.10

Six hourly cloud
JSM. Left panel:
remarks the cloud
obtained from the

observation and corresponding forecasts by
Satellite Cloud Information. Black arrow
system. Right panel: Cloud distribution
relative humidity forecasts by JSM.
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Fig. 5.10 shows six hourly cloud information charts (left panel) and the corresponding weather maps produced by JSM (right panel).
The model produced
weather maps represent the weather elements such as fine, cloudy and rainy, estimated from the predicted variables of the model,
Le.
relative humidity and
temperature.
Black shaded area means rainy weather whose rainfall amount is
greater than 0.2mm per' one hour.
White and gray areas mean fine a.nd cloudy
weather,
respectively.
The cloud amounts are determined empirically from the
relative humidity prediction.
According to the cloud information charts,
the cloud cluster west of Hokkaido moves eastward slowly,
followed by the cloud band stretching southwestward which crosses Honshu at about 06 GMT and becomes weak over Pac i fic
Ocean at 12 GMT.
The weather maps by JSM represent this cloud system fairly
well although its activity seems slightly stronger in the forecast"s than in the
observations.
The width and the length of the cloud band is about 100km and 500km,
respecti ve 1y.
JSM can well predict this kind of cloud syste~ which is not
p r e di c t e d by ASM with 75km resolution.
The weather map is a powerful tool to
visualize the cl ouds.

6.

Dynamic assimilation for a. mesoscale model

Distribute the composite radar-AMeDAS
rainfall data to model's grid

I Start

itime integration

I

I

I1
....

.....
Continue
time
integration
1\

I

I

Transform the excess of the observed
rainfall rate over the model-produced
one to additional heating

~
Find cloud layer where relative humidity
is greater than RHc (=0.8)

~

I

Distribute the additional heating to the
cloud layer with parabolic vertical profile

I

~
intefration time greater than
Is specfied
forcing period?

I

I

No
Yes

I continue
Fig.

6.1

\V
time integration in normal -way

Flow diagram of the dynamic initialization procedure.
(Ueno et aI., 1987)
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Observed

Standard

Heating

I3GHT 27 JUH U85

N
11

E-l

12GHT 27 JUH 1985

fT· 3

(

C"1

11

E-l

12GHT 27 JUH 1985

fT- 6

\0

11

E-l

N
~

11

E-l

Fig. 6.2

One-hour precipitation amounts for observation (left panel),
standard run without forced heating (middle panel) and
heating run (right panel). Contour interval is 10mm and
dotted area indicates the region greater than 5mm/hour.
(U e no eta 1.. 1987 )
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Slow spin up of precipitation forecasts is the essential problem of mesoscale models when we use them for VSRF.
The objective analysis and the initial ization process should be improved for this purpose.
The vertical interpolation method implemented in JSM considerably recovered the spin up of
numerical models (Yokoyama et al.). However, JSM is still insufficient in summer season to be used for the VSRF as shown in § 4.
To cope with this problem, several initialization procedures using· highresolution satellite and radar data are reported (Tarbell, J.G. et a1. 1981;
fiere we introduce the experiment. by Ueno
Danard, 1985; Ninomiya et al. 1987).
et al.
(1987) using Radar-AMeDAS precipitation data (shown in another paper by
the author)..
They used 13-level 25km-mesh primitive model.
The procedure is outlined in
Fig.G.l.
During the first one-hour integration, when the observed rainfall
rate exceed the predicted one,
the diabatic heating corresponds to the difference between them is added to the model at each grid point assuming a
parabolic vertical profi le in the cloud layer.
After one hour, the forced
heating is swi tched off and the time integration proceeds in norma'l way.
Fig. 6. 2 shows observed one-hour precipitation amounts and the p'redicted ones
for the standard run (without the forced diabatic heating) and for the run with
the forced heating.
Observed heavy rain area is well predicted by the heating
run and the forecast is significantly improved in the first· three-hours.
However, the difference between the resut ts decreases. wi th time and becomes insignificant after six hours.
With regard to the fact that the effect of forced heating in the above experiment persisted onlY for the earlY few hours, Ninomiya et al. (1987) thought
the smallness of the forecast domain or the lateral boundary effects were the
main reason of that.
According to them, a model needs a large forecast domain
enough for the effective feedback of the mesoscale circulation produced by the
forced heating to the environmental field.
Actually, in the similar experiment
by Ninomiya et al. with the larger forecast domain using,satellite cloud top
temperature data,
the forced heating in the first I-hour strongly influenced
not only in the early few hours but throughout the 24..,.hour time integration.
7.

Discussion --- Future plans for very-short-range forecasts

We described the operational mesoscale model named JSM in Japan Meteorological Agency.
It runs twice a day up to 24 hours from the beginnlngof March in
1988.
The examples shown in § 5 represent the ability of "JSM for mesoscale
predictions.
As for very-short:-range precipi tation forecasts,
threat scores
for spring d.escribed in Fig. 4.2 indicate a good ski 11 even for the second three
hours of the forecast time. The scores for summer are not satisfactory because
of the spin up problem.
This could be much improved using the dynamic assimilation method described in § 6.
Accordingly, VSRF by the numerical model
is very promising. Furthermore, the model can provide the other products such
as surface temperature, wind and the weather map shown in Fig. 5. 9 in addition
to the precipitation.
When we think of JSM as a total system of YSRF, we have to improve following
major weaknesses:
(1) It runs only twice a day.
(2) Operation starts three hours after observation (OOGMT or 12GMT) and the
products are available'to users about four hours later.
(3) Slow spin up of the model.
"
In order to improve them we have a plan
(I) to, introduce analysis/forecast cYcle and to operate forecasts at
1eas.t four times a day,
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(2) to hasten the cut-off time of observation data and the starting time of
operation,
(3) to incorporate the dynamic assimilation method using not only the
radar and AMeDAS but also satellite data.
Even the above problems are solved, mesoscale models are still inferior to
the objective nowcasting in the spatial resolution and the quick data
processing. On the other hand, nowcasting beromes worse and may not be usable
beyond three hours. Hence, we should build up a VSRF system combining a mesos~
cale model and objective nowcasting.
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Objective Nowcasting of Precipitation
in Japan Meteorological Agency
Akihide Segami
Numerical Prediction Division, Japan Meteorological Agency

1. Introduction

Recent development of numerical prediction models have greatly improved
short range forecast accuracy. Not only large-scale but also mesoscale disturbances can be accurately predicted using the numerical models.
H~wever,
even
the finest operational models with the horizontal resolution of 30-40km are
still insufficient to forecast the local severe weathers with the scale less
than 50km.
Radar and a rain gauge network are very effective to detect heavy
rainfalls with such a scale.
Hence, we use these data to f~recast the severe
weathers.
Because smaller scale disturbances have shorter life cycle, it is
difficult to forecast these disturbances beyond six hours and the forecasts
become very-short-range.
The methodology of the forecasts is based on linear
extrapolation
and
we often call this very-short-range forecast (VSRF)
nowcasting.
Tatehira and Makino (1974) first attempted to nowcast rainfall amounts in
Japan.
They linearly extrapolated movement of radar echo patterns using 700mb
winds of a numerical prediction model, and obtained goods results of 4-hour
rainfall amounts. Although they showed the effectiveness of VSRF, we could not
put it into operation soon. Because rapid processing and highly automated· system are essential to the nowcasting, we had to develop automatic observation
system and improve computer and telecommunication powers.
After installed new computer system named COSMETS (Computer System for
Meteorological Services) in Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), we introduced
objective nowcasting system operationally in April 1988.
The main objectives
of this system are,
(a) to an~lyze rainfalls with the resolution of 5km using
radars and a rain gauge network to detect the local severe weather,
(b) to
forecast one-hour rainfall amounts up to three hours every hour when necessary.
§ 2 describes the observing system of radars and rain gauge network called
AMeDAS, and § 3 ou'n ines the nowcasting system.
Data analysis, forecasting
process and an example of nowcasting are described in § 4, 5 and 6,
respectively. Finally we discuss the future problem of the system in § 7.
2.
2.1

Observing systea
Weather radar network

JMA operates 20 meteorological radars covering Japan Islands as shown in
Fig.2.1.
Among them, 13 radars have automatic processing system named REDIS
(Radar Echo Digitizing and Dissemination System) at present (September 1988).
Automatic and rapid processing is inevitable for objective nowcasting, and
hence we only use radars with REDIS for the nowcasting.
REDIS removes ground
clutters from originally observed echoes using Moving Target Indication (MTI)
filter (Tatehira and Shimizu, 1978), which enables automatic processing of
radar data with micro computers.
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The radar wi th REDIS observes eight times per hour when necessary. and
provides echo intensity. echo top height and one-hour accumulation of echo intensity with 2.5km
2.5km resolution.
These data except the last one can be
displayed in a color CRT at nearby regional forecast centers through 2400bps
dedicated line.
They are also available to local governments or TV stations.
if necessary.
After transformed to 5km
5km resolution.
the data are transmitted to C08METS in JMA Headquarter's through 4800bps dedicated line to be used for composite radar charts and nowcasting.

*

*

Fig.2.1

2.2

Radar Network

Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS)

AMeDAS consists of about 1300 automatic surface observation stations shown
in Fig. 2. 2.
About 840 of them.
called four-parameter stations. observe four
meteorological parameters. i. e.. · precipitation amount. wind. temperature and
sunshine duration.
The rest.
about 480. have rain gauge alone. Among fourparameter stations. about 150 are located at manned weather stations. The density of the rain gauge network is approximately one station per 17km square.
The data from all these stations' are automatically collected by telephone
lines and are sent to about 60 forecast centers and some outside organizations
such as TV stations.
The data are alsa transmitted to JMA Headquarters and
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used for nowcasting and the other purposes .

.
...

..
0: Manned !feather station ( about 150 )
O:4-paraaeter station ( about 690 )
.6.:Precipitation station ( about 480 )

+ :Sno!f

Fig.2.2

3.

depth station ( about 190 )

AMeDAS Network

Objective Nowcasting System in JMA

Very-short-range forecasts are carried out every hour up to three hours when
there are significant radar echoes. The operation is automatically decided according to the radar echo intensity and its area.
Fig. 3. 1 shows the present forecast domain and the areas of forecast charts
distributed to forecast centers of each region. The forecast domain is covered
with 250*480 grid points with a mesh-size of 5km on a Biased-Lambert projection
plane.
There are three kinds of output charts distributed to the centers:
(1) Composit~ Radar Echo Chart --- Radar echo intensities and
echo top heights (see Fig.4. 1).
(2) Radar-AMeDAS Precipitation Chart --- One-hour precipitation
analysis using radars and AMeDAS (Fig.6.2).
(3) Forecast Precipitation Chart --- Predicted one-hour
precipitation amounts up to three hours (Fig. 6. 3).
Input data and products of the nowcasting are shown in Table 3.1 ..
Fig.3.2 shows a flow chart of the nowcasting.
The system are divided into
data collection, decoding, analysis, forecasting and dissemination processes
following observations.
Opr system completes all the processes about 20 min.
after observations.
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INPUT DATA

Composite Radar
Echo Chart

Radar echo intensity
Radar echo top hieght

Radar-AMeDAS
Precipitation Chart

Accumulated echo
intensity data
Precipitation of AMeDAS

Precipitation
forecast chart

Radar echo intensity
Accumulated echo
intensity data
Precipitation of AMeDAS
JSM wind forecasts
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!

Forecast domain (thick solid line) and
areas of forecast charts (solid line).

OUTPUT CHARTS
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I Precipitation Analysis :
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Available to users
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Fig. 3.2 Flow chart of Objective Nowcasting System
Nuaerals in the left side indicate minutes past each hour.
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4.

Data anahs is

The forecast variable of VSRF is a precipitation intensity not a precipitation amount. and hence the purpose of the data analysis is to obtain its intensity from radar and AMeDAS data. However. the other products obtained through
this analysis process. such as Composite Radar Echo Chart and Radar-AMeDAS
Precipitation Chart. are also quite important for the forecasters to watch
heavy rainfall events.
Hence. these charts are disseminated to forecast centers and used for this purpose.
4.1

Composing radar echoes

The digital data of echo intensities and echo top heights are used to
produce composite grid point data with the resolution of 5km * 5km.
We select
the best data from all available radar data according to a priority table over
the grid points for each radar.
The priority table is empirically dete~mined
in advance considering the effective radar' beam height and the distallce between
the radar site and the grid point.
Composite Radar Echo Chart depicts echo intensities with 10km * lOkm resolution and maximum echo top heights within each 50km * 50km domain.
An example
is shown in Fig.4. 1.

1988.10.20.21

li'rl!ll

(Z)

"111'11

Fig.4.1

An example of Composite Radar Echo Chart
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4.2

Precipitation analysis

Although AMeDAS has rather dense rain gauge network as described in 2.2, it
is still insufficient to depict the rainfall due to localized phenomena like
thunderstorms.
On the other hand, a radar has a finer resolution to represent
them. However, precipi tation amounts estimated by the radar are not accurate.
These defects can be remedied through the combined use of radars and rain gauge
network.
Here we describe the objective precipitation analysis in JMA to obtain the optimum one-hour precipitation amounts with 5km * 5km resolution using
radar data and AMeDAS.
We apply a correction method (see for example Bergthorsson et al., 1955),
whose general formulation can be written as follows:
(4.1)
where Z indicates the logarithm of precipitation amount, suffixes A, G and 0
indicate analysis, guess and observation, respectively, and suffixes f and i
.eans grid point and observation (AMeDAS) point, respectively (Fig.4.2).
We
use the following formula as a weighting function Wi .
exp (-ri 2 lA)
---------------L exp (-ri 2 lA)

(4.2)

where ri is a distance between the grid point
(f) and the observation point (i).
A dumping
factor (A) varies in accordance with the number
of iterations.
Summation with respect to i in
eqs. (4.1) and (~. 2) carries at most 10 AMeDAS
stations within 100km from the grid point.
Since we adopt the logarithm of precipitation
value as the variable ~, we can rewrite the
eq. (4.1) as follows:

*

RAf = Rf

* Ff

(4. 3)

where
log F f

L wi

v

*

log (G i IR'*i" )

(4.4)

I.

v

X
i

~

k
f

\

~

X

~

'11

V

Fig.4.2Grid points of analysis
and observation points denoted by X.

and
Zf

It.

Zi

0

log G1

Zl

G

log R':"

Zf

G

log R*"f

= log RAf
(4. ,)

where RAf, G1 • R~ and Rr are analysed precipitation amount at grid point f,
observed one at the i-th station, radar estimated precipitation amount at the
point i and the grid point f. respectively.
Eq. (4.3) shows that the analysed
precipitation a.ount is obtained from the radar estimated precipitation amount
.ultiplied by Ff . which we '.ay call a analysed radar calibration factor. This
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means the analysis is a kind of calibration processes to obtain F f from (4.4).
We repeat the above process three times to obtain the final values. The procedure is schematically presented in Fig.4. 3.
Note that we do not use the accumulated echo intensity data itself as the
first guess of R~
Because echo intensities often have large bias compared
with the observation by rain gauges, we think it is not appropriate to use the
radar data directly as the first guess especially over the sea without AMeDAS.
Hence. we modify the radar data using a climatological radar calibration factor
(G/R) as
.

*=R

R

(G/R)

where R indicates the accumulated echo intensity data.
The factor (aIR) is
determined statistically through the comparison between radar data (R) and
precipitation (G) by AMeDAS. It varies according to the radar. position of the
grid point and season.
The final analysed precipitation values are illustrated as·Radar-AMeDAS
Precipitation Chart and are disseminated to forecasters.

I START I
I

\1,

JJ

Guess field
( Zt G )

Observation
( Z10 )

.......1
. . .\.11

Interpolation to
observation point
( Zl G )

I
\F"

Analysed field
( Zt A )
I

Iteration
(3 ti.es)
Fig.4.3

4.3

I

Ut
END

1

Flow chart of the correction aethod.

Precipitation intensity data

Precipitation intensity data are derived from the composite radar echo intensity data through the process of calibration by AMeDAS.
We use Ft in
eq. (4.4) as a cal ibration factor.
'The data have resol ution of 5km * 5km and
are used for the forecast variables of YSRF.
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5.

Forecasting process

Forecast scheme is basically a linear-extrapolation of the past movement of
precipitation intensity. However, orographic enhancement (or decay) effect in
rainfall are quite important especially in Japan which has very complex
terrains.
Hence, the nowcasting system in JMA treats two orographic effects:
one is deve lopment or decay of echoes when they go over mountains, and the
other is existence of stationary echoes fixed over mountains. This can be commonly observed in northwesterly winter monsoon situation.
We separate echoes
into stationary and transient ones and consider enhancement or decay of the
latter when they approach to or go away from mountainous areas.
We assume no
development for the stationary echoes. The procedures are as follows:
(1) Derivation of a transfer vector of transient echoes.
(2) Separation of echoes into stationary and transient ones.
(3) Linear-extrapolation of transient echoes.
(4) Modification of transient echoes due to development or decay over
aountainous area.
We repeat the above process three times up to three hours, and then calculate
one-hour precipitation amounts.
5.1

Derivation of transfer vector of transient echoes

We apply a pattern matching technique to de~ive transfer vectors using three
time level precipitation intensity data.
Time interval of the data is one
hour.
We choose 200km square domain as a template (area of a target to be
tracked) and choose a whole forecast domain as a search area.
We choose a
We assuae the echoes consist of stationary and transient ones.
tiae change pattern of the precipitation intensity in place of the intensity
Data of the
itself as a target to reduce the effect~of the stationary echoes.
teaplate (T(1» and the search area (S(x» can be written as
~

I 0 (x)
~

S (x)

- I

~

-1

(x)

1_ 1 (1) -' I_ lI

<:)

(5. 1)

where 10 , I-I, I". are the precipitation intensity of initia.l the, one hour
before, two hour. s before, respectivell.. Using a displaceaent vector 1. we calculate a crosscorrelation function C<J) as
~

C (y) =

(5.2)

and 10 which gives a aaxiaua correlation value is the transfer vector
obtained.
Because we need three time level data, we can not derive the transfer
through this process without the previous observations. In such a case,
700mb wind data calculated by the mesoscale numerical prediction model
JSM (Japan Spectral Model) as a transfer vector.
5.2

to be
vector
we use
named

Separation of echoes

We use
Fig.5.1 illustrates the proced~e to extra~t the stationary echoes.
two time level intensity data 10 (x) and 1_ 1 (x), which can be written as
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~

~

~

A(x, 0) + B (x)

1 0 (x)

~

~

~

.~~

~

(5. 3)

A(x,-l) + B(x) = A(x-yo,O) + B(x)

1- 1 (X)

where A and B denote the transient and stationary echo, respectively, ~
is
the transfer vector obtained at the previous section.
1- 1 and 10 are shown
in Fig.5. l(a) and (b), respectively.
If we transfer not only the transient but
also the stationary echoes of 1- 1 wi th a I inear extrapolation. the echointensity pattern becomes

.,. "

*~

~...".

(5.4).

10 (x) = A(x, 0) + B(x+yo)

as shown in (cl.
~

Then, taking the difference between (b) and (c), we obtain

*-7

~

~...".

I 0 (x) = B (x) - B (x+ y 0

I 0 (x) -

(5. 5)

)

(See Fig. 5.1 (d». ~ If there is a point (~) which has no stationary echoes as
shown in (b), . B (xo) becomes zero, and then we can obtain the stationary echo
at the point (to -to) from rewri ting (to +10) as (~) in eq. (5.5).

T=0

T=-l

,I

I~
A

•

XI'!

Cb)

Ca)

~,

./"

Linear
extrapolation
Cc)

I

~.
-

/'

""

Cd)Difference
Fig.5.1

Procedure to separate echoes.
A and B means traniient ~nd stationary e~hoes.
(a) Observed echoes at T=-l.
(b) Observation at T=O.
(c) Linear extrapolation of (a).
(d) (b)-(c)
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~

~

B(xo -.Yo )

~

~

*

~

~

~

B(xo) + 10 (xo-Yo) - 10 (xo-Yo)
-+~

*~-l'

10 (xo-Yo) - 10 (xo-Yo)

(5. 6)

Because this calculation is carried out from the boundary to inner points in
each template, it is necessary to give some boundary conditions if there are
echoes at the boundary.
We assume there are no stationary echoes except over
mountainous areas, and hence we can obtain the stationary echoes from the outer
aost template which has points over sea.
Because of the detelopmentor decay
of echoes and inhomogene i ty and errors of transfer vectors, etc. , we can not
separate the echoes exactly, and iteration of the process becomes necessary.
We repeat the process twice.
5.3

Modification of transient echoes due to developaent or decay

We assuae radar echoes develop or decay only when they move over mountains,
and we treat this terrain effect using a regression method.
The idea is that
the enhancement (or decay) is produced due to the vertical velocity induced
froll the ascending (or descending) motion of the low level air, that is V-VH,
here VH is a gradient of the terrain height and V is a low level wind vector.
900ab wind predicted by JSM is used as the low level wind.
We calculate a regression equation between modified values of echoes and VVH over aountainous areas in each subdomain of 300km square at every forecast.
The aodified values are obtained from the difference between the present observation and the linearly extrapolated values of the previous observation.

6.

Exaaple of nowcasting --- Heavy rainfall
transforaed froa Typhoon 8610

Fi~.6.

due

to

extra-tropical

Fig.6.2

1 Topography used in the
nowcastin~.

Contour interval is 100a.
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cyclone

Synoptic chart

at 21LST on Aug. 4th.

23 JST 4th Aug.

22 JST 4th Aug.

01 JST 5th Aug.

00 JST 5th Aug.
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Fig. 6. 3
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Radar-AMeDAS Precipi tation Charts (one-hour precipi ta.tion
a.ounts) from 22LST 4th to OILST 5th Aug.
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Forecasts by the nowcasting corresponding to Fig.6.3.
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A extra-tropical cyclone transformed from Typhoon 8610 attacked Eastern
Japan and brought heavy rainfall from Aug. 4 to 5 in 1986.
This caused the
serious floods over the wide area.
Takemura et al. (1987) carried very-shortrange forecast experimentally and obtained good results.
Here, we show the
results by them.
Topography using in the nowcasting is shown in Fig.6. 1 for
reference.
Initial time of the forecast is 22 LST on Aug. 4th and three-hour forecast
is carried out.
Fig. 6. 2 shows the synoptic chart at 21 LST on Aug. 4th. The
low just south of Kanto moved northeastward and crossed Eastern Japan. in 12
hours.
Fig.6.3 shows Radar-AMeDAS precipitation charts. Observed heavy rainfall occurred at the east to southeast side of mountains within the leading
portion of the warm-frontal system.
Fig. 6.4 indicates the predicted one-hour
rainfall corresponding to Fig.fi.3. Predicted precipitation amount increased at
T=lhr and the heavy rainfall area (denoted by the numeral 2) moves northeastward from T=O to 3 hours.
Orographic enhancement was occurred around the
point denoted by the numeral 3. Heavy precipitation area persisted at the east
side of the mountain (shown by the numeral 1).
These features agree well with
the observations although the forecasts have a little faster phase speed and
rather larger rainfall amount than reality.
7.

Discuss ion

Objective nowcasting system of precipitation in JMA put into operation in
April 1988 and produces three-hour forecast every hour if there is significant
echoes.
The system is totally automated and the products are disseminated to
users within 20 min. after observations.
The forecast scheme is basically
linear-extrapolation of the past movement of radar echo intensities.
Development and decay of radar echoes are included only for orographic effects.
Generation of echoes is not considered.
Forecasts thus far show satisfactory skill.
However, an important factor
that damage some forecasts is the quality of the initial data. We can not predict the echoes if they do not exist in the initial data.
Collecting the data
at shorter time interval with finer spatial resolution is necessary for the
improvements.
The accuracy of the analysis becomes worse over the sea even within radar
detection range b~cause of no AMeDAS for calibration.
Satellite data may be
useful for estimating the rainfall in these area or the area beyond the detection range of the radar.
Orographic enhancement of rainfall is included in a rather simplified manner
using a regression method. However, micro-physical process are very important
for.the'orographic effect as pointed out by Tatehira (1976). Since environmental wind, - temperature" and water vapor fields are avai lable using the products
by the mesoscale model, we should introduce the process in the future.
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The Outlook for Radar Meteorology
by
C G ColLier
Meteorological Office, UK

1.

Introduction

It is almost fifty years since weather echoes were first identified on radar displays.
Although a very considerable amount of work has been carried out to define the theoretical
background to radar measurements, and clarify the structure and behaviour of weather echoes,
the impact on operational weather forecasting has been restricted largely to severe storm
warning. Indeed, the development over the last few years of mesoscale numerical weather
prediction models, made possible using very powerful computers, might be thought to restrict
further the operational utility of radar networks. However, it is argued here that, far
from restricting the utility of weather radars, these developments actually open up new
opportunities.
In this paper we discuss the present performance of radar-based short-period (a few
hours ahead) forecasting systems, noting the extent to which this might be improved. The
use of artificial intelligence may lead to an optimum application of radar data with other
meteorological information. In parallel with these developments, further improvements in
radar signal processing and technology and data interpretation are likely to provide the
basis upon which new operational forecasting techniques will be developed in the future. We
conclude therefore that the outlook for radar meteorology continues to be good; indeed it is
likely that weather radar systems in the future will contribute data of even more
significant operational importance than in the past.
2.

Extrapolation of radar echo motion

The distribution of precipitation in both space and time is extremely variable. In
thunderstorms rainfall rates may vary by tens of millimetres per hour from minute to minute
and over distances of a few hundred metres. Even in frontal rainfall, which is often
assumed to be widespread and uniform, there are considerable variations. No economic
network of manual observations, or even automatic weather stations, can hope to observe in
real time precipitation distributions, and their variations, sufficiently reliably for
operational weather forecasting. Clearly this is true over sea areas, but even over land
large areas of rainfall often occur between conventional observations.
The use of data from a radar network is the only way of observing the detailed
structure and behaviour of precipitation fields. Cloud imagery certainly allows rain-no
rain areas to be defined with some reliability and for convective rainfall provides
estimates of rainfall amount. However as yet no other technique or combination of
techniques provides precipitation measurements of acceptable accuracy under all weather
conditions. Indeed, ground-based radar data are an important element in several
satellite-based rainfall estimation procedures (for a review see Collier et aI, 1988).
Within this paper we consider very short-range forecasts of precipitation to be based upon
the timely acquisition of radar data and the extrapolation of those data for a few hours
ahead. The quality of the forecasts depends upon the time ahead for which linear
extrapolation is valid. This varies for different weather systems as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1:

Examples of typical linear extrapolation time scales for precipitation fields
with various weather events (partly from Doswell, 1986, after Zipser, 1983)

~ssociated

Weather event

Downhurst/Microburst
Tornado
Ind i vidual thunder storm
or heavy shower

Time-scale for linear
extrapolation validity
to a few mins .
- 1 to a few mins
5-20 minutes

Non-linear
predictive capability
Very limited
Currently very limited
Very limited

Severe thunderstorm

10 mins to 1 hour

Very limited

Thunderstorm organised-on the
mesoscale

-1-2 hours

Some

Flash-flood rainfall

- 1 to a few hours

Very limited

Orographically triggered
showers

- 1 hour

Very limited

Lake-effect snowstorms

A few hours

Very limited

Heavy snow/winter storm/
blizzard

A few hours

Some

High wind gusts accompanying
shallow showers

5-30 mins

Very limited

Hurricane

Many hours

Fair

Frontal passage

Many hours

Fair to good

For convective systems it is clear that linear extrapolation beyond one or two hours is
unlikely to provide good forecasts on its o"m. However, it should be noted that larger
scale systems often trigger small systems which produce severe weather. Therefore linear
extrapolation for several hours ahead of larger systems may be an extremely important part
of a procedure for forecasting the severe weather associated with smaller systems.
Where linear extrapolation ceases to produce a good forecast, a nonlinear forecasting
procedure, allowing for changes in precipitation rate and area, must be applied. However,
the application of a nonlinear model can sometimes produce a worse result than linear
techniques.
The requirement to produce detailed precipitation forecasts for many locations in near
real-time dictates that forecasting procedures must be highly automated. This has
encouraged the development of echo tracking techniques as discussed by (Browning and
Collier, 1989). However, Browning et aI, (1982) suggested that significant improvements in
forecast accuracy might be achieved if the forecaster was able to exercise his judgement in
the analysis and quality control of the radar data, before they are input into an objective
radar echo tracking algorithm: In recognition of the need to subjectively analyse radar
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data to remove as far as possible measurement errors, and to extend radar analyses using
satellite data, Browning (1979) (see also Browning and Collier, 1982) proposed the Frontiers
system in the UK, which has since become operational (Conway, 1987).
Whilst the need to blend subjective techniques with objective forecasting procedures is
evident in many meteorological situations, the necessary mechanisms to do this are not
straightforward to implement. The challenge, to produce the optimum man-computer
interactive system that will enable the benefits of subjective intervention to be realised
quickly enough to make them useful operationally, has been met successfully. However,
further work is needed to assess the correct balance between subjective and objective
procedures.

3.

Forecasting performance achieved

It is difficult to assess objectively the relative performance of the several different
methods of extrapolating echo movement, as most of the techniques claim to be successful in
a limited sense, and have been used in different weather situations. Browning and Collier
(1989) have reviewed the performance achieved so far. Figure 1 shows examples of forecasts
prepared using the UK Frontiers system. Here satellite data are used to extend the area of
coverage provided by the radar network with a concommitant increase in forecast accuracy as
shown in Figure 2. The effect of the satellite data
fIGuRE

Data time
12 Jan 88 1700

FIC T+1 - Tl3

Verification

FIC T+4 - T+6

Verification

CSI = 0.534
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5

6

depends upon the type of rainfall, and so far has only been used to produce extended
estimates of rain-no rain areas. Further work is needed to examine the performance achieved
operationally in convective rainfall for which showers are of short duration and more nearly
random organisation. When the convection is organised on the mesoscale it might be hoped
that a performance approaching that in frontal rainfall can be achieved.
At present the forecast accuracy varies considerably, sometimes being considerably
higher than persistence when rain areas are coherent, and at other times falling to improve
on persistance when convection produces variable patterns of radar echo. Figure 3 shows
this variability. Unfortunately echo areas change their size, intensity, speed and
direction of movement on time scales from hours to as short as a few minutes, depending upon
the synoptic situation and the local orography.
Wilson (1966) and Austin and Bellon (1974) suggested that useful forecasts may only be
made for more than of 30 minutes ahead when echoes are well defined, and their movement is
uniform. However Hill et al (1977) have demonstrated that extrapolation forecasts up to six
hours ahead could be made for a case of frontal rainfall, and Hill and Browning (1979) have
shown that individual echoes (with dimensions of the order of tens of kilometres) associated
with strongly convective situations which could be continuously identified for at least one
or two hours. Bellon and Austin (1978) and Browning et al (1982) show that the major cause
of poor forecasts, given good input data, is not errors in the forecast displacement, but
the unpredictable configuration of radar echo patterns as they undergo development or decay
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It seems clear, therefore, that the number of hours ahead for which a simple extrapolation
forecast may be useful depends upon the type of synoptic situation; if the echo pattern
develops significantly then other techniques must be employed.
4.

Blending data from different sources

Although much useful information may be extracted from radar data, these data have even
more impact on very-short-period forecasting if used with other data. No one source of data
should be used in isolation for forecasting. In the last ten years, building on
developments in man-computer interactive computer systems, particularly the McIdas system
(Suomi et aI, 1983), and the PROFS (Program for Regional Observing and Forecasting Services)
project (Beran and Little, 1979, Beran and MacDonald, 1981) in the USA, and early work on
the Frontiers project (Browning, 1979, Browning and Collier, 1982), operational forecasting
systems have been developed. These systems vary widely in their detailed structure
depending upon the particular applications being addressed and upon the types of data
available. For example, the Frontiers system concentrates on improving the quality of' radar
network data, extending the radar estimates of precipitation using satellite data, and
producing short-period forecasts of precipitation, the performance of which were discussed
above (Conway and Browning, 1988).
Work continues to assess the potential of these systems, and to evaluate their
performance. Recent work with the PROFS system (Purdom et aI, 1986, Haugen, 1986, McCoy,
1986) suggests that real improvements in short-period forecasting are possible, particularly
when remotely sensed data are used in conjunction with numerical weather prediction models.
The AWIPS-90 (Advanced Weather Information Processing System for the 1990's) described by
Boezi et al (1987) will provide the type of environment within which to accomplish this
combined use of data.
It is clear that wind fields obtained from numerical models, particularly mesoscale models
having grid lengths 10-20 km, can provide the means to move radar echoes in quite different
yet spatially consistent directions, and with different speeds. Unfortunately, the echo
motion is associated with the wind velocity at a particular height which may vary depending
upon the meteorological situation. Therefore it is necessary to obtain the depth and type
of precipitation from the model in order to assess the steering level for the radar echoes.
It may be necessary to use winds from different heights in different parts of the radar
coverage, for example across a front. In addition, the errors in the model winds, whilst
usually small, could be larger than those derived from echo matching techniques. Hence it
is not obvious that use of model winds will always produce a better forecast than other
methods, and it may be necessary to subjectively modify the wind field before it is applied
to the radar field. More research is needed to clarify the impact of such a technique.
Development of a rainfall pattern can, in principle, also be deduced from numerical
forecast models. Methods of recognising and extrapolating echo development are difficult to
implement reliably, and therefore must only have limited impact operationally. Mesoscale
models may indicate how a rainfall field is likely to develop or decay. Such information
can be used by forecasters to subjectively modify forecasts derived from radar data. This
could be one of the most effective ways of using numerical model output to aid radar
extrapolation procedures.
5.

Use of radar data as input to numerical weather prediction models

Because mesoscale model grid lengths are small (- 15 km), and physical parametrization
complex, the initial data used in integrations must be specified accurately and in
real-time, otherwise the mode~ will deviate rapidly from the observed atmospheric evolution.
Likewise, model boundary conditions ·must also be specified accurately, particularly the
lower boundary condition.
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Zhang and Fritsch (1986) and Golding (1987) emphasize the importance of both
topographic and thermal forcing to the accuracy of predictions, and note that correct
representation of such forcing requires the accurate specification of the moisture
distribution in the atmosphere. This is because the primary response of the atmosphere
appears to occur through condensation of water, and the consequent release of latent heat.
Radar data may improve the definition of the initial humidity field and hence contribute to
improvements considerably beyond the maximum useful forecast period of extrapolation
techniques. In this way radar data could significantly contribute to forecasting up to
several days ahead locally, regionally, and maybe even globally if enough radar data are
used in the model initialisation pr0.cess. Further work will reveal the extent to which errors if
the radar estimates of rainfall or snowfall lessen the usefulness of the data.
In addition to the use of radar data with mesoscale models, the nuclear accident at
Chernobyl in 1986 highlighted the importance of wet deposition in determining the dispersion
and distribution of radioactive nuclides. ApSimon et al (1988) using a lagrangian
trajectory model have demonstrated the importance of radar data in simulating the
distribution of caesium from the Chernobyl plume. Work is underway in the UK (Collier et
al, 1989) to develop an operational trajectory model using as one input precipitation data
over Europe derived from a combination of -numerical model, radar, satellite and conventional
meteorological observational data. Figure 4 shows an example of this product as produced at
present.

Composite rainfall field for 1500 GMT on 25 August
1987. The colours represent different rales of rainfall as follows: blue
purp!~ 1~2 mm h-', pink _2-4 mm h-'. red 4-8 mm h-',
yellow 8-16 mm h , green 16--32 mm h 'and brown> 32 mm h-'.

< I mm-ho"~
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6.

Artificial Intelligence

In much of what has been described so far, a clear division has existed between the
role of the computer (applying numerical operations to forecaster (subjectively
understanding images, using the wider meteorological context to pick out significant
features). Interactive display systems are a way of combining these approaches but, until
nOH, they have retained the same division of responsibilities between man and machine:
high-level reasoning on the one side, fast but blind number-crunching on the other.
Work on artificial intelligence, and in particular on expert systems, seeks to allow
the computer to perform some of the human's high-level judgemental tasks (for a useful
introduction see Conway, 1989). In meteorology, practical systems will almost certainly be
hybrids, with an "intelligent" upper layer controlling lower layers in which conventional
programs perform numerical operations such as low-level image-processing (Figure 5).
Campbell and Olsen (1987) have used artificial intelligence techniques in this way in a
system which analyses Doppler radar data for severe wind-shear events. In their system,
numerical pattern-recognition algorithms extract features from radar images. An expert
system reasons symbolically about these features, matching them with elements held as facts

fiGuRE 5

·INTELLIGENT· (EXPERT SYSTEM) LAYER

response

CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMS
-(d:lla.-exlraclion. image-Ilrocessing, elc.)

CURRENT OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Expert syslemsfor wealhcr forecasting: hybrid slnoclnrc.

and rules in its flknowledge base", and directs further operations by the pattern-recognition
algor ithms accordingly. The expert system weighs conflicting output from different
algorithms to establish the pr~sence of genuine features and reject radar artifacts. If
sufficient evidence accumulates the system will decide on and signal the presence of an
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entity such as a microburst or gust front. Such systems can continuously monitor real-time
data, giving them constant, unflagging attention and alerting the forecaster when
significant events occur.
Progress with this type of system in the USA (AIRIES, 1987, Moninger, 1988) and in
China (Dal et al, 1987) has given encouragement to similar work being started in the United
Kingdom (Conway, 1989). However most of the experience so far is in the application of
these systems to weather phenomena such as tornadoes, microbursts and gust fronst associated
with severe convective activity. It is interesting to note that Bullock and Heckman (1986)
relate a forecast office operational scenario for the 1990s which includes the deployment of
expert systems, but which relies upon human integration of the output from these systems
with other information. This approach could limit the potential of expert systems to
provide advice on actual weather phenomena in a way which humans cannot, namely in a very
detailed and timely fashion. However radar data may only realise their full potential in
very-short-period forecasting systems if artificial intelligence techniques are developed
for operational implementation, in a way which requires humans only to make very key
decisions, probably at the data analysis stage (such as significant error detection), or
just before forecast dissemination (such as to confirm or reject forecasts of very rapid
change).
7.

Radar technology

So far we have discussed how radar data are used for the operational short-period
forecasting of precipitation. Ways in which forecast accuracy might be improved have been
identified. In addition, the contribution radar data might make to forecasts further ahead
in time via improved definition of the initial humidity field for numerical models has been
indicated. However, as Browning and Collier (1989) point out, radar systems offer the
prospect of providing forecast information on a number of meteorological phenomena other
than precipitation. In general, these possibilities have been made available as a
consequence of new radar technology or data processing techniques. We discuss next some of
the recent innovations which are likely to provide new avenues for research and, in some
cases, may lead to operational implementaiton of new forecast techniques.
7.1

Signal processing and data interpretation

Since radar was first used for meteorological studies ways of extending the
capabilities of existing systems have been sought. Doppler radar is the most obvious
new development in recent years. However Browning et al (1978) (see also Austin, 1974)
described the use of pulse compression to give fine resolution and high sensitivity to
Doppler measurements. A 10.7 cm Doppler radar with an antenna of diameter 25 m located
at Defford in the UK was used.
After reflection from meteorological targets, the frequency-modulated pulses of
length 600 m were received, compressed, and range-gated to give a resolution in range
of 30 m. This was comparable with the beadwidth resolution at a range of about 5 km.
The compression ratio of 15 dB plus the high gain of the aerial (53.2 dB) and low
receiver noise temperature (170 0 K) produced a high sensitivity. The minimum detectable
reflectivity for an extended target was 1.2 x 10- 15 m- 1 at a range of 5 km. This radar
was capable of detecting all clear air echoes except those produced by the weakest
turbulence.
Similar radars to the Defford radar were developed in the USA and have been
reviewed by James (1980). Whilst these systems have undoubtedly made major
contributions to atmospheric research, their technology is only now, in the Nexrad
radars, being incorporated into operational systems. In fact the main improvement in
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operational radars over the last 20 years has been their digitization leading to the
availability of computer compatible data. Advances in signal processing other than
Doppler facilities have been few.
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One interesting development for ground clutter rejection has been described by
Aoyagi (1983). The variation of the amplitude of radar echoes from rain (Figure 6a) is
more rapid and irregular over short timescales than those from ground clutter (Figure
6c). However the frequency spectrum of rain echoes (Figure 6b) is constant for all
frequencies, so that the signal strength at frequencies of - 100 Hz is very similar to
that at a frequency of 0 Hz, referred to as the IIdirect current ll • For ground clutter
the frequency spectrum shows (Figure 6d) a peak at zero frequency, and becomes flat for
frequencies higher than 20-30 Hz. By discriminating between these frequency spectra
using a high band pass filter and estimates of the mean power of the rain echo, ground
echoes may be separated from rain echoes. Ground clutter supression up to about -22 dB
has been measured (Ishizaki et aI, 1986), and the technique is used operationally
throughout the Japanese radar network.
Improvements in sign~l processing will continue to have a significant impact on
the type of data produced by weather radars. However, just as important as these
developments are new ways to interpret the data. Browning and Wexler (1968) outlined a
method for deriving equally spaced radial velocity data along a circle of fixed range
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from a Doppler radar, the VAD method. This technique was extended for unequally spaced
data in azimuth by Rabin and Zrnic (1980) to allow for radar data collected in the
clear air where selective editing of spurious signals results in missing data. It has
recently been applied by Rabin et al (1987) in studies of the frontal zone prior to the
occurrence of thunderstorms.
Although this approach to data analysis is likely to reveal important new
knowledge, a further step is to retrieve thermodynamic and microphysical variables from
Doppler radar measurements as described by Hauser et al (1988). The momentum,
thermodynamic and microphysical equations are used with the wind field specified from
the Doppler observations. This type of technique promises to reveal a whole new
approach to data interpretation.
7.2

Millimetre radar

Millimetre-wave radars operate at 35 GHz (8.6 mm wavelength, W-band) or 94 GHz
(3.2 mm wavelength, Ka band in the USA sometimes called Q band in the UK). These
radars can detect cloud particles, particularly ice, unlike the more conventional
weather radars, and operate at much lower powers. Hobbs and Funk (1984) give examples
of the type of images which such radars can produce.
The minimum effective radar reflectivity factor of a cloud of water drops that is
measurable with a 35 GHz radar at a range of 1 km was estimated by Hobbs et al (1985)
to be - 36 ± 4 dBz. Due to the narrow beamwidth (- 0.26°) of these radars,
reflectivity measurements can reveal more detailed structural information on clouds and
precipitation than X or C band radars. However attenuation by both atmospheric gases,
and, more importantly, by precipitation, is severe, so the range of operations is very
limited.
Lhermitte (1987) describes a 94 GHz radar which has the advantage of lower power,
lightness and small overall size giving it considerable mobility. Also the short range
performance is less likely to be degraded by ground clutter. Precipitation particles
at 94 GHz are Mie scatterers, and it is therefore inappropriate to use a Marshall and
Palmer R:Z relationship when estimating rainfall at this frequency. These types of
radars are unlikely to be deployed operationally, but do provide valuable information
for studies of cloud structure.
7.3

Dual frequency radar

. Measurement of the reflectivity at two frequencies producing different
attenuation characteristics through precipitation can reveal a second characteristic of
precipitation other than the reflectivity (Cherry, 1978). The power received from a
pulse volume with reflectivity Z at a range R is given by
P

=

Z C

R2

where C is a constant dependent upon the radar parameters. At a non-radar beam
attenuation frequency (N) the power ratio at two ranges R1 and R2 is given by

2
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For an attenuating frequency (A) there will be a two-way attenuation factor A1 up
to range R1 , and an additional two-way attenuation factor ~A to range-R 2 (Figure 7):

fiGURE

pulse volume
at range R2

pulse volume

at range R,
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- radar -system
Differential attenuatiop'measurement

~A

may be determined from Equation -2 arid 3 provided that
2 N2

. 4

Equa.tion 4'requi-res that either:
1)

the scatter at both frequencies is of the Rayleigh type -

01"
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2)

that Do' one of the parameters of the drop-size distribution
5
is the same for both distributions at ranges R1 and R2 •
If one of these conditions is met, one obtains
hA
6

Now, besides thereflectivities at both frequencies; an additional parameter, the
attenuation hA between neighbouring or by more than one cell separated range gates is
available. By using scattering theory, drop size distributions for the range interval
R1 ••• R2 can be found which fit both observed
and hA.

z

There arise three problems in measuring hA:
a)

A number of system parameters have to be matched for both frequencies used. These
are the antenna polar diagram, pulse length and shape, and polarisation. Solving
this problem is in principle possible by careful engineering and calibration
procedures.

b)

The equality stated by Equation 4 may not be true.
be made.

c)

hA would have to be measured to an accuracy of +/- 0.1 dB/km (two-way) for A = 3
cm and to +/- 0.6 dB/km (two-way) for A - 1.2 cm. (Cherry, 1978), in order to
arrive at interpretable values.

Here again assumptions have to

These problems limit the practicality of using dual frequency measurements to
estimate rainfall. However, for large ice particles, such as hail, the departure
from Rayleigh scattering at the attenuating wavelength, which could be a problem
when measuring hA (equation 6), is a useful indicator of the presence of large
scatters within the echo cell. This is illustrated in Figure 8 and has been
discussed by Eccles and Atlas (1973) and Carbone (1972).
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7.4

Dual (multiple) polarisation radar

The departure of the shapes of precipitation particles from spherical gives rise to
different reflectivity properties. Seliga and Bringi (1976) interpreted signals in two
orthogonal linear polarization planes, horizontal (H) and vertical (V). in terms of
two-parametric drop size distributions. Circular polarization has also been used by
McCormick and Hendry (1972) but is technically more difficult and it is harder to interpret
the data.
The oblateness of raindrops, when falling at terminal velocity in air, increases with
drop volume. Good models for the shape and minor-to-major-axis-ratio exist (Pruppacher and
Beard, 1970; Pruppacher and Pitter, 1971). Together with fall speed data (Gunn and· Kinzer,
1949) i t is possible to relate drop size distributions to rainfall rates.
If raindrop canting is neglected (mean observed canting angles are in most cases below
20°; Brussaard, 1976), the radar cross section of raindrops for horizontal polarisation is
expected to be higher than the cross section for vertical polarisation:
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7

0H'Y .•. radar cross section for Hand Y polarisation
D
equivolumetric sphere diameter of raindrop
If, in addition, a two-parametric raindrop size distribution (refer to Equation
5) with parameters No and Do is implied; the refl~ctivities for H- and V-polarisation
can be expressed as:

o

r

(D) oexp( -3,67 oD/Do) odD

nunO 3

-m

8

With a dual polarisation radar, both quantities, ZH and Zy, can be measured and
be used to calculate the so called differential reflectivity ZrrR:

9

It is seen that ZOR depends on Do only, and therefore can be used to determine
Do' Having Do' Equation 8 can be used to find the second unknown distribution
parameter No'
Based on rigorously derived cross-sections oH and ay Figure 9 shows in graphical form
the relationships given by Equations 8 and 9, for 5.5 GHz (Cherry and Goddard, 1983). ZOR
has a dynamic range of the order o~ 5 dB, and a somewhat higher sensitivity with 00 is
evident for C-band. ZOR' therefore, has to be measured to an accuracy of less than 0.2 dB
(standard deviation), which is one of the main problems in practical implementations. If,
for example, ZH and Zy are measured independently as means of 100 integrated independent
single-pulse reflectivities, 10% of ZH and Zy are expected to be associated with fluctuation
errors above 0.5 dB. This is clearly insufficient for deriving ZDR with the stated
accuracy. Improvements can be made by,
(a)

increasing the integration
order of seconds;
(b)

number~

leading to single cell measurement times in the

acquiring single-pulse eChos for both polarisationsnearly simultaneously, so
that fluctuation errors in ZH and Zy cancel out when calculating ZOR = ZH/ZY'

In .practice method (b) is being applied, relying on the empirical relationship
for the decorrelation time of single pUlse echoes at constant carrier frequency, due to
drop rearrangement (Atlas, 1964):
1:

c =

51.3
f/GHz

(ms)
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10

T

C

•••

l' ....

decorrelation time in milliseconds
carrier frequency in GHz

For S-band radars

TO

= 17 ms, for C-band radars

T

e~

9 ms.

Dual polarisationradars, apply pulse polarisation schemes with alternating
transmission of horizontally and veY'tically polarised pUlses. For a'radarhaving·a,
range of 150 km the prf per polarisation would be 500 Hz, totalling 1000 pulses per
second for both polarisations. Associated pairs of H and V pulses are in this case
spaced by 1 ms, and can be considered well correlated
Detailed descriptions aboiIt the' in,fluence of decorrelation (not only by drop
rearrangement, but also'by pulse-to-pulse carrier freqUencY jitter_~nher.ent to '
magnetron transmitters) on random errors in ZDR have been given by Cherry"and Goddard
(1983) and Randeu (1986). There it is also shown, that by careful engineering and
adap~i,:e tran::;mitter contr()lcircuitrytl1~ req1,1ired error. Hmit.in ZDR'.' ie +/- 0.2 dB,
can be reached, even in, th~~ase'of simultaneous:~pplic~tiop of' frequencyag!l~ty
methods.
' ,
Although a relatively large number of polarisati?n diversity radars are in
operation, only a very limited number of, well documented comparisons between
radar-derived and directly measured rainfall (and/or propagation~ parameters are
available.
Simulati0ns performed by Atlas ~1984), ~sing gamma~distributions with different
independent parameters, led to absolute'aver~ge deviations of 33% for the
Z-to-R-conversion, reducing to 14% for the (ZH ZDR)-to-R~conversion.
Atlas stated that
"the differential reflectivity technique has potential for measuring rainfall
parameters with accuracy which is at least a factor 2 better than that which is
possible with the use of a single measurable in an empirical ZH-R-relationll. ija~l et
a1. (1980) come to the same conclusion, ie that "estimates of ZH and ZDR' applied to
the Seliga-Bringi-model for, N(D), translated into errors in rainfall rate of le~s than
50%"'.

.

,

'

Rogers( 1984 )suffil!Jar izes the' v'aiue of the ZDR -techniqj;e for improV~ng radar
estimates of' rainfall rate through the' two-parameter approach, and the discrimination
between the water and'ice phases,' with snow imd graupel 'causing consistently lower
values of' ZDR than rain and the melt in~ layer.
'
Aiso Hall et a1. . (1984) emphasise the value of. the differ'entia], reflectivity
technique for the identification of types of hydrometeors. Figure 10 shows the
expe9ted classification of various hydrometeor types according to 09served ZH and ZDR'
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Expected characteristics of Z and Zoa at 10 cm wavelength for various types of hydrometeors and ground
clutter (Hall et al., 1984).

Goddard and Cherry (1984) made comparisons between radar-'ZDR and
distrometer-derived ZDR at 3 GHz. They observed good correlation (up to 95$) between
the two quantities, however they found that radar-zDR , was about 0.1 dB higher than
dlstrometer - ZDR which had a significant .effect on rainfall rate calclilations.
Radar-derived rainfall rates were found to overestimate distrometer rates, this
being attributed to:
a)

gradients In rainfall rate

b)

DSD departure from the exponential form

c)

departure of drop-oblateness from the Pruppacher-Pitter model used

c)

drop canting effects

In consequence they proposed anew model for the axial ratios of water drops,
making small drops (1
2 mm diameter) less oblate.

Bringi et al (1982) came to similar results, using the S-band CHILL-radar with
deg beamwidth. They also found good correlation between radar-rain and
distrometer-rain, with radar-rain being an overestimation. Seliga et al (1981) gave
numerical results for errors between radar~derived and ground-measured rainfall rates
(measured with raingauges):
-~. ---, :'- ',Method

Error

47%
41.8%

Z

Z

raingauge~cali.brated

22%

i""-ZH,> ZOR-

•

1.

__

_..

/.

• -, _

~

In this case- a clear advantage' of th~,'Zmr":,_method over the conventional
single-parameter ~n~erpretation ca'n be seen~'Ro:weVer, in general the following
problems may cause, measurements to oh+y be as accurate as'those using conventional
reflectivity-ra-inialf~f!elationships;--,:
;,
bad calibration of ZH and/or ZOR
excessive fluctuations in ZOR
the decrease ofZDR-sensitivitY'witn increasing elevation angle
raindrop canting effects (w'indshear,,' turbulence) ,.
bad models for dropsize distr.ibutions' and/or'drop,shapes (eg neglect ion of
mechanical ocillations)
insufficient recognition of mixed-phase hydrometeors
large vertical gradients of ZH and rainfall development below the radar beam
So the pure ZH-ZDR-technique, does not seem to be the ultimate tool for improving
the quantitative measurement of rainfall rates or rainfall totals by radar.
7.5

Other radar techniques

Frequency-agile radars have been shown to dramatically increase the stability-of
ground clutter ecl;l.Oes, a,nd. h~rwe provide, a pos(3ible improv:ed ml?thod of 9lutter,di:scrimination (Ra,n<fe4 et aI"1988): 'tbJs t'e<;llmology' fs cbmparathiely, hew. iin<:t" the
ex~~nt 'to, wh:i,.ch.) t- CaR or ,should be implement~d-,qperat~6nallY. is, not: y~t clear.', '
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mean power of the crosspolar echo

complex correlation between co and crosspolar echoes
The ratio E,E,*/E 2E2* is, depending on the type of polarisation used (linear or
circular), called "linear depolarisation ratio (LOR)" or "circular depolarisation ratio
(COR)".
For a radar with two transmitted polarisations (H and V, or RHC and LHC), two
coherency matrices exist, but are not completely independent of each other. In the
case of linear polarisationE,E,*stands for ZH in the first matrix and for Zv in the
second matrix, while E2E2* is the same for both matrices.
In the case of alinerly polarised radar with two transmitted polarisations and
full coherency matrix-calculation the physical meaning of the matrix elements with
respect to the differential reflectivity ZH/ZV can be classified as follows:
Matrix Element

Physical Quantity
Rainfall rate

+

drop size resp. oblateness
canting angle (0 ••• 45°)

+

E,E,*
+

ZOR

+

degree of common orientation

+

+

+

E2E2*

E2E2*

+

ZOR

E,E 2*

+

ZOR

.j.

+

The interpretation of the coherency matrix for circularly polarised radars has
been pioneered by McCormick and .Hendry 9'975).- They introduced a special
nomenclature, which has been widely accepted.
CAN

12

'0.log,0(E 2E2* / E,E,*)

(the inverse of COR)
ORTT

E,E 2* / (E 1E1* • E2E2*)1/2

13

(the degree of common· orientation)
ALO

14

(the apparent mean orientation agnle).
One major problem in the acquisition of the coherency matrix (or a reduced
version, excluding phase information) is caused by attenuation and depolarisation
effects due to precipitation between the radar and the target volume. GoodmodeJ.s. for
estimating propagation parameters from the radar-observables, and careful calibration
of the radar's polariser section are very important.
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Besides the ability to recognise calfttng- effects .cand.correct ZOR)' the value of
the crosspolar reception radar lies in the particle type identification; Hendry and
Antar (1984) have developed a scheme for the identification of precipitation types from
the echo polarisation characteristics. This scheme is reproduced in. Figure J1 •.
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Polarisation characteristics for various precipitation types. Partially .bas·ed on results with 1. 8 cm
and 3.1 cm radars at elevation angles up to 20 •
(Hendry and Antar, 1984)

ORTT (defined in equation 13) has been observed to be between 40% and 50% for
moderate rain, considerably lower for snowfall, and rather high '(about 80%) in the top
region of convective clouds, being attributed to electrically charged ice needles
(Humphr'ies, 1974; Anderson, 1975; Hendry et aI, 1975; Hendry and McCormick, 1976).
Hendry and Antar (1984) report ORTT between 60% and 90% for heavy rain, and below 30%
for hail, while CDR is high in both cases. Kropfli et al. (984) observed peaks in CDR
just below the bright band, and proposed the combination of CDR and fall-speed
. measurements using Doppler radar to be a promising precipitation type "identification
method. However, whilst these radar systems seem promising their' extensive operational
use may not be practical.
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8.

Conclusion

Traditionally in radar meteorology research and operational development have proceeded
in parallel. Like other areas of science, the challenge is to transfer new ideas to
practical use. This remains the most difficult transition to accomplish successfully.
Doppler radar is a good example of a technology which has taken a very considerable time to
be implemented operationally, and even now the interpretation of Doppler radar data within a
trUly operational environment remains to be completed satisfactorily.
The limitations of using conventional reflectivity data for short-period forecasting
are now well understood, but unless radar data can contribute reliably to forecast
preparation via numerical model data assimilation and the use of artificial intelligence
teChniques, than the operational meteorological outlook is bleak. Nevertheless, the
accurate measurement of precipitation will remain of central importance to hydrologists, and
radar will certainly play on important part in satisfying this requirement.
New radar techniques are continually being developed, but this_ author believes that
considerable effort needs to be directed to problems of data interpretation if such
techniques are to be cost-beneficial operationally. In spite of this these systems will
undoubtedly contribute much in the years to come to our understanding of the behaviour of
the atmosphere.
Finally, we conclude that the outlook for radar meteorology is exciting, and the
importance of the contribution of radar is unlikely to diminish in the future. Indeed, it
may well be that use of radar data with numerical models will have a profound effect upon
forecasting the atmosphere not just locally but also regionally, and even perhaps, globally.
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PROM IS 600 STRATEGIES FOR VERY SHORT-RANGE WEATHER
FORECASTING IN SWEDEN - CONCEPTS AND ACHIEVEMENT
Bengt Dahlstrom, Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)

NEEDS AND STRATEGIES

During the last decade some meteorologically and technically based approaches have
been developed, and even realized in prototype or pilot shape, for meeting the needs
of the future weather service. The present contribution describes the Swedish approach
to the future weather service.
Unexpected weather leads to large expenditures for society each year and causes
serious accidents. Weather forecasts with improved resolution in time and space can
be essential tools for weather dependent activities and give large economic savings.
They can also help in preventing damages caused by severe weather and even save lifes.
A study on the design of the future Swedish weather service in the 90's was performed
in 1979 in connection with an investigation into the organization and activities of the
SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute), initiated by the government.
The resulting plan, called PROMIS 90 (PRogram for an Operational Meteorological
Information System in the 90's), was based on an analysis of the requirments of weather
information in society and a judegement on what methods and techniques should be
available. An increasing demand was identified for very short range, detailed forecasts,
efficiently disseminated and tailored to users' needs. Improved quality of the present
short forecasts and extended forecasts for periods of five days to one month was also
required.
The proposed design of an integrated weather service system for all time scales was
preceeded by a study of requirements of observations, analysis and prediction tools and
final products and their distribution to the users. The PROMIS 90-system was suggested to consist of a number (3-6) of regional weather services (RW), each responsible
for production offorecasts 0-18 hours and for distribution of all weather products within
the region. A central weather service (CW) would be responsible for the longer
forecasts.
The need for better information on the mesoscale weather leads to an observation
system based on remote sensing techniques (doppler radars, satellites, automatic
sounders and sodars) and a dense network of automatic stations with high updating
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frequency. Data should be transmitted, processed and presented to the meteorologist
on colour displays. An important role is foreseen for hte meteorologist at the RW while
the longer forecasts at the CW will demand less manual work in the future.
In order to get an improved basis for design and specifications of PROMIS 90 and to
show the existing market for the short term and nowcasting weather service, a fundamental strategy was to establish a platform for the realization: The pilot project
named PROMIS 600 was initiated in the autumn 1984.
The main strategy of this project is to investigate and propose the design of a profitable
and efficient weather service in Sweden.
The meso-scale network of automatic weather stations within the PROMIS project was
established for several purposes.
• A research tool for the study of meso-scale weather systems and meso-scale
modifications oflarger scale weather systems due to the complicated distribution of land, sea and surface orography within the PROMIS area.
• Estimation of precipitation with high resolution in the spatial and temporal
domains by use ofdoppler radar data calibrated by information from automatic stations
• Short range forecasting of convective clouds and precipitation by the aid low
level convergence patterns determined from the wind observations in the
meso-scale network.
• Nowcasting and very short-range forecasting for local users, e.g. road
authorities, farmers and air-port services.
• Meso-scale input for air pollution models and climatological investigations
• Optimization of future operational observation networks based on system
experiments with variation of models and data sources

Meteorological processing, forecasting methods and technical systems for nowcasting
and very short-range weahter forecasting are being developed and will be tested in an
operational environment. Suitable weather products and distribtuion techniques which
are cost:-effective for the customers and for the weather service will be defined in close
cooperation with customers.
Studies aiming at a good working enviroment for the meteorological personnelwillrbe
performed. Spinn-off effects on activities within hydrology, oceanography and
climatology will also be investigated in the project.
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MAJOR PROJECT COMPONENTS
Technical system

Nowcasting and very short-range forecasting imply an observation system giving data
with high resolution and frequent updates. The short time scale also puts heavy
demands on rapid communications, data processing, presentation and distribution. The
design of the PROMIS 600 technical system reflects these requirements. The observationsystem includes automatic weather stations and remote sensing components, the
data flow is highly computerized and the work station computer supported within an
interactive environment.
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automatic stations

The technical system includes,
• satellite data subsystem
• doppler weather radars
• lightning location subsystem
• automatic station network
• computer system and workstation
• interfaces to the conventional meteorological data
• distribution subsystem
PROMIS 600 technical system thus treats the whole chain from the observation to the
final product at the customer's site.
The main observation and forecast area is located within a circle around Norrkoping
with a radius of 120 km, which is the approximate range for measuring precipitation
with the Norrkoping doppler weather radar. All automatic stations are located inside
this area.
The second weather radar is located to Arlanda airport north of Stockholm. Merged
images from the two radars are available at the workstation.

The satellite data sUbsystem
The subsystem consists of two antennas and receivers for high resolution NOAA and
METEOSAT data. It also contains computer hardware and software for qualified
processing, multispectral analysis and calssifiCation.

The doppler weather radars
Two doppler radars for three dimensional scanning of the atmosphere are included in
the observation system. Each radar uses a dedicated computerfor control, data handling and processing. .
The lightning location network
A lightning location network covers the whole of Sweden. Inf()rmation from detection
stations are received in real-time and compiled in Norrkping. Maps showing position
and time for lightning strokes are presented to the meteorologists at the workstation.
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Automatic station network

The automatic station network consists of 40 automatic stations measuring the basic
meteorological parameters with a time resolution varying between one minute to 15
minutes.
computer system and workstation

The workstations are connected to a computer system, which has the configuration
according to the figure on the next page.
Conventional meteorological data input

The PROMIS 600 computer is connected to other computers at SMHI and will receive
the conventional meteorological data like synoptical observations, data from radiosondes, longer forecasts etc.
The distribution sUbsystem

The distribution will be automated to a certain level, but will still retain the ability for
customers to receive tailormade information. Different distribtution methods will be
tested (for instance videotex, telefacsimile, telex and PC).

OTHER MAIN PROJECT COMPONENTS
Analysis and forecast methods

The meteorologists at the workstation need tools for working with mesoscale forecasting problems.
The development work includes,
- analysis of the vertical structure of the troposphere, expsciaUy the lower part (PBL)
- analysis of ordinary meteorological fields on the mesoscale - estimation of
physiographic data in the domain of interest including annual or seasonal variations
- analysis/initial data and forecast utilizing an air mass transformation model (advection
of a column of air)
- simplified models for short range forecasting of pressure, temperature and precipitation
- wind and precipitation measurements by doppler radar
- cloud identification and precipitation probabilities using satellite data
- observation system experiments in order to study optimum mix of data sources.
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Operations, distribution and marketing

The observation data are collected and processed in near real~time. At the workstation,
the meteorologist has fast access to these data as well as results from mesoscale analysis
and forecasting models. The workstation must be efficient and a simple man-machine
interface is a necessary prerequisite.
New production methods are used in the PROMIS 600 system. The basic idea is to let
the meteorologist concentrate on the mesoscale forecasting problem and to automate
as much as possible of the final adaptation of the information to the different users'
needs, such as the distribution on suitable channels to the customers,
During the operational phase, the detailed requirements for real-time data, nowcasts
and very short~range forecasts will be studied. Costlbenefit investigations will be
performed and the market for a future PROMIS weather sercie will be evaluated.

ORGANIZATION
PROMIS 600 is divided into six separate projects,
• technical system
..• method development and optimizing of observing system
• market and distribution
• workstation and operations
• special applications
• evaluation and documentation.
ACHIEVEMENTS AND STATUS OF THE WEATHER SERVICE SYSTEM IN
WORKSTATIONS AND OPERATIONS

The operational working-place has been completed and two working positions can
simultaneouslybeconnectedto the system and in paralell utilize all available information.
The equipment per working-place consists of·a graphics colour display for image
generation/presentation and an alphanumeric display for handling of menues, manual
input of information etc.. The comprehensive system of image processing functions can
easily be accessed by the meteorologist from a tablet with an attached rat.
The powerful image processing system has been delivered by ERE (Ericsson Radio
Electronics) with Teragon as subcontractor.
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METEOROLOGICAL MODELS INTEGRATED IN THE PROMIS 600 SYSTEM
In this section a broad survey is given of the meterorological models contained in the
PROMIS 600 system. There are still some models that are in the phase of implementation into the total system of software modules. A strategy of the work has been to
include as much meteorological models as possible of satisfactory operational quality
in the system. Within the next half-year all the models and products hinted in the
following text in this section hopefully be in operational use. The validation of the
outcome ofthese models in the operational environment created by PROMIS 600, will
within the next two years reveal the meteorological merits and drawbacks ofthe various
software modules.

- The Vorticity Advection Model, VAM. This model is based on the advection of a
vorticity that is evaluated from a mesoscale analysis of the pressure of the sea surface
analysis. The vorticity is advected by a flow which is determined from a large scale
numeric forecasting model LAM (Limited Area Model).
- The Small Area Model is a model that is based on the same concept as a model
developed by Danard. The output from the model is mesoscale windf~elds in the lowest
layers..
- The Air Mass Transformation model, AMT, consists of a system for processing an
one-dimensional boundary layer model along a trajedoria given by the analysis system
and also by a forecast model.
- A statistical forecast model, POP (from 'Probability of PrecipiUltion'), can be used
for areal probability forecasts of a geophysical parameter, for instance precipitation.
- Velocity Azimuth Display,.VAD, by use of doppler radar information. This technique
permits the determination of vertical profiles of wind direction, divergence and deformation in the centre of a column with a radius ofabout2 km to 20 km, with its centre
at the site ofthe doppler radar. Further analysis of these profiles can then give other
outcome, like vertical velocity and thermal advection (not yet implemented);The
application of this model is limited to days where radar echoes exist.
- Determination of horizontal wind fields from doppler weather radar informtion. This
technique is referred to as the uniform wind technique. This technique is based on an
assumption that the horizontal wind vector can be regarded as constant within a limited
area of the echo field. This technique can, like the VAD method, only be used with
weather situations where there are radar echoes present.
- Estimation of accumufated precipitation by use.(>f r~dar.information and.ctatafrom
automatic stations. Precipitation is estimated for a specified time interval, generally
one hour. The hourly accumulated fields are then summed upto give 3 hour totals, daily
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totals etc. As input to the estimation model serves radar data fields with as high updating
as possible from the normal mode (information from the doppler mode can also be
used) and precipitation data from the automatic stations with a time resolution of one
minute.
- Nowcasting of precipitation by use of radar information. Two methods have been
developed to give products which can give a crude idea of the nowcasting features of
the precipitation field contained under 'the radar umbrella'. One method is based on
pure extrapolation of a radar field, or a field of precipitation derived from a radar field.
The wind vector for the extrapolation is determined by a crosscorrelation analysis of
two consequtive radar patterns. The other method is analogous, but the wind vector is
determined by wind vectors from doppler radar data~
-The mesobeta- and mesogamma analysis systems. An analysis system for the mesobeta
scale (20 km - 200 km) has been developed and taken into operational use - examples
are given in the illustrations presented in this section. The analysis system is based on
statistical interpolation (also called 'optimum interpolation'). Non-isotropic correlation functions have been developed in the analysis of parameters in the lowest atmospheric layer. A multivariate scheme has been developed for analysis ofvertical profiles.
The mesobeta analysis system operates presently on a 3 hour basis.
- Use of satellite information for classification of clouds and determination of precipitation. Satellite data will be used for automatic cloud classification and for the estimation
of precipitation. The following approach is intended to be included in the system:
Classification according to the maximum likelihood method and by use of meteorological filtering, which means judgements of meteorological consistency, and also by
including classification based on the texture of the cloud entities. Presently a large data
base is created containing the input for the development of the classification scheme,
where the solar height angle is one p·arameter of primary importance.

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTS
Automatic station data, m~teoroIGgi.cal-fofecast-s-aI1daut0maticaUY-lJfOce-ssedforecasts
for road temperature and humidity are delivered with high frequency, up to every 15
minutes, to the road masters. The road surveyors get their information on graphic
.
displays connected with personal computers.
Very short range forecasts

.4hour forecasts for road surface temperature and dewpoint. New forecasts
twice an hour for all road stations. Presentation: tables and graphs. Old data
and forecasted data in different colours.
• 6 hour foreCasts for road surface temperature and dewpoint for 6 areas in
the province. New forecasts every two hours. Presentation: tables.
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• 12 hour forecast in general terms at least 5 times a day (at 03h am, 09h am,
11h and at 03h pm,09h pm). Presentation: worded.
The meteorologists 6 hour forecasts were updated every two hours and used asinput
in a radiation model to calculate the surface temperature and dewpoint at som
seletected road stations (VVIS). Moreover the latest observational data from road
stations and synoptic information from SMH I weather stations were used in the model.
The menu on the PC will during the next winter season also include:
• Radar information
• Satellite information
• An energy balance model for surface temperature and dewpoint forecasts
In order to get useful products for better decisions, the road- surveyors have listed the
weather information they need.
Development worktogether with the Swedish Television is going on with the intention
to develop a suitable technics for the presentation of satelIite-, radar-, and lightning
location images.
The.· new automatic telephone answering service for· the' publie is used· with a high
frequency and the number of calls has reached a stable level. A planned investigation
of the customers'use of this facility is expected to give further guidance for further
marketing actions.
Three locationswith building-work hi Norrkoping was during the winter furnished with
products from an extended forecasting service: The way of distribution - telefax was
used in this project -was in particular appreciated...
Much work have been devoted during the year to the problems related to the efficient
distribution of products and data to customers. Development activities have been
started within SMHI to realize system {or a cost-effective information exchange -not
least of digital images -"between the headquarter of SMHI in Notrkoping and the
regional weather services. For the data communication between the headquarter and
the regional services permanent 64 Kbits connections have been established.

a

Plans for the extending of the automatic system for distribution - with emphasis on
connections with personal computers and other types of computers operated by the
customers - are now under development. The intention is to implement this extended
distribution serVice within PROMIS 600 during 1990. It is judged. that this link in the
distribution chain is a necessary prerequisite for a rational and cost-effective weather
service.
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WMO Training Workshop on Observations and Forecast Methods for Very Short-range Forecasting,
Bralislava, Czechoslovakia, 10-21 July, 1989

ESTIMATION OF PRECIPITATION BY USE OF RADAR AND
AUTOMATIC STATIONS
Bengt Dahlstr6m
The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)

1. Scope
A system for the estimation of precipitation by use of data from doppler radar and
automatic stations has been developed at SMHI. The system has been builtup in the
working environment of 'PROMIS 600', the pilot project for design and specification
ofthe future Swedish weather service. Two methods of primitive character have been
developed for the nowcastinglvery short-range forecasting of the accumulated rainfall
pattern: One method extrapolates the hourly accumulated precipitation pattern by
estimating vectors of movement on the basis of the covariance structure based on two
consequtive precipitation fields. The other method extrapolates the hourly accumulated pattern by use of winds, determined from the doppler radar data. The work with
methods for estimation of precipitation quantities has partially been sponsored by the
Swedish Natural Science foundation.
2. The developed system
The developed system has a modular construction and is basically built up as follows:

• Improvement of the quality of the basic data sets (radar data, data from
automatic stations and in the future also tentatively digital satellite information).
• Identification of relevant available information for the adaptive determination of relationships for the transfer of radar data to precipitation estimates.
Optimization of the adaptive 'Z-R' relationship and integration of the rainfall
pattern on a two minute basis to hourly precipitation.
• Application of the methods for simple extrapolation of the rainfalL
The first item covers routines for the detection and correction of bright band, reduction
of ground clutter and adjustment of sectors with blocked beam. The polar radar data
is conversed to rectangular radar data. The automatic station data is checked for time
consistency errors etc. All information is retrieved in near real-time. Item 1 deals also
with the identification of trivial cases, dry weather, no information available etc.
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The second item covers the routines for adaptive determination of the 'Z~R' relationship. The basic concept is to use all relevant information. This means that not only pixel
values located at the position of the automatic stations are used. Also nearby pixels in
the direction of the leading wind are used at the optimization of the Z~Rrelationship.
The scan interval of the SMHI doppler radar in Norrkoping is generally around 10
minutes. For the transfer of radar data to precipitation data the field is moved,
interpolated, in two minutes steps. Thereby a good time consistency can be obtained.
Convective cells generally show a continuous development when they traverse the field
under the radar umbrella.
The system gives output of integrated rainfall for the last 1, 3, 6 and 12 hours.
The third item, extrapolation of the hourly accumulated patterns has hitherto not been
fully tested for the operational implementation.

3. Results

The system for precipitation estimation will hopefully go into an operational mode
within the PROMIS 600 environment during spring 1990. At the seminar a number of
examples from the system with verification is presented. An example of the integration
of nidar data - in timesteps of two minutes - is given in the illustration on the following
pages.
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WMO Training Workshop on Observations and Forecast Methods for Very Short- range Forecasting,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 10-21 July, 1989

SPECIAL NUMERICAL FORECAST MODELS USED IN PROMIS
600
Bengt Dahlstrom
The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)

SUMMARY

The following numerical forecast models are used in PROMIS 600:
- The VorticityAdvectionModel, VAM. This model is based on the advection of a vorticity
that is evaluated from a mesoscale analysis of the pressure of the sea surface analysis.
The vorticity is advected by a flow which is determined from a large scale numeric
forecasting model LAM (Limited Area Model). The YAM model is adaptive in the
sense that an optimal wind for the advection is determined for each time the model is
used. The results are modified by other processes by use of information from LAM
('YAM-B'). The results show that the model generally gives satisfactory forecasts up
to 6 hours och sometimes even up to 12 hours. One example is given on the following
page.
- The Small A rea Model, SAM, is a model that is based on the same concept as a model
developed by Danard. The output from the model is mesoscale wind fields in the lowest
layers. Analysis of the air pressure at the level of the sea surface, temperature in the
lowest atmospheric layer, vertical stability, topography and roughness of the earth
surface is used as input in the model. The model interprets the flow in the lowest
atmospheric layer of heath and momentum and is processed until a quasi-stationary
state is reached. The model has turned out to give valueable information on the wind
conditions in the lowest layers. See the case study illustrated on a following page.
- The Air Mass Transformation model, AMT, consists of a system for processing an
one-dimensional boundary layer model along a trajectoria given by the analysis system
and also by a forecast model. This trajectoria thus includes both a past and a future
time-interval. Forecasts are given by the AMT-model tosome arbitrarily given points
in time and space of the conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer.
- A statistical forecast model, POP (from 'Probability of Precipitation'), can be used for
areal probability forecasts of a geophysical parameter, for instance precipitation. To
broadly illustrate the concept: a relationship between the precipitation climate at a
number of geographical locations, the respective surrounding topography and the part
of the area that is covered by water is developed. By statistical methods can the
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probability o~ precipitation be expressed, where also information on the synoptic
situation is taken into account. The probability is eXIJressedina grid and this information can consequently be displayed by a map.
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WMO Training Workshop on Observations and Forecast Methods for Very Short-range Forecasting,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 10-21 July, 1989

AN OBJECTIVE MESa-SCALE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Bengt Dahlstrom
The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)

SUMMARY

The objective analysis system developed within PROMIS 600 is based on statistical
interpolation ofgeophysical data. The information is interpolated to basically two grids:
one grid (the 'meso-beta grid') covering the Nordic countries (except Iceland) and the
other (the 'meso-gamma grid') covering a region centered at the SMHI headquarter
with a radius of around 150 km.
An-isotropic correlation functions have been introduced for the analysis of surface
parameters. Land/sea contrasts have been considered in the modelling of these correlation functions. A multi-variate scheme for analysis of vertical profiles, using potential temperature as vertical coordinate, is being developed.
The meso-scale analysis fields are used as input to the models used for YSRF. The
meso-beta analysis system has been in operational use for some years whiId the
meso-gammaanalysis system is under implementation. The information from the
mesa-beta system has turned out to be of great importance for a lot of applications.
An agrometeorological subsystem which uses meteorological fields from the meso-beta
grid is now builtand will be teSted operationally this spring: a biomass model coupled
to a hydrological model is used for the estimation of the development of biomass in
real time: the grass is growing every third hour in the systemandisolines for the biomass
increment or accumalated biomass can be drawn on a real-time basis.
Details in the meso~scale analysis system are described during the training_workshop.
One example of output from the system is given on the'foIlowing page.
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